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This doctorate has been undertaken within the framework of research
by project at RMIT University. The project work of the PhD is embedded
within an architectural practice encompassing the production of built
and unbuilt work; visual works including (but not limited to) drawings
and also academic practice through teaching. This research, however,
is confined to and specifically focuses on the exploration of drawing
within the practice. Conducted through making and through reflection
upon the projects ventured into throughout the duration of the
candidature, this doctorate is an account of the relationships between
drawing (I include certain ways of making here as part of drawing), and
critical thinking. The research methodology provides an example of how
an engagement with spatial thinking, through the capacity of drawing,
can contribute to expanded drawing practices and to the broader
contexts of architecture and design.
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INTRODUCTION
Start, Line:
We Live in Drawings
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INVENTORY #1

SEISMOGRAPHIC INSTRUMENT
Attending to the line, the drawing is a seismographic instrument. A
compendium of activity, twice coiled in time. The hand firstly moves,
addressing the paper, negotiating between the mark just made and the next
mark to come. And the hand keeps moving. Time goes on, and in this hopeful
undertaking, is absorbed. A protracted movement forward, out of a blank
whiteness toward a constituted blackness. Secondly, the hand records, like a
monitor tracking vitals, a body in space, articulating occupation. Extrusion
of all points of movement. Trace a path, follow a lead, imagine a course, time
materialised.
Sometimes, drawings arrest a moment, but with this first Inventory drawing
it expands it, a moment inflating to contain other moments. It’s hard to
cheat a drawing into existence, there is no rapid way to make this drawing,
without time. Each mark sits in an equally visible position to the other and
layers can’t completely conceal or cover as they might in a painting. Forced
to the fore, a drawing, Norman Bryson believes, is “a radically open zone that
1. Norman Bryson, “A Walk
for a Walk’s Sake.” In 3x
Abstraction: New Methods
of Drawing by Hilma Af Klint,
Emma Kunz and Agnes
Martin, edited by Catherine
de Zegher and Hendel
Teicher, New Haven, Conn.;
London: Yale University
Press, 2005, p.149.
2. Bryson, N, ibid. p. 149.
3. Paul Klee, Matthew Gale,
Tate Gallery. Trustees, and
Tate Publishing (London
England). Creative Confession
and Other Writings, 2014.

always operates in real time … Line gives you the image together with the
whole history of its becoming that image.” 1
Its whole history … The time of its making contained and present, condensed,
contracted onto the surface, replaying the time of its unfolding.2 The longer
the length of line, the more drawn out in drawing, the more of the element of
time it contains. Distance equates to time spent, whereas a painting’s surface
or a photograph’s flat sheen can be apprehended in moments. 3
Time absorbed. The relevance of time becomes meaningless, I am swallowed
up in the drawing. The extrusion of a line can take all afternoon. I surrender
to it. Immersion. Circular thinking, repeating and refining, returning. Small
extensions moving it forward. A compendium of a day. Excluding all other
things (except for coffee, and often, music). Waiting for the catch. A moment
when the implement snags and an idea emerges, and sticks.
Chuck Jones said that to do good drawing, you need “to get the first 10,000
bad drawings out of you.” I wish I had started counting all my drawings, since
childhood, but I have long since lost count of which number this one might
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PROLOGUE
Every uncertain and feathery line you draw represents
resource – the sweat, pain and toil of people working in the cold.
Claude Heath

This statement, brought to my attention sometime during my formal
architectural studies, accompanies excursions into the creative passage
of drawing. Not for its erudite conviction of the power of drawing, nor its
gravity as it weds an activity to which I had previously attributed lightness
to one of consequence and responsibility, but for its conviction that a line
can be a potent device. As it courses from pen to paper or from mouse
to screen, a line resonates, it’s a tether setting off a trajectory for a future
life of that line, with an adaptability that extends beyond a simple linear
existence, beyond its one dimensionality.
In architectural drawing, compressed in the manifold of the line is
resource projected – the industry of people working at bringing about
built forms, in the cold, the heat; and ultimately the ritualised and habitual
toil and prospective joy of eventual occupants as they would go about the
minutiae of their daily lives – the end-point, perhaps, of the line.

be, and on which side of the 10,000 it might sit. Regardless, the making of
this drawing contributes, like all those that came before, to mark my body.
The effect of holding a pencil in hand for long periods of time has left a
physically distorted middle finger, calloused through repeated use.
It is seemingly peculiar that it can take much less time to appraise a finished
drawing than to make it. A drawing contains its whole history, but also its
future. As it is exposed to light and viewed, it is in a long and slow process of
decline … fading and eventually disappearing. To see a drawing is to see how
it has been made and also how it will be unmade, again.
Inventory #1 starts with a grid and ends with ninety-nine lines. It is the field
from which this journey begins, each delicate point a seed in waiting, a
spatial concept, waiting.

4. Gilles Deleuze, Expressions
in Philosophy: Spinoza. Trans.
Martin Joughin. New York:
Zone Books, 1992. 224-226.
Also: Michael Menser,
“We Still Do Not Know
What a Building Can Do” in
Woods, Lebbeus. Radical
Reconstruction. New York:
Princeton Architectural Press,
1997, 156.

If every line represents resource, or toil, in its future incarnations, then
before the line – a flashback if you will – to a beginning: the toil of a pencil
moving across a page, that resource at the initial point of this journey, of
someone drawing out a line. Compressed too, in a line, is the resource
representing the expertise and the prolonged attention required to bring a
line about.
I don’t yet know what drawing can do, I don’t yet know what drawing can
be.4 I do know that as I act on a drawing, the drawing acts on me. The
process and the product combining. I begin with a line, and on the page I
end with a space, but what nature of space might this be? Presumably it
won’t be self-evident, this space, but one which emerges correspondingly
with the line.
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TWO COMPLEXITIES OF LINE
I would like to introduce, as bookends to the research, two works that
hold the line as their central device, but for each the line is drawn in a
distinct and spatially different way.
The first, A Line Made by Walking, (Richard Long, 1967) is a work neither
drawn nor plotted, but a line made visible through erasure, through
Long’s repetition of movement, which flattened a course through a
grassy field and assumed the shape and length of a line. This particular
line delineates not an edge to, nor outline of, an object (located in a
particular space), but stands in for the trace of bodily motion, in this case,
a walk. The line is descriptive of an activity, standing in for and registering
physical enactment. Here the line draws forth a temporal space.
The second work framing this research, Lucio Fontana’s Spatial Concept,
Waiting (1960) consists fairly simply of a line cut into canvas. As in Long’s
walk, the line is also an absence, the integrity of the canvas is broken
apart and the line is the resulting cleave, but Fontana’s line questioned
the physical nature of the otherwise flat surface. Fontana didn’t just
cut the canvas, he cut the canvas. Here is a questioning of the spatial
aspects of the canvas, of our spatial understanding. He turned his line
into a three-dimensional device, the flat canvas into a no-longer flat multidimensional object, for there was now a third dimension to its face, and a
further one on its reverse side. He made plural the perspectival reduction
into the background, by constructing a perspectival foreground, a further
dimension to the picture plane. Here the line draws forth a dimensional
space.
5. Emma Dexter, ed. Vitamin
D: New Perspectives in
Drawing. London: Phaidon
Press, 2005,10.
6. Brian Hatton, “Motive and
Motif” in Mobility of the Line:
Art, Architecture, Design.
By Ivana Wingham, Basel:
Birkhäuser, 2013, 214.

The lines portrayed in these two examples indicate the duality inherent in
what a line may depict: a condition of movement or a condition of edge.
At one extremity, abstraction and at the other, representation. Its virtue is
its fluidity.5 In Brian Hatton’s reading of the variability of line he observes
that: “A line may appear as a boundary between two domains, or it may
appear as the trace of a motive subject or agent proceeding from point to
point.”6

3 Richard Long, A Line Made by Walking, 1967

4 Lucio Fontana, Spatial Concept ‘Waiting’, 1960

As the critical tool across the broad field of architectural drawing, the line
is its fundamental voice.

7. Bruce Brown, “Preface”,
in Mobility of the Line:
Art, Architecture, Design.
By Ivana Wingham, Basel:
Birkhäuser, 2013,16.
8. Mario Carpo, The
Alphabet and the Algorithm,
Cambridge Mass.: The MIT
Press, 2011, 23.

A line’s essential characteristic of one-dimensionality allows for clarity
in transfer between it and quantifiable lengths, an efficient device of
measure, enabling a drawing to ‘stand-in’ for or represent something.
In the case of architecture, however, the two scales of drawing and
building being widely divergent, this standing in can only be notionally
and conceptually similar.7 Furthermore, beside the obvious divergence
of scale, there is the equally obvious divergence of dimensionality. Yet,
we have faith in this tool of drawing, its flatness proves little deterrent
to spatial thinking, in fact it could be due to this very flatness that
spatial thinking is enabled. As a surface in receipt of marks, a drawing
condenses and expands imaginative thinking, the first site of building.
Alberti’s position stated the drawing as primary: “The design of the
building is the original and the building is the copy.”8 Always evolving,
but continually vital, the drawing is the core operative of architectural
thinking. We live in drawings.
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PRACTICE BACKGROUND

9. Avis Newman,
“Conversation: Avis 		
Newman/Catherine De
Zegher.” In The Stage of
Drawing: Gesture and Act,
edited by Avis Newman
and Catherine de Zegher
London New York: Tate
Publishing; The Drawing
Center, 2003, 166.

10. When colour and shading
are used (and even then
can be made up of lines, for
instance, as hatching) they
are more likely less vital
attributes of the drawing
than the underlying structure
of the lines themselves,
depicting the boundaries of
physical objects.
11. ‘relatively’ is used
deliberately here as
construction drawings can
reach different levels of
completeness. Through
personal preferences,
how the built form will
be procured or through
unintended circumstances
encountered on site in the
building process can all
determine at which point
drawing ‘stops’.

Prior to taking a more central role in my practice, drawing naturally
constituted part of the process of designing, as both a tool for the
exploration of design ideas and a means by which those ideas would be
articulated and communicated. Avis Newman has described drawing as
“the nearest equivalent to the operations of thought.”9 The immediacy
and ease of the drawn line is the main appeal of drawing, particularly in
the initial stages of a project, through sketches and notational diagrams.
Over the course of a project, (a project in the traditional sense of one
involving a client or clients and resulting ultimately in a building for
occupation), drawings would evolve from conditions of speculative
provisionality, exploring possibilities of sketch designs, through to a
more developed design. They would then move toward conditions of
ever-clarifying intent. Resulting in working drawings – a contract set
of construction documents constituting the precise and legal set of
drawings from which builders take their instructions and where ambiguity
is discouraged.
The characteristic of the line in most of the architectural drawings in my
practice, prior to the commencement of this research, dealt with the
line (to return to Hatton’s idea) most often as the boundary between two
discrete domains. This includes lines denoting edges, such as the edge
of site; the edge of wall or opening; a joinery edge; an edge to a change
in level and the start of the next. Lines perhaps indicating textures,
differences in materials; how a door, window, section of joinery might
swing, pivot, reveal, or disappear.10 These are the kinds of drawings that
are commonplace in architectural practice. Plans, sections, perspectives,
elevations and so forth – the set further progressing and advancing the
ideas, ready for appraisal, and moving always toward an end-point where
the thinking (in the) drawing pauses and is at a relatively concluded stage
once construction work on site begins.11 The line predominantly operates
as a cut: indicating a change from one materiality to another, from one
orientation to another. Less often would lines be used to indicate the
presence of an occupant, or an indiscriminate aspect of the design such
as a shaft of light or prospective view gained from a particular opening or
certain position.

For several years before formally undertaking this research (and
coinciding with an increase in my sessional teaching), drawing began
to take a more central position in my practice. This augmented drawing
practice emerged either through extending the tract of time given to
sketching within the process of designing or increasingly as a separate
venture without direct relation to a project or to a built outcome.
The motivation for this had been occurring slowly as digital tools
became more commonly and more widely used in my workplace.
Additionally, I had observed a steep uptake of digital drawing (often in
lieu of developing hand drawing skills) amongst students in my teaching
practice. This became even more acute with the introduction of building
modelling software (BIM), which enabled a more holistic approach to
designing through a singular, three-dimensional model. This notably
enlarged the capabilities and span of digital drawing from that of a tool
utilised at the end point of projects (as had been the predominant domain
of CAD software for making two-dimensional construction drawings) to
spread backwards to earlier stages of sketch design, to those embryonic
moments where the design was still flexible, still to be determined.
Taking up my architectural education in the early 1990’s and subsequently
beginning practice in the second half of that decade coincided with CAD
technologies still at relatively rudimentary stages. My earliest introduction
to drawing digitally required a basic understanding of coding (far removed
from contemporary programs with intuitive interfaces). Unlike many of
the students currently taking up an architectural degree, the presence
of digital methods of drawing at the time of my own architectural
education were not the dominant mantle under which communication
operated as they have come to be today, but rather evolved (and at
an exponential rate) throughout the six years of my studies. Analogue
drawing retained primacy as the method of thinking, historically and
practically, whilst digital software appeared on the scene in relative
immaturity. Additionally, having a strong visual art background throughout
my schooling, the practice of drawing had become routinely understood
as embedded within visual thinking and communication. Full integration
between analogue and digital means of drawing and making came not at
university but later on in the professional environment, coming after my
architectural education, not alongside it.
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Working as an architect, the sophistication of CAD software evolved at
an expeditious rate to transpire as the standard office drawing protocol
in every office environment I worked in, ultimately morphing further
into various BIM programs. Digital drawing before the availability of
dimensional software such as BIM, (which mimic a three-dimensional
space within the screen environment) dealt very much with lines as they
had been dealt with in contract drawings at that stage: the orthographic
set of plan, elevations, sections. CAD effectively paralleled this analogue
drawing suite and also its chronology and hierarchy in the contract
document set.
The trajectory of my practice in architecture took two significant turns,
with each shedding a different light on the practice of drawing. The
first, after just over a year of practicing as a graduate architect, involved
a digression into film, a long-held fascination. I undertook a Graduate
Diploma in Communication: Film (University of Technology, Sydney)
and then subsequently worked at the Media Resource Centre, an arts
organisation in Adelaide providing production assistance, education and
funding for film projects. As a quintessentially visual storytelling medium,
my film studies involved the use of digital tools: cameras for recording,
software for editing. These aspects of the visual image are reliant on
duration. The image – captured photographically – is fundamentally
frozen. It is then expanded beyond its static constraint through the
operations of time. This reliance on duration is ever-present in the activity
of editing. The screen interface is a literal map of time splayed out over
a horizontal axis, a movement describing duration from left to right, a
compilation of otherwise still images, animated through infinitesimal
changes in time.
The second deviation involved increasing commitments to teaching. I
had been teaching sessionally in Architecture since graduating (in a very
part-time capacity) whilst also practicing professionally as an architect for
a little over a decade. For most of my professional life I worked at Con
Bastiras Architects, a small three-person office consisting of the principal,
a draftsperson and myself. Our projects ranged from small residential
additions, to multi-storey apartments and a variety of commercial work.
Concurrently, I had begun my own practice initiated by a small inner-city
residential extension, in addition to maintaining a visual art practice of
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12. Carl Douglas, “The
Traction of Drawing”, 2009,
https://diffusive.wordpress.
com/2009/11/19/the-tractionof-drawing-2/

Caroline Bos takes the dialogue further, identifying how evolving
technologies do more than simply transfigure the tool, but are capable of
introducing entirely different frameworks which offer alternate
conceptualisations of space:

24 Design Studio 3, University of South Australia, 2008

primarily drawing work generated from practice projects or separate
speculative works independent of any architectural projects.

25
Student work,
Design Studio 3 &
Design Studio:
Special Projects,
2008-2009

In the year prior to commencing this PhD, I held a fractional teaching
position at the University of South Australia. As I began teaching I
reached a turning point in both my own practice and in the design
studios I was teaching. The availability and uptake of digital drawing
tools was apparent throughout studios and in the industry, giving
rise to the polemic between drawing in an analogue manner and
drawing within the digital field. These modes of thinking, designing and
visualisation were fundamentally different, yet there seemed to be less
emphasis on questioning the efficacy of any technologies of drawing
– which tool offered the best fit – than scrambling for competency on
whichever software was dominant in the current environment. Students
encountered drawing obliquely, in multiple manifestations, learning
digital programs often at the same time as developing their own drawing
skills by hand, or even before their drawing skills had the opportunity
to develop at all. The issue was less one questioning the efficacy of
traditional analogue drawing or digital drawing, but where to situate
drawing, as a tool of thinking, when its techniques were always shifting
and developing.
Carl Douglas summarises the polemic:
Drawing is a technological practice: there are always tools and
techniques involved in drawing, and those tools and techniques
have always overlapped. More significant to me are how handdrawings and computer-drawings change the way we process

architectural thinking as we design, rather than after the
designing has happened and we are trying to show off what
we’ve done. I’m fully committed to the proposition that drawing
is a technology of design, not just a means of representing it.12

13. Caroline Bos, “Diagrams”,
UN Studio Mediation http://
www.unstudio.com/media/
essays/3761-diagrams,
accessed 14.1.2016.

Designing with computational techniques involves abandoning
the traditional hierarchy of a design approach that begins with the
plan. Today, we begin with a point. A point in three-dimensional
space. The architectural drawing, a scaled-down two-dimensional
representation of an aspect of a building, is obsolete.13
Dealing with students in design studio brings one to the very cutting
edge of the possibilities and practicalities of drawing. In tandem with
working in my own practice, the inducement was there to give over
more time to drawing: on actual project work within the practice; on
speculative drawing projects and for project modules with specific
emphasis on critical drawing, to be integrated into the design studios I
was teaching, and ultimately, the focus of this research.
Emerging through the practice trajectory outlined above was the idea
that the activity of drawing functioned as a technique of thinking. Not as
a method, primarily, of representation, but to affect the way we process
design thinking and space as we design. Our digital drawing environment
provides alternate parameters to drawing. What a drawing is (in terms of
how it has traditionally been understood) is shifting, and keeps shifting.
Through the act of drawing we think about and mediate space, but what
are the potentials for understanding and exploring this space, its formal
arrangement and consequences? Building on this, the questions about
what drawing could (yet) be, and what do I want drawing to do? sit as a
baseline enquiry to this research and have evolved over the course of the
PhD. This doctorate is the account of that journey.
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THE RESEARCH PROPOSITION AND QUESTIONS

There are three contingent aspects that underpin this research:

1. What role can a critical engagement with drawing play in mediating the
perception, registration and emergence of space?

First is the position that drawing facilitates an active and engaged state,
operating in a feedback loop: as I act on the drawing, the drawing acts
on me, process and product combining. This embodied engagement is
predicated on immersion, duration, repetition, and through evoking and
encountering an imaginal state within the drawing. This encounter with
and within the temporal nature of drawing is further manifested in the
rendering of time as the subject matter of the drawing.

2. What can be revealed about designed space and the occupation of
that space that is conventionally not attended to, nor prominent in the
drawing? Through such a critical and active engagement with drawing
during sketch and design phases, the research speculates on how
space itself (and its inter/further dimensionality) along with time (not
conventionally attended to in the drawing), might be drawn forth.
3. Through this engagement, how can drawing become further enriched
and by extension, the production of both built and un-built architecture?
At the core of this research is the (seemingly) straightforward question:
how to draw architectural space differently? Emanating from the main
research questions, the following issues are considered:
•

Can drawings be used to show characteristics about space 			
(conventionally depicted as a void, empty) that are not 			
traditionally shown in the architectural drawing? Can this ‘emptiness’
of architectural space somehow be repostulated?

•

Can an embodied, expanded drawing practice offer a methodology
that would allow human habitation to take precedence over physical
materiality? How can the property of time and the temporal be
investigated and revealed to enrich the production of drawings, the
production of space?

•

How does the dimensional transfer of the drawing (a two-		
dimensional, flat plane representing three-dimensional space)
mediate the perception of space, and how might exploring this 		
dimensional framework elicit further and richer potentials of space?

Linked to this idea of feedback is the view that designed space both
precedes the delineation of the walls of a building and is determined
by these walls. The process whereby the physical elements of our
surroundings are located, configured, constructed and encountered is
circular in that space is the effect, but is also the affect of this process.
The second is that the depiction of space through drawing conventions,
particularly the plan and to some lesser extent sections and threedimensional projections, traditionally treat space and the occupation of
that space as a negative element in the drawing, read by implication,
through the lines which define the edges of walls, the solid matter
providing the container to ‘space’. The project work of the PhD
attempts to draw out this depiction of space, and to articulate a method
of drawing which explores the making of lines and marks which
concentrates on the depiction of the space created within architectural
drawing not as a void or negative to the projected built lines but
gives primacy to the depiction of ‘lived’ space. Additionally, drawing’s
dimensional containment is examined in the relationship between the
flat, two-dimensionality of the drawing and the implication of depth
(three dimensions) in the drawing. How can exploring this spatial depth
within the drawing elicit a richer understanding of the transfers between
these two states?
The third proposes that this attention to drawing practice sits within an
expanding field of architectural practice, where the term ‘architecture’
inhabits a wider spectrum across the practices of architecture, residing
similarly in architectural drawings and not predicated only on that which
is built. The exploration of space through such drawing practices claims
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space as quintessential to architecture, yet, done with the labour and
intimate immediacy of artistic work additionally sites the research within
art practice, enabling a contemplation of not only the prosaic in the way
space is encountered in drawings, but also the conceptually challenging,
and the poetic.
These three aspects interpret and propose tactics for negotiating
architectural space and facilitate a feedback loop wherein this situated
knowledge attained through attentive drawing practice directly informs
the designing process and so enriches the production of architecture,
architecture inclusively considered as both expanded drawing practice
and resultant physical built form.
With reference to the discussion (later in this chapter and throughout
the dissertation) of practice communities amongst which this research
is situated and from which this research draws inspiration and viability,
it can be seen that this is still an emerging and atypical area of drawing
that has been insufficiently researched and requires further investigation.
It is also an area in continual flux in light of drawing’s relationship to
technologies, which are ever evolving beyond screen frameworks to
three (and more) dimensional and immersive environments.

STRUCTURE OF THE DOCUMENT
The document is divided into six parts:
The INTRODUCTION introduces the research; presents the author’s
practice background; outlines the research proposition and questions
and explains the scope and methodology of the project work. The
communities of practice within which this research is situated are
outlined and the chapter concludes with a synopsis of the key themes
to be found in the research and finally discusses the contributions to
knowledge.
The following sections, PARTS 1, 2, 3 and 4 introduce the project work,
with detailed discussion of the work in the context of the research
questions and unfolding research themes and with consideration
of where the work is situated, and how it contributes, to the field.
Connections across the projects are identified, and how the research
propositions were reoriented in light of key shifts are also discussed.
PARTS 2, 3 and 4 are prefaced by the INVENTORY pages, which outline
the works that were made for this ongoing project and note how they
impacted on the other project work.
The final section of the document, the CONCLUSION provides a
discussion of the research observations and in more depth, the
contribution to knowledge in the field. Ongoing implications for and the
future directions of the practice are discussed, focusing particularly on
ways of generating design knowledge through drawing which can enrich
and develop future projects of drawing and spatial engagement.
The APPENDIX contains the List of Project Work; the Bibliography and
List of Illustrations; the author’s Curriculum Vitae and a Project Map
produced for the final Practice Research Symposium.
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THE PROJECTS
By way of introduction to the drawings, each project is focussed on
a particular site of architectural interest, either that of an existing and
familiar building, or a design project in development. These are the
catalysts to bring forth this array of drawings that explore a variety of
conceptual approaches, varied techniques and materiality. They are:
Carroll/Green
In the context of a group exhibition exploring design-based partnerships,
this set of four drawings explored the living/working dynamics of Carroll
Street.
Scott/Castle
Two body-length drawings are the subjects for studies into a childhood
home, reflecting the durational and repetitive aspects of daily habituation,
and the manual labour of marking out lines. The drawings are presented
in parallel, a positive and negative form of the other.
Inventory
The Inventory drawings are a series of small, A4 drawings, of diverse
techniques, materiality and media. Serving as test sites for the project
work, they embody the dual aspects of Inventory: as a collection and as a
site for invention.
Light Register
Two large-scale drawings work in tandem to explore design options for a
suburban addition. A film loop plays out over one drawing – a register of
place-making – exploring the personal and intimate. The second drawing
provides a further expression of these activities in their accumulation
over time.
The minutes, the hours / George Street
The addition to a family home is the catalyst for a suite of drawings and
an installation. Using a variety of materials, the works range in scale from
A3 drawings to a wall mounted object, parts from which spill onto the
gallery floor.

Postal Service
In response to a proposition to furnish a central table of contents (for an
exhibition) on the theme of ‘manual’, sixty envelopes and contents are
produced and make their way through the post, each returning bearing
the signs of its physical journey.
Fivefold / Rankins Road
The extension to a small residence is the subject for a collection of
drawings and physical artefacts. The proposed design is reiterated across
diverse media and techniques of making, producing isometric drawings,
digital templates and a brass model prototype.

THE DOMAINS OF THE WORK
Drawing Projects
The drawing projects vary from two self-initiated drawing works based
on an existing site of architectural interest (Carroll/Green, Scott/Castle)
to speculative and actual architectural projects. The speculative project
(Light Register) was not, through the course of the PhD, intended to
move beyond the design stage, although it might do so at a future
date. The two drawing projects based on, and forming part of, actual
architectural projects (George Street, Rankins Road) have been built or
are intended to have built outcomes in the near future.
Architectural Projects
There are two architectural projects (George Street, Rankins Road),
which are included in the research, where particular drawing work
was generated to comprise project work within this research. These
drawings were ancillary to the traditional and usual drawings that were
made during the design phases of the project. Not all of the architectural
project proper drawings will be included for discussion in this
dissertation. Each project generated countless drawings too numerous to
include, from tiny doodles to diagrams, to sketches, measured drawings
and details. Those drawings that are more closely relevant to the
drawing projects are included to aid in positioning and expanding upon
the drawing projects, either informing the drawing projects, or being
informed by them.
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Inventory
Key to the trajectory of the research work, these drawings titled
Inventory run across the timespan of most of the PhD and concurrently
with all but the first drawing project. They log a habitual drawing practice
but more pertinently, they form the first investigations and initial sites of
exploration for all of the project work. There are 52 drawings, and they
are relatively small at approximately A4 size. This format invites both
quick explorations and fluidity. Miscalculations can be shed easily and the
size allows portability, whilst the sheets (at 180+ gsm) can take a wide
variety of mediums. Being A4, digital prints can be integrated into the
set, allowing for continuity to reading the series, the emphasis being on
the subject matter itself and not the format.
Curated exhibitions
Several of the projects (Carroll/Green, the minutes, the hours) were
exhibited in curated exhibitions, either initiated through the invitation
to exhibit or the exhibition itself provided the opportunity to display the
work. In the case of one of the research projects (Postal Service), the
work was carried out in response to the curators’ prompt for a separate
piece to sit on a communal central table in the gallery.
Conferences
One of the projects (Scott/Castle) was prompted by an exhibition, which
was held in conjunction with a conference, and another (Carroll/Green)
was exhibited in its early stages and discussed as part of a conference.
Words
The research has generated written dissemination through journal
and catalogue essays and conference proceedings. This collection will
form part of the exhibition and examination, and relevant text has been
included in this dissertation.
Journals
Throughout the course of the PhD, I continued my habitual dependence
on sketchbooks and journals. Although they do not make up the work
of the research projects proper, they are connected to and support the
projects as they provide a further opportunity to think through the same
subject matter, to play out the spatial conundrum at hand. I keep these

journals littered about me like talismans, always working in the current
one, kept close, and the one before that (which may cover a period only
a few months prior), as the ideas and projects being worked through
can span years, far longer than the page count of a single journal. Where
relevant, sketchbook drawings that relate to project work will be included
in their smudged and coffee-stained glory.
Collaboration and Exchange
The body of work undertaken across the span of the research
is characterised by projects instigated and inspired as part of an
architectural design project, either speculative or for an actual client.
For two projects (Carroll/Green and the minutes, the hours), the work
was made or developed at the invitation of curators for two separate
exhibitions at the South Australian School of Art Gallery (SASA). The two
curators for both these exhibitions, Rachel Hurst and Jane Lawrence,
provided the framework and initial provocation for the projects. Two
further projects were exhibited in two exhibitions in tandem with the
work of other artists. Dianne Peacock’s work Dark Register formed
the other half to my Light Register for the SWARM exhibition, and
Rachel Hurst’s work, Tables, formed the other half of Times/Tables. I
am indebted to them for their collaboration in the logistical organisation
of the exhibitions and their input, over many months, for many aspects
of the work. I partnered with Damien Chwalisz for the initial stages of
Intimate Immensities. Although we each made our own respective works
for this exhibition, our many conversations formed the basis and set up
the parameters for each of our drawing explorations. Additionally, as
a circuitous bookend to the work of the PhD, the final project Fivefold
was initiated during some time spent at Green street, the site of both
Damien’s home and office, which provided the subject matter for his
half of the Carroll/Green project, the first project of this PhD. I also must
acknowledge Dimitty Andersen, who took over the detailed design and
construction of George Street, the architectural project for which the
minutes, the hours drawings were made, and, through our ongoing
consultations, maintained the overall plan, and much of the impetus of
the design work particularly in its formal resolution.
The majority of the project work of the PhD has been authored singly
by myself, however, all of these projects are characterised by a constant
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exchange not only with the usual constituents of architectural work
– clients and consultants – but with the additional and immeasurable
benefit of the exchange and refinement of ideas with peers having similar
proclivities and at similar stages of their own PhD’s. Aspects of these
exchanges, which informed the project work, will be discussed in further
detail through the discussion of the projects.
Practice Research Symposiums
As an integral part of the method of undertaking research through
practice, RMIT organises Practice Research Symposiums, which are held
twice a year. These symposiums formally assemble panels of suitably
knowledgeable and expert peers to which candidates (throughout all
the stages of their research) present their work. This is a very particular
and unique underpinning to this method of practice research, which
enables a very public structure to the presentation of the research.
The impact of the PRS on this research was due, most significantly,
on the consideration and comments provided by the panel members
who, without fail, offered insights to both the work presented and my
research process. Additionally, the symposiums provided the opportunity
for the research to gain direct exposure to my community of practice.
Jane Rendell in particular (on one of my early PRS panels), curated the
Whirlwinds exhibition for which the project Scott/Castle was made.
In a way, these panels provided a mantle of collective supervision that
tracked the research every six months, providing feedback often from
panel members unfamiliar with the research, alongside those who
might have encountered the research previously. In PRS 2, Stephen
Loo offered insights into the embedded language of the plan, and his
comments lingered long past that presentation to inspire a closer reading
of the geometrical operations that provide the basis to a reading of an
architectural drawing, which was explored for Light Register. In PRS 5,
Richard Goodwin’s comments on the character of the project work overall
(at that time, primarily drawings on paper), and the need for a device or
approach that would push the drawing beyond drawing, re-calibrated the
research toward embracing a more conceptual approach, and helped
shape the last phase of the research. In addition, the environment of the
PRS was conducive to exchanges (sometimes serendipitous), amongst
candidates themselves, who often might only come together

26 Practice Research Symposium 5, RMIT, June 2012

at these times. The chance to see their work in close physical proximity
(here most notably Nick Skepper and Simon Twose) was an opportunity
enabled through the PRS, and which would have been difficult to
come by otherwise. Vital too, through the process of the PRS was the
opportunity to understand how the drawings I was making also differed
to those of other candidates, even if thematically our themes might
overlap or we might hold certain techniques in common.
Exchanges with panels and candidates notwithstanding, the PRS in itself
was vital to the course of the research. Preparing for it often felt like an
enormous interruption to the work at hand: the project I was preparing
for, in the middle of, or wanting to finish. It very slowly became apparent,
however, presentation after presentation, that alongside making the
project work, the critical dissemination of that work – to others – and
to myself – was as much a part of extracting a PhD from my practice
as the work itself. The PRS – in setting up the mechanics for probing,
preparation and presentation – tested and refined the research, and
without the PRS much of this difficult and introspective analysis would
not have occurred right as the work was being made, and consequently
would not have benefited from the opportunity and clarity of immediate
feedback.
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EMBODIMENT OF PERSONAL AGENCY
The project work of this research is carried out through drawing –
drawing as verb, and drawing as a noun, through a drawing process
– through activity, through doing, through making. The research
investigates a certain kind of drawing, which is emerging in my practice,
drawings that I refer to as registers. These registers are both the result of
the process of drawing, and the subject of the drawing activity. Registers
as both generative and accumulative. I spend time with the drawing, or,
rather, drawing allows me to spend time. The drawing is more than just
the material means of representing an idea, it provides the possibility
of that idea in the first instance. I explore and investigate the nature of
architectural space through making these drawings. They are not based
on external observations, but internal spatial ideas, an imaginal realm.
Over the duration of this doctorate, the research has shifted between
(and also back again) attempting to capture otherwise indiscernible
elements of space (an invisible, intractable entity except for the depiction
of its containers, from inference) and the temporal nature of occupation,
along with studying the dimensional collapse and expansion of the inbetween space projected through drawing.
The projects of this research offer exploration of spatial phenomena
sometimes best investigated and grasped through the activity of
drawing. They require particular types of drawing conditions that don’t
conventionally have a dominant place within a practice, but rather need
to be drawn forth with appropriate swathes of time and attention if they
are to contribute meaningfully to practice. In including such drawing
conditions within this PhD, my practice is further defined by them.
Except in the case of the minutes, the hours / George Street and
Fivefold / Rankins Road, these concerns are investigated through
undertaking specific drawing projects and are not explored specifically
in relation to architectural project work taking place in the practice. The
projects do carry forward drawing methods and techniques employed
in practice (and may have been prompted by an architectural project
within the practice), but they exist independently of these. They have
been undertaken for this PhD to explore the concerns of the research,

and as the project work has evolved, they have informed and modified
the research concerns in turn. In this regard their agency is personal and
self-instigated.

Imaginal Space
The ‘imaginal’ is a term that I use throughout this dissertation,
and I would like to provide a definition for the term here. The word
imaginational is a close equivalent, and is defined by the Oxford
dictionary as an adjective: of or relating to the imagination. In an
architectural context, my understanding of imaginational relates to the
ability to construct mental images of what is not present or has not been
experienced, of that which is not evident to the eye. Imaginational space
constitutes the very oxygen that architects breathe. It is fundamental
to the architectural idea that the architectural object is not yet evident
in reality, and must exist first in the architect’s imagination. Where
the term imaginal differs is that it includes the element of time in this
construct, situating the imaginal through action. In the imagining of an
architectural idea, the architect, or any designer for that matter, exists
within a unique tripartite convergence of time. In imagining architectural
space and through coaxing out this space through, say, a drawing, the
architect exists in the present, whilst also existing in the past: recalling
from memory their embodied experiences of architecture. This, in turn,
informs their (present) imaginative drawing – but the act of drawing too
involves a future time, of the architectural space projected and occupied
as an object and instance yet to come. Imaginal space is this space that
emerges and is occupied both mentally and physically, evoking a tripartite
arrangement of time, through making this specific type of drawing.
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BACKGROUND:
DRAWING STATES

14. Sarah Wigglesworth and
Jeremy Till. “Table Manners.”
In The Everyday and
Architecture, edited by Sarah
Wigglesworth and Jeremy
Till. Architectural Design
Profile; No.134, London:
Academy Editions, 1998, 31.

As the last century drew to a close, Sarah Wigglesworth and Jeremy
Till purchased a plot of land in Stock Orchard Street, Islington, in the
inner north of London. Through the course of their initial discussions and
designs, they produced a drawing, Table Manners, that traced the course
of a dinner party from “the perfect order of the initial place setting (a
condition undisturbed by time and occupation, which is how architects
like to view the world), through a period of hectic activity, to a plan of
the table at the end of the meal, laden with the detritus of plates, food
and drink.”14 This image in three cuts: before, during and after, took
the architectural drawing beyond where it usually sits, that pure state
immediately post-construction, clean and pristine, before all materials
begin their slow ageing process and occupation leaves its shadow.
Table Manners was a projection, but toward a temporal frame long
after completion. This drawing is now an immediately recognisable one
amongst the lexicon of architectural drawings not only because of the
ongoing attention paid to the completed, award-winning home it resulted
in, but also because these drawings foregrounded people in the design
process. Even if the actual people are in fact absent in these drawings,
the focus is turned to an activity, just one of many, which might result
through the act of building.
This research similarly posits the user, forefront, as the subject matter of
the drawing, the protagonist, if you will. It is this relationship between the
mobile occupant and the static architectural construct surrounding them
that was explored in the research projects of this doctorate.
Robin Evans has written widely on the drawings’ generative aspect in
enabling the interpretation and transfer of information from the twodimensional drawing to the three dimensional solidity of built form,
considering the drawing as primary mediator between design thinking
and design construction. These aspects of drawings’ transparency will
be discussed further, and in relation to project work, in Part 3, but I
would like to reference Evans here in order to situate the constellation of
drawings that this research takes as its background field.

27 Sarah Wiglesworth & Jeremy Till, Table Manners, 1998

15. Robin Evans, Translations
from Drawing to Building. Aa
Documents; 2. Cambridge,
Mass.: MIT Press, 1997, 156.

Evans notes the connection between drawing and building, but also the
divergence. The architectural idea can be translated from drawing to
building, but in so doing, the authorship of the built product becomes
less distinct. In considering the passage of idea from the drawing
(where it begins) to the building (where it, hopefully, ends up), the
former is entirely under the control of the architect whilst the latter is
controlled only through a supervisory capacity, not with a direct hand
in the making.15 The architectural idea is seen as transitory, something
that can transfer. Different attitudes to the drawing either elevate its
status in relation to the built, or diminish it. The conventional attitude
would defer that ‘architecture’ resides in a building, but this suggests a
drawing in which ‘architecture’ has left, or was, perhaps, never present.
At which point is ‘architecture’ manifested? Is it materialised through
the making of space, or through the thinking of space? Together with
a better understanding of its projective framework, Evans proposed a
richer use of drawings’ communicative capacity and ultimately implies an
appreciation for the architectural properties of drawing, without building.
Along this mode of enquiry, this research also questioned the
assumption of drawing’s subservient role to built form and proposes
drawing as a spatial construction in itself. A key aim of this research
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was concerned with the nature of the relationships between the drawn
and the built. What can the drawing contain that the built form cannot
(a reversal of subservience)? More specifically, how can it speculate
on spatial thinking? Wigglesworth and Till’s Table Manners attended to
occupational effects, in terms of how a design intent informs spatial
use, a projection of imaginative thinking not yet apparent in the newly
built work. The position this research takes is that drawing provides a
vital site for architectural thinking, and proposes that, liberated from its
instrumentality, the drawing remains architectural. To this end, many of
the architects and practices making up the community from which this
research takes inspiration and validity, situate drawing in such a light. The
works cited share, with the research of this doctorate, the characteristics
of exploration and primacy of the drawing. They share a fascination
for drawing and see it as an experimental site of thinking, of thinking
architecture.

16. I take a broad definition
of ‘projects’ here as ones
brought to the practice by
outside clients, with the
intention of being realised as
built work.
17. Michael Graves,
“Architecture and the Lost
Art of Drawing”, New York
Times, September 2012, SR5.

‘Drawing’ requires some qualification here, as it covers an expansive
field in architectural practice. In professional architectural practice, the
architectural drawing, as both tool and product of the designing process,
spans the full timeline of projects, changing its nature accordingly.16
Michael Graves differentiates drawing down to three particular types:
the referential sketch; the preparatory study and the definitive drawing.17
Within these categories, they can further be distinguished: by their
intended audience (drawings that are or aren’t intended for others to
see); and whether they are projective (a building yet to come) or are a
record of an existing building or situation (for example, post-occupancy
drawings). A drawing may be a combination of these at any one time.
Certain drawings may also be made speculatively or experimentally and
undertaken outside the scope of an actual, client-initiated project, such
as idea-based competition entries or drawing projects initiated by the
architect themselves for the sake of approaching drawing exercises of a
more critical nature.
The conventions and characteristics of drawings change across the
trajectory of a project. Beginning as explorations through sketches,
notations, diagrams, increasing in their detail, definition and material/
physical definition as each stage nears that of producing an architectural
documentation package: drawings made with the requisite amount

of detailed information so other parties can both cost the project and
ultimately build the project. These instructions for building carry certain
onerous contractual and legal obligations and require both clarity and
precision. Drawings made at the earlier stages of sketch and preliminary
design (very occasionally to a stage of developed design) are the drawings
to which I refer to and engage with during the course of this research.

18. Jane Rendell, “Seeing
Time/Writing Place.” In Janet
Hodgson, The Pits. SWPA
Publishing, 2006, 31.
19. ibid., 31.
The distinction between
these types of drawings is
not categorical – there is
naturally a muddy divide
where very good architectural
drawings invoke an
imaginative contemplation in
their viewer, and to state that
these drawings are simply
about physical form would
be to do them an injustice.
However, the majority of
works discussed deal with
a subject matter of drawing
depicting something other
(or more than) the physical
elements delineating space.

The conventions of the architectural drawing are typically based across
the two-dimensional orthographic set: plans, elevations and sections,
and with three-dimensional drawings such as perspectives producing
both artificial views of a building (out of scale), but more closely
representative of what a viewer might see from a fixed standpoint. Threedimensional axonometric or isometric drawings remain within scale but
are represented from a viewpoint not typically available in real life to a
viewer (hovering above at birds-eye or less often, buried below at wormseye).18 At the very core of these drawings is their representation (much
more often than not) of physical space rather than time.19 Space is shown
as a manifestation, the result of the arrangement of physical, buildable
elements. Temporality too, is not an immediately apparent characteristic
of the drawing, but rather is inferred through identifying the ongoing
occupational possibilities of the spaces depicted.
There is also a history of architectural drawing that is deliberately critical
in nature, articulating space and time in analytical and experimental ways.
Here space is investigated as an entity (and not an absence defined by a
coherent arrangement of physical forms) and time might be described in
novel ways through drawings or other visual media and practices which
attempt to contain, represent or explore the temporal in or through the
drawing.
The drawings that are the focus of this research are drawings that
through the course of their making, are concerned with the site of
drawing for experiment, first and foremost, and not as the site to make
communicable formal, definitive or structural decisions about the design.
The drawing is the subject itself and not the vehicle. They deal with
conceptual and spatial concerns and differ from the formal language of
architectural drawing in that they abstract, undermine and experiment
with the apparatus of the drawing.
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A drawing is a site, a zone, where certain things operate. Drawings
in architectural practice have been, traditionally thought of in terms
of their communicative value, representing the transfer of idea and of
information. Here, drawings are wedded to an audience comprising
clients, builders, regulatory bodies, consultants, and will involve a
feedback of negotiations and amendments marking the evolution of
a project. Drawings begin under guises of elementary or exploratory
sketches and are finalised with working drawings for construction, to
be viewed and acted upon beyond the confines of the office. Design
intentions are reiterated and reconsidered through successive design
stages.

FOREGROUND:
COMMUNITIES OF PRACTICE

20. Field Conditions,
San Francisco MOMA,
September 2012 - January
2013, Curated by Joseph
Becker.

Alternatively (sometimes occurring before, sometimes alongside, and
sometimes distinct) from its communicative value, the act of drawing
is a function of the design process, a tool in itself – the unravelling of
line equating to the unravelling of thinking. Thinking unravelled, equating
to the line, itself unravelling. This generative feedback loop: I act on
the drawing, the drawing acts on me – process and product combine.
This drawing is self-reflexive and self referential, comprising an internal
dialogue made visible. This research takes the position that the activity
of drawing is a vital part of the design process not only to communicate
form, but in the first instance, for its inception.
The majority of drawings made during the course of this research
are analogue drawings made by hand. There are also digital drawings
comprising part of the project work, some of which enabled quicker
isometric or tectonic studies, and some formed the basis for processes
of laser-cutting and chemical etching. This research takes the assumption
that an attention to and awareness of the efficacy of the drawing method
employed is always an important decision, but that it is the engagement
with the act of drawing itself, that is paramount to enriching the practice
of architecture.

21. Daniel Libeskind, http://
www.moma.org/collection/
works/295?locale=en,
accessed 9.12.2015.

22. Ibid.

In September 2012, SFMOMA (San Francisco Museum of Modern Art)
presented Field Conditions, which ventured the question “Can there
be architecture without buildings?”20 The exhibition was an attempt to
expand the general interpretation of the relationship of architectural ideas
to spatial constructions and showed work by artists and architects alike
such as: Sol LeWitt, Tauba Auerbach, Marsha Cottrell, Rafael LozanoHemmer, Stan Allen, Zaha Hadid, Lebbeus Woods and Daniel Libeskind.
It claimed not to be a comprehensive collection but a slice through
practices situated somewhere in the intersection between conceptual
art and conceptual architecture. Nor was the exhibition concerned
with accounts of propositional or experimental built work. Without
differentiating between the two disciplines, the focus held to their
common ground: the conceptualisation of space.
This exhibition is perhaps the most recent (to the author’s knowledge)
to present such themes and to also edify those conceptual architectural
drawings rooted in a more critical tradition. Daniel Libeskind’s book
Countersign and Lebbeus Woods’ Radical Reconstruction, both published
in 1992 became cornerstones of my architectural studies. Micromegas
(1979, the work shown in Field Conditions) and Chamber Works (1983),
the two extraordinary drawing projects contained within Countersign,
articulated a break from architectural drawing as traditionally understood
(and taught). These drawings were not about representing physical
space but rooted in what could only seem a conceptual analysis of
“architectural mediations.”21 Micromegas could be seen as a score of
architectural elements, shown through an intricate but bold line work
of architectural elements: a medley of columns, walls, frames, ad
infinitum, juxtaposed as a compendium of time, of both past and future.
“An architectural drawing,” Libeskind wrote, “is as much a prospective
unfolding of future possibilities as it is a recovery of a particular history, to
whose intentions it testifies and whose limits it always challenges. In any
case a drawing is more than the shadow of an object, more than a pile of
lines, more than a resignation to the inertia of convention.”22 Searching
for some recognisable composition of space amongst the impermeable
formations of Micromegas is futile – space has collapsed. These
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drawings make way for a score expressing the manifold of possible
spatial arrangements, physical matter. The operative condition of time is
condensed, glutting somewhere between both past and future.

28

28
Lebbeus Woods,
Conflict Space 2,
2006

24. Jeffrey Kipnis, http://
knowlton.osu.edu/event/
daniel-libeskind-chamberworks-drawings, accessed
19.12.2015

29
Lebbeus Woods,
Proposal for
Einstein’s Tomb,
1980
30
Lebbeus Woods,
Conflict Space 4,
2006
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31
Daniel Libeskind,
Arctic Flowers
(Micromegas 5),
1979
32
Daniel Libeskind,
Chamberworks,
1983

23. Robin Evans, “In Front of
Lines that Leave Nothing
Behind”, AA Files, 6 (1984):
486.

30

31

32

Chamber Works comprised 18 drawings of varying line thicknesses
and darkly hatched areas, 9 drawings progressively narrowing along
the vertical axis, and 9 along the horizontal axis. Although Robin Evans
considered them valid sites of architectural thinking, commented that
they held, “no subject matter”23 – technically correct – although Jeffrey
Kipnis’ reading of the work as embryogenic is perhaps more evocative
and closer to the mark: “though the straight line is a culmination of a vast
history, each of us must recapitulate that history anew not only for the
straight line to reside within us and shape us, but for it to continue its
own life, to take on personality, for example, as a Horizon or a Vertical.”24
Libeskind’s re-figuring of the line within the critical framework of his
practice is an extenuated replica of the journey each of us makes (albeit
with perhaps less incisive criticality) through the early stages of our
practice, and then, perhaps, later forget. These prolific experiments with
line inspired much of my student work, and ultimately the arc that led
toward this research, through which certain basic assumptions of the line
(and how it operates on the page) are explored and recast.
In Chamber Works, splintered fragments floating away, loose, in a field
to which there is no gravitational pull, into dark space perhaps, the lines
without centre – have they just broken apart, or are they just about to
come together? Suspended, out of time, without before or after; without
an anchor in space. Part of the title of this dissertation comes from one
of the chapter headings of Countersign: END SPACE, the natural end
point to Chamber Works and Micromegas which extracted lines from
space and time and marked a point where space in a drawing was both
ended, and renewed.
Radical Reconstruction covered Woods’ drawings across three projects,
Sarajevo, Havana and San Francisco, the drawings – exuberant,
idiosyncratic and fantastical – sit closer to the language of recognisable
architectural conventions: perspectives; elevations; photographs; physical
models, than some of Woods’ subsequent work. Radical Reconstruction
did, however, exhibit Woods’ fascination with drawing, as the primary
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vehicle through which his spatial imagination could be best played out.
On a personal note, Radical Reconstruction also resonated in that it dealt
with the civil war in the former Yugoslavia, where both my parents had
emigrated from in the late 1960’s, and where I had lived for two years in
early childhood and enjoyed several summer holidays in adolescence.

33, 34

35 - 38

25. Lebbeus Woods, “The
Dreams that Stuff is Made
of”, https://lebbeuswoods.
wordpress.com/2011/01/04/
the-dreams-that-stuffis-made-of/, accessed
19.12.2015

Woods built up a compendium of drawn, unbuilt architecture, and
only on one occasion, a physical building. Conflict Space (2006), which
was shown in Field Conditions, provides a recent stopping point in the
trajectory that Micromegas and Chamber Works occupied. Conflict Space
is a set of reversed drawings (or appear to be so on first appraisal), a
black ground with white lines. Woods maintained in his blog25 that these
drawings, although devoid of conventional architectural coda and almost
entirely composed of diagonal lines, were nonetheless addressing spatial
and tectonic issues that he wished to work out through these large,
almost room-scale drawings. Woods considered these as experiments
conducted in order to open up new ways of thinking.
The non-conventional nature of Woods and Libeskind’s conjectural
drawings mark an alternate method of both critical thinking and
visualisation and which ultimately shaped the nature of their architectural
practices. Field Conditions was judicious in that it also included
Tauba Auerbach, whose body of work contends with the field of interdimensionality, and whose work I came across through the course of this
PhD.

33
Gego, Untitled, 1977
34
Gego, Untitled, 1963
35
Gego, Untitled, 1965
36
Gego, Untitled, 1965
37
Gego, Untitled, 1965

39

38
Gego, Untitled, 1965

In showing this combination of work and artists, Field Conditions seemed
a promising occurrence. Questions at the heart of the exhibition speak to
a re-appraisal of the concepts of space, how it is conceived, perceived.
The exhibition gave viability to drawings as products of architecture,
legitimately entitled to a place under the ‘architecture’ mantle. Through
opening up this relatively small fissure in contemporary spatial practice,
and exhibiting this the tip of the iceberg, the answer to “can there be
architecture without buildings?” would seem, according to the work put
forward, to be yes, but also: to stay tuned.

39
Tauba Auerbach,
The New
Ambidextrous
Universe III,
2014 (detail),
©Tauba Auerbach
40
Tauba Auerbach,
Grain: Slice/Maille 1,
2015, ©Tauba Auerbach
41
Tauba Auerbach,
Untitled (Fold), 2012,
©Tauba Auerbach
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Significant early drawings by Libeskind and Woods have been discussed
earlier in this Introduction as iconic projects setting the tone for elevating
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drawing practices critically but also initiating a critical dialogue with
art practice through their presence in both commercial and public art
galleries. 26
26. Libeskind’s drawings
have been exhibited at
the Museum of Modern
Art (Chamberworks and
Micromegas), the Art
Institute of Chicago and
the Centre Pompidou
(Micromegas). Woods’ Terrain
Project (1999) and numerous
sketchbooks are in the
permanent collection of the
Museum of Modern Art and
a number of his drawings and
models are in the permanent
collection at the Museum of
Modern Art, San Francisco
(Conflict Space 4, 2006,
Reconstituted Boxes, 1999,
Einstein’s Tomb, 1980). His
work has also been exhibited
at Friedman Benda, NY and
The Drawing Centre, NY.
27. Light Pavilion was
reputedly Woods’ only
built work. He did work
on projects whilst working
for other architects, most
notably whilst employed
at Eero Saarinen and
Richardson, Severns Scheeler
& Associates, including ones
which resulted in built work

In Woods’ case, his drawings comprised the entirety of his architectural
practice. His built architectural work can be accounted for by a single
project, Light Pavilion (in collaboration with Christoph Kampusch), which
he completed before his death in 2012. Light Pavilion is an insertion
taking over four levels of Steven Holl’s Sliced Porosity Block in Chengdu,
China.27 From 1978, in the absence of more conventional architectural
projects and clients, Woods’ practice dealt almost exclusively with
speculative projects and theory, and his architectural reputation is based
not on built work but his oeuvre of considered artefacts. Drawings,
models and installations, together with his written work and academic
positions, have come to constitute his architectural practice. Whilst
Chamberworks and Micromegas set the scene for Libeskind’s enquiries
into the architectural line and its relationship to space in the drawing,
Woods’ speculative and experimental drawing practice has been
instrumental to significantly shifting the consideration of drawings to
form part of the definition of what ‘architecture’ is (or might be). The
claim that the site of the drawing is an architectural site forms part of this
research proposition.
Libeskind and Woods deal less explicitly with the aspect of time in their
work. An example of drawing practices engaging with time as subject
matter includes Bernard Tschumi’s The Manhattan Transcripts (1981),
where his ‘event-space’ attempted to visually describe time in a drawing.
These drawings, a combination of plans, elevations and photographed
images were set up in a gridded layout as sequences, effectively working
as short filmstrips. Some drawings included diagrammatic cues – dance
steps, for instance – further emphasising the consideration for and
operation of time in following his drawn narrative. The architectural
forms depicted are in constant conversation with the human element
inhabiting their spaces. ‘Event-space’ drew in a temporal dimension not
only in sequencing the drawings and setting up beginnings, middles and
ends, but through including the human figure within the milieu. In these
drawings, Tschumi set up an empathetic scenario which enabled the
projection of visions about architectural space across time: in the first

28. Tschumi’s now infamous
caption “to appreciate
architecture one might even
have to commit a murder”
accompanied a grainy image
of a man being pushed
from a (presumably high
level) window. Bernard
Tschumi and Robert Young.
The Manhattan Transcripts.
London: Academy Editions,
1994.

instance the time of the imaginative capacity of drawing; beyond to the
time of construction, and beyond that, over the life of buildings: the life,
and death, of their users.28 Similarly, Diller & Scofidio’s Slow House (1991)
and Wigglesworth & Till’s Table Manners (1997) (discussed earlier in this
Introduction), produced drawings inquiring into physical, architectural
space but also gave a presence to the flux of time. Slow House produced
a model and a drawing showing successive cuts through the building,
which enabled a reading of the interior through this accordion-like
expansion of frames, through their repetition, yet slight difference,
representing an unfolding time.
The work of these practices, above, contributes to casting the scene
both historically, and prior to commencing this PhD, for expanded
drawing practices, as well as for practices situating their drawing work
at the forefront of their architecture. More recently, certain practices
and artists have been an important part of contextualising this research.
In the first instance, the work of these practices mirrors the captivation
that drawing exerts on me, their drawing work similarly holding a primary
position within their practice. More significantly, their work exhibits
related concerns, which have been, or have become, a preoccupation
in my own work: showing occupation through drawing (space and time
made evident), and as such my work is entangled in this field. The
drawing examples briefly outlined below (and will be discussed in more
detail later in this dissertation), have inspired some of the investigations
of this research. In other instances, the works cited have helped me
come to understand and interpret my own completed work, post factum.
What has become evident to me over the course of this research is that,
whilst sharing certain conceptual or material similarities with others
in this field, the projects comprising this research offer examples of
distinctive approaches to the critical utility of drawing, as this dissertation
will demonstrate.
The work of Kreider + O’Leary’s (Kristin Kreider and James O’Leary) is
manifested across performance, installation (drawing, projection) and
time-based media works as well as through teaching (both have taught
at the Bartlett, Kreider formerly and O’Leary presently). Their particular
focus is on the codification system employed in architectural
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representation systems and their work often overlaps the disciplinary
boundaries of architecture, art and film/video. The aspect of their work
of most interest to this research is their use of video, either directly, or
indirectly, to provide temporal readings of the architectural sites they are
exploring. Their Post-Performance drawing (2010), in its utilisation of the
medium of film, partly guided the initial conceptual thinking of the fourth
project of this research, the drawing Light Register (2011). Kreider +
O’Leary’s use of film manifests either as a direct medium through which
to study and record the idiosyncrasies of particular sites, or in the case
of Post-Performance, uses information gleaned from the video to provide
a further layer of visual information to the drawing. The use of an overlay
video for Light Register similarly attempted an alternate evocation of both
plan and space that could be combined back with the drawing to provide
a temporal layer and embodied reading to the otherwise static plan.
Post-Performance set about the work in two stages: the video informing
drawings which are ‘post’ the performance, whereas Light Register
explored a hybridised reworking of the plan which fused the video to the
drawing.
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Kreider O’Leary,
Post-Performance
Drawings, 2010.
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Rachel Whiteread,
House, 1993.
44
Rachel Whiteread,
Untitled (Stairs)
2001.
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Pier Vittorio Aureli,
Untitled 22 & 29
(The Marriage of
Reason and
Squalor),
2001-2004.
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Marie Jeanne
Hoffner, Rampe
D’Escalier, 2007.
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Marie Jeanne
Hoffner, Forme du
Relief, 2004.
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Emma McNally,
Field 8 (detail),
2013.
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29. Aureli currently leads
DOGMA Studio with Martino
Tattara, (which includes
speculative research projects
such as The Marriage as
part of their core practice
work) whilst also teaching
at London’s Architectural
Association and the Yale
School of Architecture. The
stringent framework of the
square, assessed in plan and
articulated through its three
dimensional representation
via the treatment of shadows
makes an appearance in
some of the practice’s
other projects: City Walls
(2005); Stop City (2007);
A Simple Heart (2011); A
Field of Walls (2012); Easier
Taken Slow (2014); Pretty
Vacant (ongoing research
from 2014), affirming the
practice’s focus on alternative
and experimental depictions
of the plan for spatial
experimentation.

Kreider + O’Leary share an attention to the conventions of the plan with
the drawings of Pier Vittorio Aureli, shedding his plans of occupational
nuances in the thirty drawings, made over thirteen years (2001 –
2014), which form The Marriage of Reason and Squalor.29 They consist
uniformly of a constrained and simplified palette, a 50cm x 50cm piece
of paper, pencil and ink. Aureli describes them as ‘non compositional’
architectures, and although their highly dogmatic structure (they are
almost all a perfect square footprint in format) appears deliberately
compositional, the arrangement of plan elements precludes any
programmatic function. They are simply singular rooms. The 1959 black
line paintings by Frank Stella they take their name from are personified
by a graphic flatness, and appear as compositional experiments
par excellence (Stella’s compositions couldn’t, at any stretch of the
imagination, seem inhabitable). Aureli’s drawings, however, invoke the
imagination because each panel presents – even if not adhering to
immediately discernible programmatic requirements – an alternative
way of occupation, as the square arrangements still present doorways,
windows, enclosures. All these elements are articulated further into
an imaginable three-dimensionality and habitation through the use of
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starkly contrasting shadows, present across all of the panels. The suite
of panels, in their similar construct, are reminiscent of images describing
every level of an intricate video game, patiently waiting for their
protagonist.
Over the course of the PhD, the research progressed from (fairly)
recognisable drawings of plans, to drawings where the instrumental
aspects of the plan were subtracted in order to add alternate and
richer layers, foregrounding the otherwise imperceptible. Both Kreider
+ O’Leary and Aureli’s drawings provide examples of plans: refigured,
stripped and abstracted, yet still embodying occupation. Aureli’s in
particular, in their monochrome and ascetic articulation, provided
guidance for visual aspects of the minutes, the hours (2013). Sam
Jacob’s One Thing After Another (2016), an installation work proposed
for Clerkenwell Design Week (UK) also provided a conceptual framework
through which to disseminate the minutes, the hours (which had already
been completed at that time). Jacob’s reiteration of the one work over
three incantations, only at different scales, helped conceptualise the
translations at the basis of Fivefold (2015-16), which similarly repeated
the one drawing, not across different scales, but different dimensional
volumes.

30. Jane Rendell has
had contact with some
project work of the PhD
(Scott/Castle) through the
Whirlwinds exhibition, part
of the Sexuate Subjects
conference at the Bartlett in
2010 and she also appeared
on my second PRS panel also
in 2010.

The Bartlett deserves a further mention as it has emerged amongst
architectural institutions as a locus for fostering and celebrating the
critique and exploration of contemporary drawing practices within
education. Architects and academics who I make reference to in this
dissertation: Jane Rendell, Penelope Haralambidou, Victoria Watson and
Yeoryia Manolopoulou; have either taught, currently teach, studied or
completed their doctorates at the Bartlett. All have investigated expanded
drawing practices emphasising drawing as a distinct tool of design and
critical thinking and particular projects and writings within their practice
have had an influence on aspects of this research.30

ART/SPATIAL PRACTICE Part 1
The concept of dimensional shift is an important element of Gego’s
(Gertrud Goldschmidt) drawing and sculptural installation work. The
flickering ‘in-between’ state of an object, moving between two and three
dimensions, is the basis for the series of wire sculptures she called
Drawings Without Paper, made from the late 1970’s to the mid 1980’s.
Gego often prefigured her installations with line drawings, but it was
through the juxtaposition from lines on paper to wires in space where
her work explored aspects of the in-between. These ‘drawings’ conveyed
the ability of the line to transcend dimensions. Coiled between the wires
of the construction, space becomes evident, oscillating between the
combinations of line, shadow, form.
Similarly, Rachel Whiteread’s castings contend with teasing out the
unseeable. Initiated with Ghost (1990) and perhaps her best known work,
House (1993), her practice grapples with the reversibility of negative
space, of the inability to visualise space, through inverting absence
towards presence. Whiteread’s physical evisceration of space through
casting is explored in the drawing method employed across some of the
drawings of this research, and particularly those projects in the earlier
phases of the research: Carroll/Green, Scott/Castle (both 2010) and Light
Register (2011). Through using similar methodologies of figure/ground, or
positive/negative reversals, these drawings foregrounded an embodied,
occupied space in the drawings. Although they share the concept of
‘casting’ with Whiteread, these drawings coax forward the physical
matter of space through exploring an alternate application of the line in
architectural drawing. As lived trace rather than edge condition, the line
enables ‘space’ to emerge, not as an immediately perceived product of
inversion, as it does through a cast, but is slowly played out, repeated
and built up in successive layers of density, of accumulated time.
The more recent drawing and installation work of Emma McNally and
Marie Jean Hoffner, too, broach subject matter surrounding what
is or isn’t visibly discernible about space. Similar to Whiteread, their
practices deal with the question of how to reveal the unseeable, often
through their particular drawing methodologies. McNally makes fields of
‘unseeable’ data visible through a cartographic covering of paper with
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31. See: Marie Jeanne
Hoffner’s Forme du Relief,
2004; Perspectives, 2005 and
Rampe D'Escalier, 2007.

graphite and carbon markings, her works are often large in scale and
hence requiring a certain physical endurance in their making, similar to
the methods employed for some of the drawings of this dissertation.
Hoffner’s work is more conceptually based, working across drawing and
installation. She intervenes directly with the physical spaces in galleries
and repositions the perceptual understanding of these spaces for a
viewer: re-making a floor plan in timber on a gallery floor; separating a
room down the middle with a clear plastic curtain showing a perspective
drawing of the space beyond it, doubling up drawing and perception;
covering a staircase with a sheet and painting a negative image of the
stair behind it.31 Hoffner advances her enquiries into spatial perception
through doubled-up juxtapositions and repetition through altered scale
and materiality. The interesting aspect to her work is that it is not often
the end artefact, which is the primary point of interest, but it’s interaction
with and contraposition to another version of itself.
A corollary to both Gego and Whiteread’s work is Tauba Auerbach’s
practice, mentioned earlier in this section in relation to SF MOMA’s
Field Conditions exhibition. If Whiteread’s work is about the inverse of
perception, Auerbach’s paintings and sculptural work test theories of
inter-dimensionality. Similar to Gego, Auerbach attends to the possibility
of an object’s transfer across dimensions. Her approach to space
comes somewhat obliquely, her work manipulates spatial constructs by
extracting the dimensional shift between two and three dimensions, the
work fluttering between the two. Auerbach’s quest occupies the more
remote fringes of dimensional speculation – what might exist beyond our
perception, and looks toward claiming a previously unrealised dimension
– a fourth or n-dimension. Although Auerbach’s work and Gego’s
Drawings Without Paper are not expressly architectural, they share
mutual ground with Richard Difford’s texts on fourth dimensionality. All
of these spatial threads converged to assist in conceptually situating the
final projects of the research, the minutes, the hours (2013) and Fivefold
(2015), which recognise and attempt to reflect the dimensional transfers
involved between the flatness of the two-dimensional drawing site (and
its ability to contain and invoke a third dimension), that spatial projection
(and conundrum?) quintessential to imagining architecture.

COMMUNITIES OF IMMEDIATE PROXIMITY
The work of this doctorate sits in closer proximity with the work of
several architects, artists and academics, who are also fellow PhD
candidates at RMIT. The public and collegial nature of the Practice
Research Symposiums, discussed earlier in this Introduction, set up
fertile cross-pollination opportunities at each gathering.
Rachel Hurst’s doctorate holds areas of thematic parallel in her
discussions on elevating work based in studies of materiality;
methodologies of meditative drawing practices and for a reverence for
and investigation of the intimate rituals of the everyday. She additionally
and similarly situates her practice within a wider field, which includes
(but is not limited to) drawing, painting, teaching and writing. Our
practices have coincided in a joint exhibition, Times/Tables, and in
two further exhibitions co-curated by Hurst, Intimate Immensities and
Manual. Damien Chwalisz is another PhD candidate whose drawings
are pivotal to his architectural practice, constituting a site where he
superimposes different drawing conventions and scales within the one
image and proceeds to distil key aspects discovered in the process to his
built work (and reciprocally back again to the drawing process). Chwalisz
also served as collaborator in the initial stages of the first project of this
doctorate (Carroll/Green) made for Intimate Immensities.
With particular reference to investigations of drawing: Nick Skepper’s
research on the material agency of drawing and making in the design
medium, shares the position of this research that material relations
entered into can provide a constructive source for generating new forms
and knowledge, particularly in articulating relationships between the
body and the drawing medium. Simon Twose’s research focuses on his
drawing practices in the reverse direction: between his built work and
back to the drawn. His project work has utilised a manner of different
drawing methodologies, from gestural diagrams to digital explorations, to
making 1:1 scale ‘drawings’ using the prosaic construction method and
medium of off-form concrete as the expressive tool of choice.
Riet Eeckhout’s research and practice sits most closely in proximity to
the work of this doctorates’ dedicated and singular focus on drawing
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methodologies for mediating the emergence of a design. In Eeckhout’s
projects, her drawings are tied closely to a project trajectory from
sketches to realised buildings. She makes repetitive and reiterative
tracings (over photographs, videos and video stills of demolition, human
figures), physical processes that directly result in her drawings as dual
records of movement: that of the act of making and that of the acts
traced. Although her projects focus less on articulating time as a visible
dimension in the drawing, Eeckhout’s research similarly investigated
the role of time in drawing as a methodology of making, surrendering to
autonomy and immersion in the drawing so as to bring about conditions
to resist the representational.32
32. See: Riet Eeckhout,
Process Drawing, Doctoral
Dissertation, RMIT,
November 2013.
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Lebbeus Woods,
System Wien,
2005 - 2008
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Lebbeus Woods,
System Wien,
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Josef Albers,
F.M.E. 5, (Structural
Constellation),
1962.
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This community collectively shares a focus on investigations of spatial
possibilities through drawing. Through also situating their practices as
ones that have (perhaps unconsciously) merged art and architecture,
teaching with practice, drawing with building, they support this research
as a viable concern in architectural discourse and practice.
50

ART/SPATIAL PRACTICE Part 2
Woods’ Conflict Space (2006), exhibited at Field Conditions, employs
similar characteristics to his earlier System Wien project (2005, again
made in collaboration with Christoph Kumpusch), in being room-scaled
drawings inviting physical inhabitation as well as through employing
the use of white lines on a black ground. Aspects of these works will
be further discussed in Part 3 and Part 4 in relation to the minutes, the
hours and Fivefold, but I would like to conclude this outline of relevant
communities of drawing and spatial practice by mentioning Wood’s
work here in relation to Josef Albers’ Structural Constellation, as two
examples on either side of a spatial coin. Where Field Conditions asked:
“can there be architecture without buildings?” advancing works engaged
with spatial concerns, through drawings and installations, System Wien
and Constellation take apart the very operations of the dimensional
projections entailed through a line on a surface. Albers’ Constellation
series were relief paintings made from 1950 – 1962. These ‘paintings’
were machined engravings cut onto black or grey laminated
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plastic, sharing Woods’ figure/ground reversal and also his study of the
perceptions of space. System Wien moves deeper than his Conflict
Space drawings into this conceptual enquiry into the spatial aspects
of the line. Here it shares with Albers’ Constellation the oscillating and
shifting nature of line’s relationship to the plane. Constellation stutters
between states of perceptual flatness and spatial depth, demanding
continuous reappraisal, while System Wien appraises the effects of its
perceptual ambiguity by playing out the line into physical space, both
works achieving their goal through this conflict between two separate,
but connected, states.
Both of these projects provided points of interest for the last phase of
the PhD. System Wien more directly supplied ideas about the technical
treatment of the line as vector and force of energy for the hours. In a
broader conceptual context, both Wien and Constellation contributed to
my reflections on my latter works and how I was coming to understand
them, during making and after their completion.

THE PROJECTS:
SIX NOTES ON THEMES
		
At this juncture, I would like to introduce the key themes of the PhD
work. These themes are cues through which to recognise the key
conceptual moves of the research. The themes are loose and do not
necessarily align with the projects chronologically nor are they evident
in the work of every project. They form instead an array of conjectures,
which arose through making the drawings of this dissertation, through
subsequent reflection. It is important to clarify that they were not
apparent before making the project work but emerged through the
processes of making.
These conceptual themes fluctuated and evolved from one project to
another, often occasioned some time after a projects’ conclusion through
making subsequent projects, or through associated activities such as
the Inventory drawings, writing, presenting work to others, or through
conversation. The Practice Research Symposiums additionally enabled
the work, every six months, to be offered up for critique. This process
required the dissemination of the work with a focus on the relationship
between the individual projects: how the works connected (or not) to
each other and, through making the work, how the thinking progressed.
The engaged critique of the PRS process went a long way toward
articulating the themes below.
The usefulness of introducing these six thematic notes at this stage
provides a way to articulate the process in which the research questions
were encountered and developed through the project work. These
themes will be explored in further detail when discussing the project
work in Parts 1 to 4.
1. Time: duration, immersion, repetition: in doing the drawing; in the
subject of the drawing
		
The project work is defined by time in a number of ways. Firstly, through
the time required in making the drawings. Each drawing is in a sense
frozen in time, the arrest of an otherwise ongoing process. The projects
Carroll/Green; Scott/Castle; Light Register and the hours (the drawn
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component of the minutes, the hours) all utilise methods of immersive
and protracted drawing practice, using traditional tools requiring certain
levels of expertise and eschewing the gestural. All develop through the
application of successive layers, which contribute the material density of
these drawings. They provide an aperture, which, on inspection, reveals
the ongoing process of repetition required to make the drawing. The
evidence of the drawing’s making sits foregrounded, containing time and
the duration of its making.
The drawings secondly invoke aspects of time through the imaginal
operation involved in their making, which takes place as the present time
of drawing broaches both past and future, a product of projection. As
Evans describes it, this ’reverse directionality’ coils the temporal states of
past, present and future within the projective act of architectural drawing,
of conjuring spatial possibilities. Creative imaginations inhabit these
states in order to conjure spatial possibilities, to enrich these possibilities.
Directionality inverts, further, as the effect of drawn arrangements of line
affect occupational behaviour, and such behaviour in turn affects future
arrangements of line.
The third aspect of time is that which comes to be contained in the
drawings as part of their subject matter itself. This method of drawing
is where the technical attributes of the drawings of this dissertation
divert most from that of more conventional architectural drawings in
that the line indicates trace, and not a physical element. Each of the
drawing projects contributing to this research supplant the instrumental
nature of the line to enable it to register aspects of physical interaction in
space usually not evident in conventional architectural drawings – a line
seismographic, testimonial, speculative.
2. The Invisible/Visible: casting; diptychs and negative space
You can point to space in a drawing. It is usually white and almost
certainly blank. But is the space shown in drawings space? Paul Klee’s
observation that the objective of art was not to “render the visible”
but to “render visible” could aptly be illustrated by Bruce Nauman and
Rachel Whiteread’s casting projects. In 1964 Nauman made a cast of the
negative space under his chair. Whiteread followed suit some time later

in the early 1990’s with numerous casts of the interior of derelict houses
and later, articulating the space around library shelves and fireplaces.
Similarly, in the architectural drawing, space is an abstract notion of
extent, identified and contained by its physical parameters, but it is not
its physical parameters. So, although it is spoken of as a physical thing,
as an entity in itself, this is not actually reflected in architectural drawings,
where it is read by implication. Within the architectural drawing, then,
operates this conjoined, alternating paradox of the invisible and the
visible.
The drawing projects of this research recognise space as fluctuating.
But, before even that consideration, the drawings explore how – this
fundamental concern of architecture: space – might even be made
visible through drawing in the first place. I’ve mentioned Whiteread
and Nauman’s casting practices previously as they provide an apt
visual image for reconfiguring space as physical, positive, and as a
point of consideration. The drawings of this research attempt to make
suggestions about space, not as a mute reflection of it’s containers but
as matter that fluctuates in relation to the temporal, embodied activities it
enables and which ultimately come to define it. As the occupant moves,
so too, is the space they occupy delineated. Its definition is not fixed
(one might say it is not concrete). The architect ultimately will have less
control over this space in flux, while the occupant will come to define
their spatial conditions through the configurations of their movement,
over time. It is this idea of ‘blank’ space, that provides the territory for
exploration in the drawings of this PhD. Even though the concept of
casting, or reversal, is evident in many of the projects, they are, with
every iteration, always seeking to draw out an additional layer to space,
teeming with the minutiae of life. Space suffused with time.
As practiced architects, we are habitually used to and capable of
reading and comprehending the language of architectural drawings and
understand the operations in the drawing by which we articulate space
via the design of its material enclosures. The future qualities of these
spaces are to some degree influenced by the richness of the design and
abilities of the designer, but to another degree, there will always remain
some ambiguity to the qualities of these spaces because an occupant’s
behaviour can’t be entirely predicted, nor should it be. It is the contention
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of this research that more cogent understandings of space and time, as
fluctuating matter, should have a greater presence in drawing rather than
be excluded from drawing, in order to enrich designs and their resultant
constructions.
3. Grids: the mechanics of perfect/imperfect lines and x, y, z
The spatial axis of x, y and z lies dormant across all the drawings of the
research. In some of the projects (Carroll/Green, Scott/Castle, Light
Register and some Inventory drawings) the grid (x,y) makes up the
framework of the drawing, accentuating their linear nature and connecting
them, ever so slightly, to a digital/mechanised aesthetic. The grid itself
figures as meditative lure, which evokes the immersive capacity of
drawing. In the latter projects, the minutes, the hours and Fivefold, the
grid is utilised for its Cartesian spatial construct with the addition of the
z-axis, the axis denoting depth beyond the flatness of the paper. This
projective aspect of the grid serves as the substructure from which these
latter projects operate, morphing obliquely to provide the ground for
questions of inter-dimensionality or even further dimensionalities.
4. Temporal flux and activated space
Leading on from note 1 and 2, the conventional orthographic drawing
set and also three-dimensional drawings are all representations of space
rather than of time, or, rather, the element of time they show is a static
slice. The instance this slice portrays is most likely that of the newly
finished building, and is bereft of the implications of the fluctuations of
time on material, and on space. The drawing projects (except for Fivefold
and particularly Postal Service) all employ drawing practices that require
extended periods of time for their making. Not gestural, and certainly
not quick. More significantly, these practices enable the inclusion, within
their subject matter, for instances of temporal flux and through the
inclusion of temporality, the ‘activation’ of space. The drawings explore
methods of articulating occupational nuances within the drawing, through
further ‘layers’ of drawing such as a video overlay, through juxtaposing
one version of a drawing with another of the same architectural space,
through changing scales or materiality, through collapsing or expanding
dimensional constraints.

5. Dimensional transformations:
compression and expansion systems
Joseph Albers’ Graphic Tectonic Prints (1941-42) utilise the graphic device
of the straight line. These expressions of acute economy are based on
Albers’ rationale that horizontal and vertical lines were dimensionless
and spatially deficient. What in fact makes horizontal and vertical lines
‘spatial’ is the inclusion of a diagonal, a z-axis, which connects them. The
liminal zone of drawing is situated along this z-axis, the projective plane
that turns the two-dimensional drawing into a projective instrument.
The diagonal embarks the drawing on a dance that flutters forward
and backward, compressing and expanding between two and threedimensional states, the tensional space of the liminal. The projects of
the latter phase of the research attempt a perception of space oscillating
around the possibilities of the (two-dimensionally) drawn, the (threedimensionally) projected and the (four dimensionally) enacted.
The isometric (the two-dimensional x and y co-ordinates, and the thirddimensional z) is the primary device used in the final drawings of the
research, fivefold, for its ability to show both inside and outside of a
structure, and also for its ambiguous nature. Taken from drawing to
template to form, the form extends a viewer’s orbit to include the spatial
impression of the viewer’s movements. This strategy explores the limits
of the drawing but also penetrates its flat plane by turning the negative
of space into a haptic presence. Even though the nature of these works
is shown in two and three dimensions, the three-dimensional form
intimates dimensions beyond the limits of metaphysical perception
through its connections to its previously lesser-dimensional state. The
persistence of such liminal dimensional states and transfers suggest
works pushing past their dimensional boundaries to leave traces of
themselves in lower dimensions, making visible the multiple layers of
space.
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33. Brian Hatton, “Motive
and Motif”, 219.

6. Operations of line: from trace to edge

CONTRIBUTION TO KNOWLEDGE

Notes 1-5 express the overall preoccupation of the research with drawing
forth the invisible in/through drawings. Throughout these themes the
line emerges not as an end in itself but as the instrument through which
the work is facilitated. The line is both the conceptual strategy and visual
means adopted to make unseeable space evident.

The research contributions are noted here in brief and will be expanded
and discussed in further detail in the final part of this document, the
Conclusion.

Lines are the language of architectural drawings, architects make
lines rather than brushstrokes and washes which might serve as more
pictorially and volumetrically effective.33 It is the line’s ability for precision
that best communicates position and dimension, even though the built
is defined by planes, surfaces and volumes. In architectural drawings,
the instrument of the line is most often an edge condition. The line is the
point where two planes meet, or divide. The line is a decision, the precise
spot where a surface changes direction. Less often, the line might
operate as seismograph, the trace of a mobile occupant or immaterial
factors such as light or sound.
Note 6 identifies the instrument of a line as spatial indicator and temporal
indicator. The line extending in space, to figure its dimensional capacity;
the line tracing movement unfolding with a temporal dimension of before
and after, a continuity, flux.

This doctorate makes contribution to the following fields in the following
ways:
Expanded practices: drawing, architecture
1. This research contributes to an emerging area of architectural research
concerned with expanded drawing practices. The activity of drawing is
figured not only as a method of representation but is used as a critical
tool of thinking, negotiating its own parameters as well as the perception
and emergence of space in the process of design. As such, it sits within
a pertinent area of research which places renewed attention to the state
of drawing practices in light of (evolving) post-digital opportunities for
drawing within practice and education.
2. As much as the term ‘drawing’ in architecture is a term applied to a
tool of design which is ever transforming, so too is the understanding of
what might constitute ‘architecture’. The attention to drawing in this PhD
sits within a growing field where the occupation with spatial concerns
can legitimately claim the term ‘architecture’ regardless of a further
manifestation as built work. The position this doctorate takes is the
proposition that architecture is foremost the realm of conceptual, creative
spatial imagining. Architecture is a practice of spatial negotiation a-priori
to the physical act of building.
3. Much of the project work of this doctorate engaged with aspects of
art practice, in materiality and immediacy, and also through the agency
of the exhibition space. The processes here of application, acceptance,
exhibition are themselves parameters which have shaped the work but
also situated the work in a competitive, peer-reviewed environment
within which architecture does not conventionally take its primary
audience. The project work explores space in ways that can’t help but
be quintessential to architecture (particularly through the use of plans),
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yet, undertaken with the intimacy and immediacy of artistic work. This
situates the research somewhere between architecture and visual art,
the building site and the gallery. It approaches this subject of spatial
negotiation (where there is currently a growing focus by numbers of
visual artists) from an architectural sphere, and claims it as a legitimate
concern for architectural enquiry and further enables opportunities for the
contemplation not only of the prosaic in the way space is encountered in
drawings, but also of the conceptual and the poetic.
Particularly, this doctorate makes contribution in the following two areas
which arise from particular techniques and methods that have developed,
shifted and evolved over the course of making the projects which bound
this research:
4.
Drawing forth the imaginal (time):
The work of this PhD articulates a method and practice of drawing which
explores the depiction of the space created within architectural drawing
not as a negative to the physically built (traditionally the domination of the
physical parameters to space persists) but gives primacy to the depiction
of ‘lived’ space. This is explored in various ways: through privileging the
ground over the figure, through analysis of occupancy to give resonance
and ‘shape’ to space. Enabled through differentiating the coda of linework, the line alters intent from denoting physical form (built, unbuilt) to
indicating the occupant, a mobile line registering time, movement and
the accumulation of activity within space as a field of matter in itself.
5.
Drawing forth the dimensional (space):
Further to the dimension of time, the idea of drawing’s dimensional
containment is examined in the relationship between the drawing and its
expansion of information through the implication of the third dimension.
Projects conducted throughout the latter phases of the PhD investigated
the ‘in-between’ dimensional state through taking a drawing apart
over several layers: stencil, drawing and installation. By analysing one
drawing object across different iterations, intimate possibilities of further
dimensional layers and spatial richness are conceivable, and accessible.

The drawings themselves are the primary sites of discovery of this
PhD. Through their making, their critical dissemination and their further
connection to, and juxtaposition with, the next or previous projects,
the drawings have enabled this PhD to yield new knowledge through
advancing and explicating these alternate drawing methodologies, and
thereby expanding and furthering the role of critical drawing practices
within spatial design.

2|3
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PA R T 1
The Temporal
Dimensions
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PART 1:
THE TEMPORAL DIMENSIONS

Is the stair here?
Where’s the stair?
‘The stair’s right there,
But it goes nowhere.’
And the abyss? The abyss?
‘The abyss you can’t miss.’

1

Theodore Roethke
“… The drawing can be seen as the realm of absence that precedes the realm
of presence. As architects we strive to inhabit both in and between these
worlds of absence and presence, thought and reality, imagination and
realisation ...”2
Stan Allen
Not to render the visible, but to render visible.
Paul Klee

1. Theodore Roethke, ‘The
Abyss’, The Collected
Poems of Theodore Roethke.
Seattle: University of
Washington Press 1982, III,
Mixed Sequence.
2. Stan Allen, Practice:
Architecture, Technique and
Representation. Oxford:
Routledge, 2003, 52.
3. Gaston Bachelard, The
Poetics of Space. Translated
by Maria Jolas. Boston:
Beacon Press, 1994, 183.
4. The other participating
artists and designers
were: Damien Chwalisz,
Matt Davis, Sally Davis,
Michael Geissler, Sean
Humphries, Rachel Hurst,
Jane Lawrence, Sasha
Radjenovich, Linda Marie
Walker, Phil Walker and
Hannah White.

CARROLL/GREEN
Prompted by Bachelard’s idea of “intimate immensity”3 taken from
his book Poetics of Space, and with an interest in design-related
partnerships, Rachel Hurst and Jane Lawrence (both Lecturers in
Architecture and Interior Architecture, School of Art, Architecture and
Design, University of South Australia) proposed a group exhibition under
the title: Intimate Immensities for the South Australian School of Art
Gallery (SASA).4
The exhibition took place from 18 May - 18 June 2010 showing work from
six design partnerships. These partnerships ranged from collaborative,
co-authored work, to completely separate projects with collaboration
enabled through communication: of intents, ideas, retreats, and
advances. My partnership, maintaining collaboration of the latter sort,
was with architect and former teaching colleague Damien Chwalisz, who
equally holds a strong commitment to drawing in his practice.
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and typical within their urban context (albeit in two different cities), both
being single fronted cottages on long, narrow blocks. Each residence
also served the increasingly common dual function as both home and
place of work. Both sites were additionally in the process of undergoing
‘adjustments’. For Green Street, minor interior renovations and the design
for a garden studio and for Carroll Street, a similar reconfiguring of the
interior layout to make way for a work space.
Both Damien’s and my own practice experience dealt predominantly with
residential work: additions, stand-alone houses and occasionally multilevel apartment buildings. Already having a familiarity with residential
design and in particular the back-ender addition, the research proceeded
to question how a deeper reading through the recording of a ‘lived’
situation could be articulated within the conventions of architectural
representation.
The drawings for Carroll/Green are architectural drawings in such that
their subject is a building (albeit one already in existence) and that the
production methodology of architectural drawings has specifically been
employed as it retains the basis of the orthographic set, namely the plan,
as well as the use of a perspectival focus to the last of the drawings.

2 Sketchbook drawings, 2009

5. Gaston Bachelard, The
Poetics of Space, 4.

As a setting-off point to begin the work of the PhD, the exhibition
provided the opportunity to focus a drawing project to both a predetermined timeline and through its exhibition context, to expose the
work to a wider critical audience. Initial meditations on the idea of
intimate immensity located this paradoxic note of dissonance within
the site of the home – to use Bachelard’s term – as the loci of our “first
universe”.5
The Carroll/Green drawings proceeded as architectural speculations on
our homes as the test sites, multi-faceted beyond the notion that they
simply be dwellings. My home in Carroll street, North Melbourne, and
Damien’s in Green street, Brompton (South Australia) were both similar

As the homes of architects, the spaces of Carroll and Green Streets
have already been recorded: measured, inscribed, photographed, their
plans drawn, and re-drawn. In the architectural sense, a drawing of the
plan traditionally shows the solid elements, the pure information of
the location of physical structure (walls, doors, windows) and not the
negative element of the spaces they contain. Yet, space is something
usually spoken of as an entity, a thing in itself. This is in contrast, a kind
of reverse polarity, to its absence in the architectural drawing, where
it is implied through its containers, an abstract notion of extent, read
by implication. Furthermore, the use of that space leaves no trace and
makes no impression on the drawing, as that, too, is implied.
As we began drawing (discussions of our progress transpiring via email,
hastily scanned and tagged with PDFs), we likened our first efforts to an
archaeological dig, searching in the drawing for those elements that
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Five drawings were shown at Serial Space: an early (smaller) test
of Exploration 1; the in-process Exploration 2; an earlier drawing
antemeridian; and blue shift 1 and blue shift 2.

3 Sketchbook drawings, 2009

are less certain in architectural drawing, those being the lived registers
of occupation. The drawing would hold less information about form, that
physical and static element of architecture, and would now recede (and
become ambiguous). Slowly emerging from the drawing would be the
‘excavated’ space.
Whilst preparatory work was underway, some of the test material for
the Intimate Immensities exhibition was shown in a group exhibition at
the Serial Space Gallery in Sydney as part of the Openfields conference
held at The University of Technology Sydney over three days from April
28 - 30, 2010. Fellow artists exhibiting and speaking during the conference
worked across fields such as visual art, poetry and performance, film,
music, sculpture, as well as architecture. The conference provided the
opportunity to take smaller test panels and earlier work to display and
discuss during the artist presentation talks as part of the conference
program. The presentation was based on the preliminary nature of the
work in preparation for the forthcoming Intimate Immensities exhibition,
whilst also enabling feedback for this initial project as situated within the
PhD.

Blue shift 1 and blue shift 2 were concerned with depicting a hypothetical
architectural space through using only lines in different densities. In these
two small drawings (they are A4 in size), the method employed echoes
the repetitive motion of line ruling, an exercise reminiscent of manually
hatching roofs, timber floor materials, shading, or perhaps showing
the ground or sky in section or elevation. The two drawings see activity
and occupation within a space as something that could be registered.
The lines record a body’s occupation, translating this to line-work that is
alternatively either more or less dense depending on the duration of time
an activity might take. A dense depiction of lines refers to a static body,
occupying a space in repose. Lines that overlap indicate two activities
which might cross-over in the one space or two paths of travel which
intersect. The lines are not representative of actual subjects but for the
potential movements of these subjects. As such these two drawings are
neither wedded to a floor plan or bear a relationship to scale. This method
of recurrent line making is picked up again in several panels of Carroll/
Green and in almost all later projects in some way, making a connection
to this process and type of hatching long employed across conventional
architectural drawings from sketch design to contract documentation.
The pencil colour is a non-print blue, used when marking up or sketching
on drawings where later photocopying requires these marks to be
invisible. The use of this ‘invisible’ blue, with the possibility of being both
evident in one drawing but not in another, aligns with the subject matter
depicted – space – at once both visible and invisible.

Exploration 1
Each of the drawings (except for Exploration 4) began with plotting out
a base layer of a 2cm x 2cm grid in a fine red pencil, lightly applied to
the paper. The grid acts as a scaffold to the work, effectively enabling
the drawings to be built. The grid sets up a continuity between all the
panels in the series of drawings but also works, more particularly, as
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a counterpoint to the recognition of scale in the drawings. Usually a
drawing set would keep to a scale register, either by notating which
scale the drawing is drawn to, or by providing a scale bar which can be
referenced and a scale calculated. The grid of the Carroll/Green drawings
enables proportionality to be maintained but the drawings are scaleless
in that the same 2cm x 2cm grid is used for a floor plan for Exploration 2
shown ten times the size of the floor plans in Exploration 1, though they
are of the same building. This ambiguity of scale shifts focus away from
the arrangement of spaces most usually derived from the reading of a
plan, to the nominated layer of information the drawings wish to engage
with, that of the spatial aspects derived through a reading of occupation.
4
Carroll/Green
bluelines
test (detail), 2009

The notional floor plan of Carroll Street is repeated across the drawing
surface nine times. The detail and line-work is amplified in moving from
the left to the right of the drawing, slightly altering those aspects which
are depicted for each of the plans (though the plans themselves remain
identical). The collection of plans, arranged side by side in a row, allude to
the repetitive arrangement of the other terraces in the street, attesting to
the typical gridded configuration found in urban planning.
Amongst the comments which arose after presenting the work for
Openfields, there was one made regarding the prevalence (as perceived
by the audience of mainly non-Architects) of the grid as a means of
rectilinear regulation and control in Architectural drawings (or in making
drawings recognisable as architectural). Exploration 1, on immediate
reading, reinforced this prevalence and was instantly assumed to be
an urban block shown in plan rather than, say elevation or section. It
was this quality of repetition that saw Exploration 1 recognisable as an
‘architectural’ drawing, but it is this regularity and repetition of plan forms
(the same plan repeated and not an actual urban block), underpinned
by the soft background of the grid, that reinforces the floor plan’s siting
within its inner-urban realm. Yet it also collapses form to a certain degree,
for once it is understood that the floor plan is exactly the same plan
repeated, the (idea of the plan) then recedes to the background to be
dominated by the other information on the drawing which is not plan,
not structure. Using a grid may set up a particular sequence across the
spread of a page, but it could be more useful to describe it as a point

5
Carroll/Green
test works,
Serial Space Gallery,
2010
6
Carroll/Green
test works,
Serial Space Gallery,
2010
7
Carroll/Green
test works,
Serial Space Gallery,
2010
4

5

6

7
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8 Bluelines 1 & 2, v.2, 2009

of departure. I will discuss the use of the grid further at the end of this
chapter.
A viewer’s instinctive response to an image is to ‘decode’ it and those
reading architectural drawings have a further layer to decode, or must
have a further degree of competence, to see through the orthographic
apparatus. This is the process these drawings explore and in some sense,
undermine. As a part of this ‘decoding’, these drawings deliberately
allow the plan conventions to recede, with the view to bringing forth the
embodied interactions with the spaces depicted. To go even further, for
these embodied interactions to constitute the spaces depicted.
The possibility that space, in a drawing, could somehow move across the
boundaries that shapes it, to move beyond the unequivocal architectural
(plan) drawing and slip out from the depiction of its singularity which sees
it either removed from time, or stuck in one instance of time, to unfold
beyond the static, beyond the referential. Is this a possibility at all?
Exploration 1 shows aspects of the pure information of the physical
arrangement of the solid and fixed elements of the plan, walls,
and openings to those walls, and boundaries. It then conflates this
information with a series of different registers: locations of furniture,

notations as to fluctuating elements – paths of travel, moments of stasis
and speed, views and outlooks from windows and doorways. Three
methods are employed to show these different aspects and registers:
densities of line and watercolour increase in spaces and zones of high
and frequent use, appearing as a positive/negative or figure/ground
reversal; secondly pencil lines articulate the views and aspects from
certain locations in the house. Lastly, lines in red note specific instances
in the lives of the occupants: going to the tiny garden to pick a lemon
from a tree; the spot at the dining table which is the optimal point for
natural sunlight; the view across the gardens beyond the rear lane;
arriving from work to check the letterbox and then hanging a coat in the
hallway. These spaces of cyclical, and sometimes laborious activity are
shown repeated through the line work, just as the activities are repeated,
day in, day out, invisible, enduring.
Through setting up Exploration 1 as a repeated floor plan that
doubly replicated our homes’ position as attached row house, this
structure inadvertently brought to the fore the collective nature of our
surroundings. In spending so much time with a pencil tracing minute
instances within our particular abode, all the while thinking how nuanced
our particular use of our spaces was, I came to realise that probably
these exact activities were being played out to either side of us. The
individual red pencil lines noting those special instances were not
really so special after all, as the choice of bright red might attest! We
attempted to utilise our spaces in idiosyncratic ways (and possibly not
quite so unique ones) but those spaces were additionally founded within
a rigorous framework of Victorian cottages all very much alike and limited
in their planning variations due to the restrictions of the sites they were
on.
Diller and Scofidio’s drawings for their Slow House project splayed out
a plan much like a fanned deck of cards, staggered, and with minute
variation, to be read across the group cumulatively. These drawings and
Tschumi’s Manhattan Transcripts, figure in the background as a setting off
point for Exploration 1. As the first major drawing of the PhD, Exploration
1 took the deliberate decision to make multiple drawings of the one plan.
This could have been done with the plans separately shown across the
length of the page, or even on separate, smaller sheets or set out as
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11 Carroll/Green Blue Geometry, 2009

9 Carroll/Green test drawings, 2009

10 Carroll/Green test drawing, 2009
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a grid similarly to the Transcripts. The Transcripts show small variance
of physical movement, a protagonist outlined in an arc over four, six or
more frames. Tschumi focuses on the physically exertive, which is indeed
cinematic, his subjects are often running, falling or dancing. Where I
believe the Explorations of Carroll/Green differ is in their focus on those
daily movements that are repetitive, less cinematic and patently more
humble in nature. In staggering the plans one after the other, right next
to each other, the drawing, I believe, takes on a more prevalent temporal
dimension. The lines tracing activity, in this staccato arrangement, provide
a fluttering depiction of time, closer to that perhaps of film frames
running in succession than to discrete photographic instances. The plan
itself recedes while the lines that denote activity take over, dominating
the drawing, and in fact, it is the cumulative activity that comes to define
the parameters of the space, that becomes the plan, to become the
drawing.

Exploration 2
A (further) reduction of the floor plan, at a larger scale, Exploration
2 depicts the plan faithfully but further recedes the plan’s physical
elements to the background. Again the use of a non-print blue pencil
suggests the dual nature of showing lines that appear in one regard but
are invisible in another, reflecting a subject matter which is itself open
to negotiation, ambiguously beyond immediate comprehension. The
location of the existing structural geometry is used here as a starting
point to set up a network arrangement of lines. Each line of the existing
plan is up for grabs, plucked like a guitar string to resonate at increased
variances, which extrude the implications of the initial planned, geometric
composition. There are no clearly apparent hierarchies and there are
minimal variations in line weights. Mobile objects such as furniture are
depicted similarly to stationary or structural objects. The boundary and
distinction between inside and outside has no clear definition.
In comparison with the first panel, as Exploration 2 developed, the
presence of the occupants was more subdued. They are implied through

the geometrical shifts of extended line work emanating from the

punctuation points that are visible across the sheet. Colour appears here
through these orange punctuations indicating moments of intensity:
the two dots near the bottom of the sheet signal two reposed bodies
stationary across the expanse of sleep; dashes in the hallway indicate
the doorway to the study (an important threshold which signals the
break between home and work); at the rear, in the living area and top
of the sheet, further dashes indicate where, at rest, views open out to
include the distant city views on one side and the intimate vista down
the lane to the other. There is also a small dash at the location of the sink,
where it always feels an inordinate amount of time is squandered. These
pauses are indicative of spatial nuances which are apparent or occur at
that point only, and where that activity is iterated repeatedly, reinforced
by its ongoing occurrence (those two heads on their pillows). These are
occupational effects that result from the embedded spatial arrangement
of this home, but they are also equally concerted choices made through
negotiation with these spaces.
These occupational traces form the actual mediations resulting from the
particular spatial arrangement found here, but alongside these ‘lived’
lines, are always imagined and desired possible relocations of those
elements; for instance, a wall shifted further across here, a window
relocated there. Even though this plan is a meditation upon an actual
building, it is also a projection forward, which is realised in these slight
shifts throughout the drawing, to optimise and enrich the arrangement
and amenity of these spaces. This counterpoint of actual lines against
those potential ones tests the actual against the possible, the ramification
of built lines.
Both Exploration 1 and 2 were meditative drawings, completely absorbing
drawing projects. These immersive protractions admittedly led,
sometimes, to lines being drawn mechanically rather than intentionally,
taking their own course. More so than Explorations 3 and 4, these first
two panels combined decisive lines with subconscious lines, the result
of the technique employed and also the subject matter of having to
reflect on past/present occupational activities and pull them forth into the
drawing.

plan, and as the drawing neared completion, I decided to introduce the
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Exploration 3

12 Thin/Thick 1, 2009

Exploration 3 explores subtle transformations of the plan from two
dimensions to three dimensions and does this through a connection
to the final drawing of the suite, Exploration 4. Through the process of
blocking in and highlighting the arrangements of the physical aspects of
the spaces through hatching (multitudinous series of vertical or horizontal
lines in parallel), and water colouring, what were previously multiple
geometries of line in Explorations 1 and Exploration 2 are now shown
more distinctly as solid elements, having lost the deliberate tentative
nature of their depiction in the first two panels. The lines in Exploration
1 and Exploration 2, as sometimes delineators of the edges of things:
walls, openings, joinery, changes in level; disappear in Exploration 3
across the iterations of the plan from the left to the right of the panel.
Shadows to the (now) solid elements suggest the third dimension, which
is extruded from Exploration 3 to appear in Exploration 4, a distorted
perspective view of one area of the plan (being the living room). The
relationship between Exploration 3 and Exploration 4 fluctuates between
two and three-dimensional thinking, back and forth, binding the drawings
together in an infective association.
Two test drawings, Thin/Thick 1 and Thin/Thick 2 provided initial enquiries
for Exploration 3. They begin with horizontal lines, which, as the drawing
evolves down the page, are repeated and thicken through hatching.
The lines lose their aspect of linearity, of one-dimensionality, as they are
extruded into planes. Thin/Thick 1 ends with the lines manifested and
projected as three-dimensional forms, whilst Thin/Thick 2 never reaches
this conclusion, and instead is tonal manipulation of the thin lines as
abstracted solid, extruding their rhythmic geometry.
Of the four panels comprising Carroll/Green, it is Exploration 3 with
which I was the least satisfied. Because it works in conjunction with
Exploration 4, it always felt ‘in-between’, possibly in that it set the stage
for the last panel but never felt resolved in itself. Where the other three
panels exist within the sheets, effectively contained, Exploration 3 bleeds
off to the right (where it joins Exploration 4). Because Exploration 4 is a
perspective, it retains an element of finality, and this is reinforced in it
being the last sheet of the suite. The structure of Exploration 3

13 Thin/Thick 2, 2009
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(line to form) was not taken up again in the immediately following
projects. However, the conceptual ideas contained in the changes in
dimensionality that are intrinsic to drawing spaces and are hinted at
in Exploration 3, must have stuck somewhere in mind, because in the
latter drawings of the PhD, the minutes, the hours, and particularly
Fivefold, and also in the Inventory drawings made around this time, this
aspect of the expansion/collapse of a line that was produced in Thin/
Thick 1, 2 and Exploration 3, returned. More on this later – yet – I find this
connection between the first drawings of the PhD and the last work of
deep interest. Although the preoccupation for Carroll/Green, at the time,
seemed to be about making evident an embodied and temporal space
in these drawings, there are traces in Exploration 3 of the dimensional
possibilities of both line and page, a theme which was recognised only
much later in the research through making those latter projects.

Exploration 4
In Exploration 4, the three-dimensional view is at once a realisation
of an instance from the plan – looking out from the dining room,
across the joinery divider, to the living room – and also marks a return
of the conjectural. The drawing is one of transparencies, of mutable
surfaces and unstable elements. In as much as the plans played with
the immeasurable possibilities of locating walls and windows, this is
apparent too, in this final drawing. The perspective is not an accurate
representation of the dining/living relationship, it shows something
which is not real, but affected and influenced by the combination of the
possibilities for the ideal, of the imagined scenarios teased out from
Explorations 1-3.
The medium of watercolour used predominantly in Exploration 4, applied
extremely carefully, excludes the gestural indications of the hand usually
evident with this medium. Used particularly in this way, this appearance
of a seamless aesthetic in a medium (which is usually nuanced but
here looks almost digitally rendered at a distance) breaks down this
seamlessness. When closely inspected, glitches are evident, such as the
trace of a pencil mark below the watercolour, an escape at the edges or a
bleed. The drawing re-calibrates against a digital aesthetic by attempting,
14 Sketchbook drawings, 2010
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16 Carroll/Green Exploration 2, 2010

15 Carroll/Green Exploration 1, 2009
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18 Carroll/Green Exploration 4, 2010

17 Carroll/Green Exploration 3, 2010
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19 Carroll/Green Exploration 1, 2010

20 Carroll/Green Exploration 2, 2010
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21 Carroll/Green Exploration 3, 2010

22 Carroll/Green Exploration 4, 2010
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23 Carroll/Green Exploration 1 (detail), 2010

24 Carroll/Green Exploration 1 (detail), 2010
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through an initial disguise as a computer rendering, by highlighting its
frailties. It also adjusts itself with a stutter, as it correlates not to one
definitive version of a plan, but to many slight and multiple variations of
that plan. Whilst also sustaining a degree of invariance in describing the
profusion of configurations shown in Exploration 1 and Exploration 2, this
perspective similarly becomes something that is constantly able to be
recalculated, rethought.
In this final panel, lines have lost their linear characteristic. They are
subdued to the prominence of form, even if it is form portrayed lightly
through watercolour and wash. Pencil lines are still visible in the drawing
as substructure and guide, but the blocks of form visually take over, the
lines are no longer edges but consumed within the forms they describe.
In the Carroll/Green drawings, the background matrix of the grid sets up
the drawings as operating within a geometric field. Over this grid matrix,
floor plans are drawn, and redrawn, re-imagined, and re-configured.
The base-field of the grid provides the initial framework for infinite
possibilities of spatial arrangements, whilst the plans and accumulation
of lines drawn over the grid enable a further network of geometries to
play out.

25 Intimate Immensities exhibition, SASA Gallery, 2010

Architect Enric Miralles spoke about his drawings as portents of
possibility:

6.Carl Douglas, “Operative
Drawing 1: Miralles”, https://
diffusive.wordpress.
com/2009/12/02/operativedrawing-i-miralles/ accessed
9.1.2014

On these planes (there is no concern to represent) ... it is a
task of multiplying a single intuition: of seeing it appear in all its
possible forms ... of aligning acrobatically, like a game, all the rays
of lines that go in a direction ... of keeping all the aspects of one’s
project on paper. It is not a question of accumulating data, but
of multiplying them; of enabling what you had not thought of to
appear.6
Through this process of multiplying elements: moving walls about;
overlaying; shifting; enlarging spaces, windows; altering views; removing
and adding forms, built elements are imbued with the ideal, the optimal.
In this way the drawing functions not as a representation, but an
operation. Initially, the drawings outline the existing architectural
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26
PLACE, 2011
27
Royal Society of
Art Journal,
2013

consideration, other attenuated and perhaps improved geometries of
space. The temporal engagement of physically making the drawings is
echoed in the engagement with time that occurs through making these
drawings. Situated in the present time, I am pulling out from the past
recollections of spatial activity which are overlaid, simultaneously, with
projections forward in time: this element would work better here, if this
window was only a little over to one side. This immersion isn’t obvious
when drawing, but it is the background operation that makes these
drawings possible.

26

The endgame of an architectural project (when there is the intention to
realise the design as physical form) requires experience and expertise in
understanding how to negotiate across the manifold of possibilities that
its spatial planning might take and then, tie up in a neat proposal and
(neater) outcome. In the meantime, however, whilst in the preliminary
design stage of imagining possibilities, it is the act of multiplication that
plays out before it is reigned in.
Using the slow and immersive technique of drawing by hand enables
time to be absorbed by the drawing. Every mark that is made measures
the mind, deviates the drawing, providing the framework for the next
mark. In such a way this process links the conceptual (imaginative) mode
to the physical in a feedback loop. In this process of registering, the
purpose is not to represent, but to enable the perception and projection
of possibilities. Possibilities of observed and actual, active and static
trajectories are registered in their multiple arrays and also forecast future
potential.

27

conditions of the spaces of Carroll Street. The drawings were then
subjected to a process of repetition (same floor plan, same physical
elements) to register and catch the fall-out of these physical parameters.
These include (though aren’t limited to), lines defining the movement
of the house’s occupants, visual engagement with outside aspects,
the precise location of the kitchen sink, to immaterial aspects of
atmospherics (sound, temperature) only approached at through dashes
and marks, specific coda. All are repercussions of spatial planning
decisions.
The cumulative array of lines drawn at once both defaces the plan and
reinforces it. In foregrounding this network of geometries, the drawings
no longer fully retain the conventional characteristics of an architectural
plan. The drawings work backwards to subject the existing architecture
to a process of extraction, studying the consequences of previously
enacted design decisions as bodies negotiate the ramifications of these
decisions. It imagines forward, also, in their multiplication and in their

7. Luca Galofaro, “Drawing
Time”, in Domus online,
http://www.domusweb.
it/en/reviews/2014/10/31/
the_marriage_of_
reasonandsqualor.html,
accessed 3.7.15

Luca Galofaro, writing on Aureli’s Marriage of Reason and Squalor,
describes this conjunction of past, present and future: “Drawing is a way
of looking. First we look inside ourselves and then we carry forward our
personal concept of architecture, noting down its distinguishing traits,
day after day. Immediately afterwards, we look outside to observe the
real-life potential of this inner gaze.”7 What plays out through and within
this active state of drawing is a condition of imaginal space, operating
somewhere between: fact and fiction; the not real and real; past, present
and imagined future. It becomes a projective as well as reflective
convergence.
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SCOTT/CASTLE
The second project of the PhD was undertaken for Whirlwinds, an
exhibition component of Sexuate Subjects: Politics, Poetics and Ethics, a
conference held at the Bartlett School of Architecture, University College
London, (Conference: December 3 - 5, 2010; Exhibition: December 2 January 26, 2011).
The theme for Whirlwinds was to respond to issues raised by Luce
Irigaray in her writings on the experiential, material and conceptual
construction of space, particularly with relation to feminised or sexualised
space. Submissions were to include a short (300 word) abstract and a
work, which could be a physical artefact for exhibition, or temporal work
such as a reading, walk, or a performance.

8. The other participating
artists were: Cherelyn
Brearley, Emma Cheatle,
Willem de Bruijn, Hélène
Frichot, Sue Gallagher, Jane
Lawrence and Rachel Hurst,
Kate Lepper, Permanent
Waver, Elizabeth Presa and
Julieanna Preston.

As one of 12 selected artists8, my proposal consisted of making two
large-scale drawings on paper, each 80cm wide by 186cm high. With
the exhibition curators, Jane Rendell and Ana Araujo, discussions as to
format, size and precise locations of the six physical projects provided
prompts to move the work forward. The projects were exhibited
strategically around the main entry location to the Bartlett: within the
foyer; exhibition area; presentation space and ancillary areas.
The subject of the two drawings, Scott/Castle, is my family’s former
home at the corner of Scott and Castle streets in Parkside, a small, inner
city Adelaide suburb, occupied for the first ten years of my childhood.
Although the house still stands, the rear has been altered and extended
over the years, so only the classic Adelaide Victorian verandah front and
body of four main rooms remains true to that house of the late 1970’s
and 1980’s. Records of the house from that era exist mostly through
fading photographs and memory.
The overall structure of the Scott/Castle drawings is that of a diptych.
The two work jointly together in tandem but are also two versions of
the one drawing, being that of a detailed section of the floor plan of
the house. The first aim of these drawings was to address something
more than what a straightforward drawing of this building’s plan would
have conveyed. In choosing this particular building, the drawings already

were going to operate through the aspect of memory. Already the lived
recollections of this family home would colour the recollections of the
formal arrangement of the spaces. As such, these two drawings would
further (moving on from Carroll/Green) engage with the subjects of
time and space made evident through drawing. The structure of the two
drawings differed significantly in that Scott/Castle presented two versions
of the one drawing. The Explorations of Carroll/Green repeated the one
plan, but over different scales and viewpoints. For Scott/Castle, several
aspects would be augmented: the scale would be greatly enlarged; the
work would focus on only an enlarged segment of the plan, and the same
building, the same plan, would be repeated over two panels.
The second task of the drawings was to show ‘something’ more than a
direct reading of the physical spatial arrangements. Space in a building
is actualised through the accumulation of small daily acts of occupancy.
The possibilities of that space are thereby contemplated by delineating
these implications of action. The Scott/Castle drawings would show
these small, daily actions that would take place in the rooms shown,
centring on the repeated labours of my mother, the protagonist for
the drawing, as she would go about her routine of typically feminine
activities. These would coincide and run parallel to the activities taking
place in the bedroom occupied by myself: drawing, reading, play
and sleep. The domestic realm here is depicted as one of subjective,
feminised spatiality. Several aspects of time are portrayed, a cyclical
time of activities beginning, ending and being repeated again, but also
the cumulative linear time where the effects of labour and occupation
accumulate and weigh heavily on the inhabitants and their surroundings.
The daily work required in a home, in some aspects produces the illusion
of somehow moving forward. However, these tremendous amounts of
energy and time are expended so that, in fact, things can stay exactly as
they are. This parallels the myth of Penelope: faithful wife to Odysseus,
waiting for his return from travels far afield but living in constant fear of
being married off to one of her band of suitors once she finishes making
her wedding shroud. By night she would unravel all her knitting so that
she would need to begin the work again the next day, the cloth never
completed. The idea that these household activities are reiterated: work
done only to be re-done again the next day, next week, and next month
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28
Nevas, Cipka
29
Dragica Pedisic,
Cipka (detail), 2010
30
Dragica Pedisic,
Cipka (detail), 2010
31
Dragica Pedisic,
Cipka (detail),
2008

28

30
29
32 Scott/Castle positive:negative test geometries (using digital cuts of Carroll/Green Exploration 4)

31
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– ad infinitum – this manual work of repetition provides the language
through which the drawings emerge. They are built up of lines: lines of
different colours, thicknesses and densities. They cumulatively define
paths of movement or moments of stasis, each instance of line mirrors
an action of habituation, which in turn is mirrored in the manual labour
required to make the drawings, the accumulation of ruled lines repeated,
echoing the relentlessness of labour.

CONCEIVING THE INVISIBLE:
CASTS OF NEGATIVE SPACE Part 1
Panel 1: Positive
The drawings are set up as a diptych, opposing but connected, similar,
yet different. The same enlarged segment of a floor plan is shown in both
panels, an area showing the central corridor of the house, and two rooms
to the rear of the building, the living room and the kitchen. Next to these
is a portion of the large garden, a corner allotment.
Deliberately echoing the aesthetic of a dyeline or ‘blue-print’, the
left panel is a pared-back drawing, where the physical imprint of
structural elements are faintly traced. The right panel repeats the same
information in terms of the building’s physical layout, but further layers
of drawing compound to show the space as an inhabited space. The two
drawings thus work collectively, repeating, but also situated as inverse
relationships of each other.
The drawings for the project work of Carroll/Green and these for Scott/
Castle saw a move from smaller drawings to much larger drawings. The
physical actions of making the Scott/Castle drawings, marking line after
line, became a more demanding physical task. Additionally, the length of
the drawings meant that they could no longer fit my A1 sized drawing
board, and required a move from the studio (private realm of work and
reflection) to the kitchen table – emphatically a non-private realm. The
subtle irony was not lost on me: the mirroring of relocating from a private
space to set up work from the kitchen table in making these drawings
about a feminised domestic domain, seemed apt.
33 Scott/Castle, journal drawings, 2010
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The larger size allowed their width to (just) sit on a drawing board but
the length could not be accommodated other than as a strip, vertically.
Their size also meant that in order to view both panels side by side and
appraise the work as it progressed, the drawings (to accommodate their
180cm length) needed to be hung from a bulkhead between the dining
area and living room. They wouldn’t fit side by side on the table, nor could
you get far enough away to take them in.

ink made with a technical pen are meticulously drawn running parallel
vertically, with increased thickness in locations noting accumulated
activity in the house. The vertical lines alter only in two areas, the
bedroom shown centrally in the panel and the pathways of the garden
immediately to the exterior. The line-work in the bedroom is a dense,
almost complete black in the centre of the room. The furniture, all located
to the edges, left the centre as the most trafficked and occupied zone.
Movement and stasis are shown as an accumulating mass. A desk,
sitting to the right, anchors the edge of the central black zone. The
next focus of activity is immediately beneath the north-facing window,
where the bed is also located. The lines here divert from being drawn
vertically or horizontally but are sheared, shifting off course to note
the indeterminate state of occupancy of the bed, a location for sleep
but also the spot to recline to read for hours on end, or from which to
reach the deep window recess and look out onto the street adjacent.
The blackness depicting the side garden and the street and houses
beyond is completely abstracted, punctured with horizontal white breaks
marking out the edges of such features as the gravel path boundary, the
fence, the footpath beyond that, the planted verge (with eucalypts that
would grow to full size within a decade) and the house across the road,
beyond. The black also refers to a scenario of nighttime activity, when,
supposedly in bed, but actually ensconced in the window reveal, I would
enjoy watching the lights from cars passing by or stopping at the corner.
The vertical lines which puncture the drawing running vertically from
the bedroom window to an area beyond note the direct line to the north
aspect of the sun.9

Similarly to the drawings of Carroll/Green, each sheet was firstly set up
with a 2cm x 2cm grid in a fine red pencil as background datum. A floor
plan was drawn over this, showing only part of the house and showing
only the locations of walls and openings. A light blue wash in watercolour
was given to the internal area and vertically repeated blue lines provide a
density to the rooms depicted (lounge room, bedroom and kitchen). The
walls were built up in colour as the heaviest rendered and the most solid
elements in appearance.
Pencil lines in various colours demarcate the main paths of travel to a
side gate and the garage in the garden outside, but these remain the
only colours other than grey, black and blue. The predominant colour
across Panel 1 is blue, used to reinforce the character of this drawing
as blue-print, a relic of architectural printing processes, but also a visual
icon readily associated with architectural ‘working’ drawings. The drawing
remains intentionally limited in and divested of architectural cues as to
the quality or nature of inhabitation to any of the spaces.

Panel 2: Negative
Again, as for Panel 1, a grid is laid out over the paper. Carrying over the
plan drawing of Panel 1, the wall and opening locations were transposed
over to Panel 2 in the same locations. The absence of objects or
features that may allow the drawing to be readable as an architectural
plan are deliberately missing: there is no furniture no joinery shown;
no door swings; no window details; no way of guessing scale. The
representational codes of an architectural plan drawing are deliberately
diminished. The walls are no longer shown as the darkest or most
prominent parts of the drawing and are absent of colour. Black lines in

9. This focus on the northerly
aspect here is an architect’s
understanding, in retrospect.
As a child this was not
understood in any way other
than to realise the beneficial
symptoms: additional light
and warmth.

There is a coalescence of blue in the centre of the bedroom, signalling
the location on the floor where most of the drawing activity would take
place. I would be provided with ‘scrap’ paper, which would consist of
no longer necessary blueprints of homes my father worked on as a
carpenter and builder. In an effort to recycle these drawings (and save
buying countless drawing pads) my father suggested I use the back.
These lovely A1 sized drawings seemed enormous compared to the A4
notebooks I would use. Sometimes, I would get bored with the drawing
I was doing and turn them over to investigate the odd blue dyelines on
the other side. This casual but serendipitous interaction with the blueprint
would, of course, go on to become my vocation.
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Made over long periods of time, the ravelling and unravelling of the line
in the drawing, parallels the activities of the inhabitants of the house,
and, as mentioned, particularly the work of my mother. In attending to
the women’s-work (said to be ‘never done’) embedded in her domestic
realm, this cyclical activity is repeated, day in, day out, invisible, enduring
and without end. These drawings reference this accumulation, this
repetition of action and movement (and not just in our family’s presence
but for all other previous and successive occupants) through their
technique of making, in their labour-intensive nature, of ruling many lines,
repeatedly.
They also reference at a further level, in the elements of these repeated,
built up and intricate lines, the strong influence of the aesthetic that
prevailed for me as a child, of finely crochet tablecloths, delicate
embroidery and countless knitting projects (skills passed in repetitive
manoeuvres down generations, except, perhaps, to my own). These acts
of repetition lie in contrast to the futility of the daily household tasks, in
these activities, the repeated labour results in creative pay-offs, simple
thread spun into gold, attesting to the inherent creative potential of
individuals, even whilst stuck in the domestic realm and as a tangent to
digital aesthetics, to continue to value that of the hand made and the
hand done.

TIME: DURATION, IMMERSION, REPETITION:
IN DOING THE DRAWING, IN THE SUBJECT OF THE DRAWING
The prevalence of time infuses the drawings of Carroll/Green and Scott/
Castle. This factor of time is manifest in two ways: through the physical
making of the works, which are reliant on duration and significant labour
to bring them about (the temporal outside); and secondly in the subject
matter of the drawing itself, where time is apprehended in a particular
way distinct to these drawings (the temporal inside).

34 Scott/Castle, test drawings and digital reversals, 2011
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35 Scott/Castle in progress, 2010

37 Scott/Castle in progress, 2010

38 Scott/Castle in progress, 2010

36 Sexuate Subjects: Whirlwinds exhibition layout, 2010
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39 Scott/Castle Panel 1 (LHS), 2010

40 Scott/Castle Panel 2 (RHS), 2010
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41 Scott/Castle Panel 1 (LHS), detail, 2010

42 Scott/Castle Panel 2 (RHS), detail, 2010
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43 Scott/Castle Panel 1 (LHS), detail, 2010

44 Scott/Castle Panel 1 (LHS), detail, 2010
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46 Scott/Castle Panel 2 (RHS), details, 2010
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48 Scott/Castle Panel 1 (LHS), detail, 2010

47 Scott/Castle Panel 2 (RHS), details, 2010
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49 Scott/Castle Panel 2 (RHS), detail, 2010

50 Scott/Castle Panel 1 (LHS), detail, 2010
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The Temporal Outside
The prevailing aesthetic of both Carroll/Green and Scott/Castle eschew
the gestural. At some distance, it isn’t clear that they are drawn by
hand. It would, in fact, be possible to have made the drawings digitally
and achieved a marked likeness. The overall effect would have been the
same, for the work is not overtly nuanced or expressionistic, but rather
sets limits within the field of the ruled, carefully delineated and drafted
straightness of line. These would all be possible to achieve in a faster
timeframe through the appropriate software. The level of detail, at a
smaller scale, however, is an invitation to move closer to the work. It is
at that point that the method of making is clearer and that the drawings
are the result of physically ruled lines: lines of different materiality and
hatching; and areas of neat water-colour washes, made painstakingly and
manually. The intensity of labour is masked, and then at closer inspection,
revealed. They are drawings that cannot be made quickly. Everything
about them is drawn out.

51 Sexuate Subjects: Whirlwinds exhibition, The Bartlett School of Architecture, UCL, 2010 - 2011

It is a key initiating point of these drawings, this ‘extension’ of drawing,
a drawing out of drawing (as activity, as verb). It is probably unnecessary
to add that this immersion in drawing is an activity of predisposed
enjoyment, but it is this immersion that is necessary for the drawings
to come about (they can come about no other way). What triggers this
immersive activity of drawing is that it is repetitive. The drawings are
distinctly made up of lines in profusion, accruing to make up masses
within the drawing. There is calm and there is also pleasure in these
actions, and there is additionally a submersion in the task, a level of
attention that arises. I see this as the duration of time encompassed in
making the drawing, as a character of the make-up of the drawing, the
temporal outside to drawing.
How this is achieved in Carroll/Green and Scott/Castle is through the
way the drawings are constructed and through their compositional
arrangement made up primarily of lines. They are made with the
assistance of a ruler, always in the same direction, a minute distance
from one another, at almost a 1:1 ratio between drawn line and the
remaining blank sheet. They are drawn within a certain bounded area,
never covering the sheet and never trailing off and when hatching in this
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manner within a certain area of the drawing they are always the same
length. The repetition of lines stands in for blocking out or colouring
that part of the drawing, which could have otherwise been painted or
coloured in. To have blocked in that way would have entailed an increased
randomness and operation of chance to the result but more specifically,
an increase in conscious decision making (changing direction, changing
weight, going over the same area again) would require a mindfulness
otherwise not as necessary when the lines are simply repeated across
the surface. Through falling into the work in such a way, a different
marker of time takes place, akin to a meditative trance, which occurs
when drawing in such a way.

GRIDS
Although her precise and minimalist paintings are aesthetically very
different to either Carroll/Green or Scott/Castle and the other work of this
research, Agnes Martin’s paintings linger in the conceptual background.
In the case of the first two drawing projects, there are similarities in the
physical and durational technique of their making.

10. Kathryn A Tuma,
“Enhancing Stillness: The
Art of Agnes Martin.” In
3x Abstraction… New
Methods of Drawing by
Hilma Af Klint, Emma Kunz
and Agnes Martin, edited
by Catherine de Zegher and
Hendel Teicher, 41-58. New
Haven, Conn.; London: Yale
University Press, 2005, 54.

I had been previously aware of Martin’s work in a broader way as having a
distinct place as part of the canon of abstract art. I came to her work with
more focus during making these Scott/Castle drawings, not for their
minimal aesthetic or use of the grid (although this is what initially drew
me to her work), but for the way she described the meditative processes
of her drawings. I was slowly becoming aware of these aspects of
meditation and immersion through the process of making Carroll/
Green and Scott/Castle, and how ingrained this physical immersion
was to making this work. In fact, this engagement literally became the
work. In later trying to articulate the mental processes that occurred
whilst making these drawings, Martin’s own reflections helped me to
understand further and articulate my own practices and the intentionality
of my own work.
Martin’s signature vocabulary was her grid pattern, which formed the
vehicle with which she hoped to create, through experiencing her work,
a “plane of attention and awareness” in the viewer.10 But it served

additionally, and perhaps more importantly, as the vehicle through which
Martin, personally attained a level of awareness and attention.

11. Donald Kuspit, “Agnes
Martin” Artforum 		
International, Volume 31,
March 1993.
12. Rosalind E Krauss,
“Grids”, in The Originality
of the Avant-Garde and
Other Modernist Myths,
Cambridge, Mass: The MIT
Press, 1985,13.
13. Briony Fer, “Drawing
Drawing: Agnes Martin’s
Infinity”, in 3x Abstraction:
New Methods of Drawing by
Hilma Af Klint, Emma Kunz
and Agnes Martin.
Klint, Hilma af, Emma Kunz,
Agnes Martin, M. Catherine
de Zegher, Hendel Teicher,
and Drawing Center (New
York N.Y.).185-195. New
Haven, Conn.; London: Yale
University Press, 2005, 189.
14. Ibid., 185.

15. Ibid., 185.

Donald Kuspit suggested that Martin’s use of the grid was an intellectual
defence: against instinct, nature, against impulse, expression, against the
individuality of the unique trace.11 Rosalind Krauss further affirmed the grid
as limitless and without vanishing point, flattened, geometricised, ordered,
without perspective.12 Martin’s use of the grid, with its narrow syntax,
allowed her to withdraw from representing the real, and by imposing these
limits on the format, enabled her to increase the play of differences within
each work and from work to work.13 In so doing, Martin achieved a difficult
feat: negotiating a nuanced register of variations across her paintings.
The repetitive nature of the grid has two implications. Firstly, rather than
constraining difference, with the strictures of the grid in place, whatever
variables arose across the drawing surfaces, their nuances would be
heightened. An example of this can be seen in the painting Untitled (1963),
a simple grid made up of red inked lines over a blank background. At an
initial glance, the overwhelming regularity of the grid dominates. Take
a closer look, however, and differences there are – as each of the lines
terminates and Martin lifts the pen at this last juncture, the ink pools.14
The seamlessness is further punctured along the right-hand side margin,
where the lines often do not reach the termination point of the border
to complete the grid. The grid is set up, but fails to fully accord with its
assumed perfection, a mechanical system used non-mechanically. Lines,
resulting from differences in pressure, reveal the material processes of the
hand, sometimes breaking their continuum, sometimes so weak as to be
barely discernible. Other lines receive more forceful bodily pressure, some
are diverted from their path by a warp in the fabric and still others are
reinforced with a second rendering.15
Martin’s grid drawings, subverting embellishment, articulated the
conceptual framework of the grid to a point of extreme purity. But at the
edges, almost imperceptibly, the marks of her hand emerged, the grid
broke down and destabilised the framework of the work. Was this an
unintentional outcome, borne from the physical nature of making the work,
or did Martin push the mechanics of the ordered and ‘expressionless’ grid
so that it might fall apart?
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53 Agnes Martin, Untitled (detail),1963

52 Agnes Martin, Untitled, 1963

Martin’s later work in the 1980’s coincided with the emergence and
availability of computer drafting software for personal use, and its bleed
into visual art practices (and designer’s offices). The schema of the grid
was refined in the matrix structure of the screen and the coordinate
structures that determined how a line was made and how surfaces were
created and forms evolved. In that sense, the framing configuration of
the grid perpetually at use in Martin’s work could be seen as a harbinger,
anticipating the digital. Yet, although her vehicle remained the grid,
Martin’s canvases ironically refused depersonalisation. She enacted a
reversal of the grid’s parameters and loosened them in various ways. Yes,
they were about perfection, but not the kind of perfection that is found
in smooth surfaces and precise lines. For her perfection was an ideal of
the mind, not of physical matter, and she sought for it by pushing her grid
syntax to the extremes of what that syntax could take.
The repetitive nature of the grid holds a further implication. There is the
repetition of the lines that form the grid, and there is also the repetition
required to make the grid. Martin was after recreating moments of
perfection – she was after an ideal – those feelings of, in her words:
“joy”; “bliss”; “happiness”. This might occur like a flash, making an
internal connection, as she recalled part of a landscape, the lost note of
a trumpet or sunlight bent past the wings of a bird. Martin’s recurrent
continuance of line after line sought to capture the essence of that

feeling, just as the recurring lines of Carroll/Green and Scott/Castle seek
to draw forth the essence of those architectural spaces, as fields of
occupation. Similarly, her concern was not with the world as an outline of
forms, but as a field of forces. The act of drawing, for her, was a “quest
of the mind for dimensions beyond matter.”16
16. Catherine de Zegher,
“Abstract” in 3x Abstraction:
New Methods of Drawing by
Hilma Af Klint, Emma Kunz
and Agnes Martin.
Klint, Hilma af, Emma Kunz,
Agnes Martin, M. Catherine
de Zegher, Hendel Teicher,
and Drawing Center (New
York N.Y.).185-195. New
Haven, Conn.; London: Yale
University Press, 2005, 33.

At its most basic level, drawing line after line requires labour: enduring,
repetitive, meticulous. Over the duration of this activity, a space of
contemplation is captured. The hope is that a viewer, too, is led into
similarly contemplative spaces where the extended processes of making
meld with the process of looking. As discussed earlier, in making the
drawings of Carroll/Green and Scott/Castle, the repetition of these
bodily motions enacts a hypnotic state, an altered consciousness.
In this process of developing the drawing, and responding to it as it
unfurls, operating simultaneously is the opening up of memory, being
taken out of the present and into the past, and then brought back to the
present, to oneself again. What differs in the scenario where a drawing is
architectural in nature, is that there also exists a third temporal layer: the
projected use of the building in a future time.
Although Carroll/Green and Scott/Castle both began as drawings
originating with architectural plans, they venture to break down the
veracity of the buildings they depict. They not only alter their original plan
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structure to reflect the impact of certain memories of occupation – either
recent or distant – they also convert and modify conventions of the plan
to both imbue and extract the atmosphere of lived experience. Though
there are still recognisable aspects, which relay the impression of the
drawings as architectural constructs, their focus is discernibly not about
the layout of walls nor windows, much like Martin’s canvases are not
about the layout of grids. How can depictions of concrete space (or space
which is to be made concrete) permeate anything of the quality of time,
of lived experience? How can drawings contain the matter of memory?
The Carroll/Green and Scott/Castle drawings are durational exercises
of mark making. Through these actions, the line unfurls and makes the
resultant drawings. Because much of the activity is related to repetitive
actions (ruling lines, hatching across large areas), this experience of
drawing allowed for an immersion in the task, that plane of “attention
and awareness” to be activated and achieved. This state prepares the
way: whilst immersed in the work, initial ideas and perhaps hastily arrived
at clichés can be worked through to fall away. Ideas can be approached
from another direction, not directly but obliquely. This immersion, the
enactment of a temporal ‘outside’ or construct under which the drawing
takes place, allows the connection to memory and to an imaginal state. It
is the portal through which these engagements become possible.

(at least, not in the way that it is viewed, birds eye, by the architect,
from a singular position and viewpoint) but it dictates the way in which
we inhabit the spaces we occupy, either enhancing or inhibiting our
activities. The floor plan is (arguably) the fundamental thinking operative
of architecture. It performs similarly to other drawing constructs: the
section, which takes its slice vertically rather than horizontally, and
the axonometric, which has the additional virtue of showing both
inside and outside faces at the one time (the dimensional aspects of
the axonometric will be discussed further in Part 4). Elevations and
perspectives have a closer correlation to what the naked eye can
apprehend, thus the relationship between these and a resultant building
is more precisely defined. In both its construction as a drawing and its
further reading by an observer, a floor plan requires a more mediated role
for the body to play. As Joana Neves points out:
The illusion of architectural space in drawing is based on a very
simple structure: the eye is directed into a space the body cannot
traverse and which the imagination thus must people.17
17. Joana Neves,
“Anamorphoses” in Brayer,
Marie-Ange, Joana Neves,
and David Sanson. Plans:
Marie Jeanne Hoffner.
Paris: Roven, 2010, vii.

The Temporal Inside

It is just such an imaginative ‘peopling’ of space that a floor plan invites.
However, for the architect and designer, involved in the designing of
habitable spaces, the activity of planning is complex: circular, reciprocal
and correlative. They are at once at the controls of this endeavour, whilst
also being users of space, of physical buildings, taking part themselves in
the urban environment.

In addition to the conditions of temporality, which require sustained
efforts of work required to bring the drawings about, within the subject
matter of the drawing a temporal operation is evident in that the drawing
contains time. This is not only the time of its own making, but internally,
the subject matter portrays physical registers of habituation.

By its very nature, the floor plan deals with the division of space, and the
subsequent negotiation of that space by a body. As writ by the architect,
the way that an inhabitant could (or should) move through and situate
themselves in a space is ultimately determined by where certain marks
have been inscribed.

Carroll/Green and Scott/Castle seek to explore and inscribe these
registers of time. The floor plan is used deliberately for three of the four
drawings of Carroll/Green, it is only in the last drawing of the four that
the point of view alters to that of a perspectival (and ambiguous) gaze
horizontally through/into a space. Again in Scott/Castle it is the floor
plan that is employed. A floor plan is never really visible to an occupant

Richard Long’s A Line Made by Walking, put forward briefly in the
Introduction, is a drawing Long made simply by walking across a field.
The intention was to “walk back and forth until the grass is trodden
into an evident line”.22 Long proposed that our occupations of space are
perceived by this recursive transgression, which ‘draws’ our presence
on the world, the spaces we inhabit and occupy. These walked lines are
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If we imagine the architect at work while drawing, they occupy an
unusual position in relation to time. I am at once, naturally, involved in
the present moment, in the drawing activity that I am undertaking, but
I am also occupying two additional relationships to time. A tripartite
situation in time: consisting of past, present and future arrangements
of and in time. The present time is the central zone, with translations
of time either side of the central drawing activity: drawing out from the
past, out of memory, from recollections, from the armoury of spatial
understanding and experience, the effect of lines enacted as built
environment; and then, at one and the same time, drawing forth into
the future, the foretelling of a future possibility of built form, conjured
out of the drawn arrangements, affected. The drawn line then sets up
an unusual relationship to and within time, three distinct dimensions of
time: past, present and future, binding time, compressed together in the
activity of making the drawn mark.

in themselves the lived consequences, the reverberations and echoes
of the planner, the architect, the designers’ drawn and then constructed
lines. The design of the floor plan firstly provides a consequential effect, a
framework around which to occupy that particular space. Yet the corollary
to this process reveals the circularity and reciprocity at heart of the
design task: the architect is both physically joined to the built world in
their everyday activities, whilst additionally being both consciously bound
to design and spatial thinking through their education and professional
practice. (This process being repeated in perpetuity.)
Significantly, my body, an architect’s body, is a register of an accumulated
history of physical, bodily participation in spaces, compounding. Like a
seismographic instrument, we enact the potentialities available to us
provided by the positioning of lines, initially within a drawing, and later
within their built manifestation. The architect, however, accommodates
their lived experience back into the world of their design armour, folding
into their spatial understanding, so the lines, marks and designs they
explore and decree are both affect and effect.
Marco Frascari refers to this conjunction as cosmopoiesis, particularly in
regard to the way in which worlds overlap in drawing(s):

18. Marco Frascari, “Lines as
Architectural Thinking”,
Architectural Theory Review,
14:3 (2009), 200.

The act of world-making always starts from worlds already in
existence where every making is a re-making ... The mystery of
architecture is all in the divinatory nature of the mirroring nature
of the world of drawing and the world of building. The conjuring
up of buildings is governed by a double mode of translation:
back-telling translations that are transformations of the lines
of building (derived from memory), and foretelling translations
that are translations of the lines of drawings in the lines of
buildings. These exercises in back-telling and foretelling form a
speculative chiasm, a hypogeal structure, on which every project
of architecture must be erected.18
Frascari refers to this overlap as one of ‘worlds’ coinciding in drawings,
although it might be more useful to think of the overlap as being one that
is hinged in time.

19. de Zegher, “Abstract”, 26.

20. Victoria Watson, “On
Drawing Forth, Designs and
Ideas”, in Critical Architecture,
by Jane Rendell. New York:
Routledge, 2007, 238.
21. Ibid., 238.

Catherine de Zegher refers similarly to the intimate drawing process
with the idiom of ‘back-and-forth’, describing a motion that occurs
between two states of internal thinking and outward gestures: “drawing
constitutes a haptic space in which the outward gesture conjures up a
trace on the paper used to retrieve the thought that has been cast out.”19
Drawing is an activity both in the world and out of the world, outside
the mind (paper, screen) and inside the mind. The ability to draw forth
forms in the mind confirmed, for Alberti, the role of the architect, as an
intellectual pursuit, prior to the ability of making drawings of physical
forms projected in space.20 But it would be a rare if not improbable feat
to work through a design mentally, completely without tools such as
pencils and paper. The creative activity of drawing is one that applies
the contingent worlds of mental perception with the sensual, embodied
world of the physical gesture, and the relay between the two. ‘Drawing
forth’, Victoria Watson proposes, “does signify the activity of provocation
and the presence of a being who provokes, acting as an irritant,
persuading ideas to come forth, rather than passively standing by and
waiting for them to emerge.”21
Unlike drawing in the discipline of visual art, the architectural drawing
has the distinction of marking lines, which hold, always, the potential
to become a structured and physical space in the future. Whether this
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potential ever eventuates is irrelevant to the operations that ground the
activity. It is difficult to make a drawing about space without attaching
to it, however momentarily, the condition of it being occupied. ‘Backand-forth’, or ‘drawing forth’, provide an outline to a process which
is convoluted with overlapping and bound instances of time. This
haptic space of the present traces the shadow cast of prior physical
engagements with space, initially embodied and now recollected, to
inform the present drawing. (Which, in turn, points toward a future
enactment of the drawn, under whose conditions further activities might
occur).
22. Varela was a biologist,
philosopher and neurologist
who supported the idea
of embodied philosophy,
his ideas only fairly
recently making their way
into discussions in the
architectural and spatial
disciplines and practices.
See also: Varela, Francisco,
Evan Thompson, and Eleanor
Rosch. The Embodied Mind:
Cognitive Science and
Human Experience. New
York: MIT Press, 1993.

23. Francesco Varela, “The
Reenchantment of the
Concrete”, in Incorporations
S.Kwinter and J.Cleary
(Eds.), New York: Zone
Books, 1992.

The cognitive scientist Francisco Varela 22 in his studies in the 1990’s,
asserted that the activities of seeing and thought were not separable
from physical embodiment and action: “Let me explain how I mean to
use the word “embodied” by highlighting two points: first, cognition
depends on the kinds of experience that come from having a body
with various sensorimotor capacities; and second, these individual
sensorimotor capacities are themselves embedded in a more
encompassing biological and cultural context.”23 By extension, this
awareness of sensation, our movement as physical entities in physical
space, forms the basis by which we encounter and enact with the world,
and our thinking of the world and thereby determines how we ultimately
conceive of spaces as we design spatial environments. Drawing is a
bodily act. Drawing itself, in itself, requires the physical structure of the
hand, either through direct contact with a surface or direct contact with
keys, mouse or stylus. And drawing is a bodily act because the encounter
with the built world, that same built world that becomes the subject of
drawing, is one experienced through the body and one premeditated on
the confluence of body and the external matter of the material of the
constructed world.
The way that the body moves and registers through space ultimately
influences where the lines on an architectural drawing will go, in a
drawing forth of past embodied experience and projection forward
of future bodily possibility. Within the drawing process (this tripartite
arrangement of time) more specifically, through this engagement
over long tracts of time and the immersive state which accompanies
such sustained activity, the activity enables the drawing forth of ideas,

and resembles a kind of conjuring. The Carroll/Green drawings depict
an actual physical building, and provide not just a prediction but also
an informed conjuring of future occurrences. This secondary layer
recognises the imposed physical structure of the architecture and the
intimate negotiation with and impact on, the individuals engaged with it
over time, and then alters the physical structure in slight or even extreme
shifts, as a response to this engagement.

24. Sarah Treadwell and
Paul Veart, “Animation, the
Cat and Escaping Drawing”,
Interstices: A Journal of
Architecture and Related
Arts, 2006, 43.

25. Jeremy Till, Architecture
Depends. Cambridge, Mass.;
London: MIT Press, 		
2009, 110.

The effect whilst making these drawings becomes a heightened
awareness of dwelling. The temporal fluidity of the animation of bodies
in motion, of selected domestic instances, the minutiae of everyday
life, emerge and merge. Sarah Treadwell’s elegant expression “temporal
leakage” refers to the possibility of drawings containing instances of
time, within the otherwise static drawing, beyond the static drawing, or
perhaps, for drawings to be conscious of time. She argues this possibility
may be attainable “by losing the didactic and linear techniques which
proposes architecture as self evident, needing no telling, no bringing
into the world” and that drawings, “already meshed and riven in terms
of technique and content, might also be quickened with the active
involvement of time and spatial sequence.”24
This position is supported by Jeremy Till, who sees the plural role of
drawing (as mode of representation and also as a tool for production) as
utilising the same codes and methods across two very different purposes
of drawing. Till states that the same (drawing) techniques are utilised
throughout all these stages, the pretence of ideas being carried “intact
from one end of the process to the other.”25
Yet the compression of drawing techniques is further compounded in
that within the one drawing, in the process of designing, time too is
constricted. Firstly, through recollection and memory, past time plays
out and appears, informing the drawing, operating through re-collecting
and re-figuring spatial understanding. Secondly, through a future time: a
projection forward imagining the drawing as potential form. Within the
one drawing, the one communicative medium, and although it appears
to invoke a future artefact, the one technique both pulls from the past
as recollection and points to the future as projection. Till contends:
“The argument would appear to be that if architectural drawing can
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27. Ibid., 112.

28. Hélène Cixous. Stigmata:
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successfully represent a set of presumed virtues, then surely that same
technique can be used to deliver those virtues back to the world.”26
It is at this point that the complexities of translation and transfer
become apparent. This will be discussed further in Part 3, but I wish
here to emphasise that a drawing, as a primary tool in the discipline
of architecture, has the capacity to enliven beyond the confines of its
lines and evoke an imaginative capacity in both the person making
the drawing and in the one that looks at the drawing, whilst also
being completely distinct from the architectural object it refers to. The
architectural discipline relies on and requires an affinity between the
drawing and building. Internal worlds of ideas depend on external modes
of expression, to which there are both limits and potentials on the way to
realisation.
Foremost in this difference is that the encounter with architectural
space is one riven in time. Time here, operating as the conventionally
understood fourth-dimensional aspect enabling the comprehension of
the three-dimensional architectural object. An embodied encounter with
architectural space in drawing is one that remains difficult to quantify.
Time as operative, results in multitudes of effectual transitions, from
lighting levels and shadows cast long against walls, to the corporality
inherent in the materiality of the building itself, weathering daily,
decaying in slow motion. Drawings, however, are almost exclusively
presented with a fixed temporal signature. The metronome is fixed at
the point the construction crew leaves the site and the occupants take
up their residence. Drawings thus reduced, or thus absent of temporal
connotations ultimately detract from the potential qualities of spaces. Till
argues: “Something conceived out of time cannot survive in time.”27
Hélène Cixous describes drawing as the desire to search for “the quick
of life”.28 The drawing, used as an incisive tool, to capture and to enliven,
the emphasis being on the instant, the fleeting. Yet, for the architectural
drawing, its subject matter could be seen to extend out over a multitude
of instances. Perhaps then, for drawing space, what is needed is an

54 Nic Nicosia, Domestic Drama #4, 1982

awareness of the ‘slow of life’. In the physical realm of architectural
space, life is played out as the opposite of quick, as a compendium of
daily actions meted out across the minutes and the hours. So too, in
the drawn realm of architectural space, the drawing might play out an
opposite of quick, to accumulate and accommodate a fluctuating time.
29.Sarah Treadwell and Paul
Veart, “Animation, the Cat
and Escaping Drawing”, 43.

In order for drawings to contain “temporal leakages”,29 to be charged
with instances of time, the different roles of drawing need to be
appreciated. Drawings which are made during earlier stages of a project,
where the architect is thinking through ideas, drawing forth spatial
possibilities, require different characteristics of drawing to those which
must communicate to clients or third parties a design which is further
resolved. It follows (and one hopes) that drawings made in the earlier
stage, conceived with an eye to time, and inclusive of time in all its
spectrums in the daily minutiae of living, will enrich the production of
drawings further down the line, and ultimately the built form.
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How to come close to the corporality, the temporality of built space? For
time to figure as more than just an operation of the drawing act, which
pulls past and future together into the present drawing, and become
a subject of the drawing, requires the drawing lose some of those
connotations which simply tell of spatial containers, walls and such, and
not the matter of the spaces themselves. The drawing can provide a
gap across which an imaginative leap is required, for both drawer, and
audience, to trigger imaginational occupancy, of putting oneself into
the drawing. This is an imaginative and most importantly an empathetic
leap to make on the part of the architect. To understand the implications
inherent in the marks they draw, to identify the effects of the physical
parameters of constructed space. Inclusion of the narrative construct of
time becomes the conduit for a corporeal and temporal spatial outcome.

only initially. They reveal an interest that resides beyond the physically
built, in the narratives of occupational permutations within a structure
after its planning and subsequent construction. Lines here are principally
indicative of a mobile subject and its physical, embodied intercession
with its surroundings. These lines make evident a multitude of otherwise
latent geometries, all replete within the possibilities provided by the
physical encumbrances of the buildings depicted.
A consideration and understanding of space as inhabited, as occupied,
as a vessel containing a million possible lines of motion, moments,
and of living, set up the reversal of line under which Carroll/Green and
Scott/Castle operate. As such they are located at a deliberate distance
from conventional architectural representation. The traces of occupation
become the register of lines, or, more importantly, registers of time.

Long’s statement, made after making A Line Made By Walking, that his
intention was to repeat an activity until it resulted in the presence of
an ‘evident line’, expresses the intriguing idea that a line is not always
‘evident’. In A Line Made, the line is a potentiality that has not yet come
about. The field is an amalgam of a network of a million possible lines
of walking, and this line, his walked line, has made one of them visible.
This is an interesting metaphor toward a complexity of drawing, and for
architectural drawings in particular, where the line most often signifies
the presence of an edge, a cut or a change in conditions or materiality.
Long’s drawing marks out not lines indicating physical structure, but a
line indicating the passage of a mobile subject.
So too, the use of the line in the drawings of Carroll/Green and Scott/
Castle is less indicative of form than of the activity within and around
form. The line is motive, and in being about people and the daily rituals
of occupancy in space, the line repeats itself. The extended time of its
making draws out the time contained in the activity, the architectural
drawing is imagined forward, drawn in the present after being excavated
backward (back out of buildings, out from architectural memory). Through
these protracted processes of reiterative line marking, a zone (replete
with time) is achieved, of attention and awareness.
Although the drawings of Carroll/Green and Scott/Castle depict a building
through a geometric, planar rendition, they employ these conventions
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PA R T 2
Activated Space:
The Affect/Effect of
Unseeable Space
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INVENTORY
		
Preparatory drawings for both Carroll/Green and Scott/Castle were made
across several different media: in journals (always A5), and then additionally on A4 print paper, 80gsm, close at hand, recycled from discarded
prints in the office, themselves eventually thrown out at the completion
of the projects. Testing a medium, quality of line, or grappling with a
particular effect – all contribute to forming the informal detritus of the
typical drawing project. These preparatory drawings naturally bore a direct
relationship to the projects they were to inform and were made for that
reason.
Towards the end of making the Scott/Castle drawings I began a series
of smaller drawing works, distinct from either Carroll/Green or Scott/
Castle. They commenced as a separate project of daily-to-weekly drawing exercises, usually on smooth Arches drawing paper, 220 or 300gsm.
This particular stock takes a clean, fine, technical pen line of 0.25mm or
0.35mm with minimal diversion from a true path, enabling fine ink-work
whilst also having a good tolerance for watercolour and other wet media.
All the Inventory drawings are A4 in size, enabling the inclusion of digital
prints so the suite of drawings could then maintain their uniformity.
The drawings were originally simply titled daily drawings (even though
their production didn’t always adhere quite strictly to this schedule) and
were to run over a period of a month in February 2011, after returning
from the Sexuate Subjects Conference in London and whilst working on
the Light Register project.
The subject matter for the drawings involved simple exercises, which
at first bore very little or no relationship to the project work which was
occurring at the time in the foreground. Tests involved different media:
collaged segments arranged to form plans; use of carbon paper as transfer material and as collaged material; compressed charcoal densities, or
alternative methods of line-work; traditional technical pen ink used conventionally and then unconventionally (en masse) to form dense areas of
black; wet and paint media; fine liner pens; and the use of varying pencil
colours. The very impetus for these drawings was to maintain independence from the project work so minimal contingencies could impact their
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INVENTORY # 02 - 19

making. They were intended as flights of drawing fancy without need for
justification.
Where at first these small drawings, had an ambivalent relationship to
the test work and sketches in preparation for the Light Register work
(forthcoming for an exhibition at the Kings ARI Gallery in Melbourne in
late March), as this work progressed and developed, the ‘daily’ drawings
themselves turned into direct test sites for Light Register. How to continue their experimental nature when they were increasingly referencing the
aims of the project work? Should they intentionally be kept independent
from the foregrounded project work?
Ultimately, the drawings, retitled Inventory, became a log of (visual)
thinking sitting alongside the project work, which probed the nascent
themes, aims and journeys of the PhD. The drawings do various things:
they pre-empt the larger final drawings of the projects through playing
with various material aspects or compositions. They are often the first
time a drawing concept is made physical. They also continue on from the
work of a project where certain aspects of the project are unresolved
or through completion of the project further questions arise. The aim
was to try and maintain their experimental nature and for this aspect to
cross-pollinate the more formal project work.
Through the removal of a distinction between project work and Inventory drawings, the Inventory drawings become a holistic ground-line of
the work of the PhD. They set the scene for the thread of an idea from
fledgling trials to those aspects which make their way to the projects or
those that remain solely as Inventory drawings, perhaps to be picked up
and further advanced at some later time.
The Inventory drawings are, paradoxically, on view as part of the research
for the doctorate, whilst at the same time having begun somewhere similarly in nature to that of personal journal entries. Although acknowledging
that they will be open to view at some point, the aspect of audience was
an element kept backgrounded throughout their tentative development.

2 Inventory #2, 2011

INVENTORY 02 - 04
Floor plan. Kitchen. Repeated.
Walls outlined in pencil, left blank. They recede. Internal space hatchedin, either with charcoal or with a fine pencil grid. Technical pen, black ink,
repeated ruled lines in close proximity, appearing almost (but not quite) as a
black rendered segment. To apply charcoal, a stencil needs to be made. The
charcoal is first powdered by crushing then applied to the page with cotton
wool, within the stencil. This enables crisp edges, a controlled area.
The darker hatched, or coloured areas indicate spots where, in the room, one
would linger, either to work or to relax. Hatching and charcoal overlap in
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3 Inventory #3, 2011

4 Inventory #4, 2011

parts, indicating areas of high use or which might be occupied by more than
one person. Every line is made with a ruler.
Yellow lines are ruled but also made free-hand. Looser, connecting hatched
zones. Inside, outside. Not indicative of a mobile or static occupant, but of an
ephemeral presence, of possibility. A connection made between the graphic
elements of the page, unrelated to physical potential. Aesthetic touches,
volatile balances.
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5 Inventory #5, 2011

6 Inventory #6, 2011

7 Inventory #7, 2011

8 Inventory #8, 2011

INVENTORY 05 - 08
Red line hatch

drawing proper, establish hatched areas which overlap with other hatched

These four sheets were set up with a square outline overlay, 10cm x 10cm,

over a minute distance, then again another line ruled. Small nuances

in red mechanical pencil, ruled. Inv. 5 and 6 address the travel paths in the

appear without intention, ink disperses differently, deviating, affected by

dining area of Carroll Street, Inv. 7 and 8 do the same for the living area. The

the pressure of the hand, imperfections of the paper, the ruler. The marks

access and egress points here are at opposite ends of the room, so the square

accumulate. As the lines fill in the spatial blankness, they are also an exercise

is turned to the diagonal. The primary access zones are hatched in both

in watching the ink make its way from point to point. The relationship

technical pen (0.35mm) and pencil (0.5mm). This act of repetition begins

between the lines is as close to possible as 1:1, for each defined line, an equal

the visual discourse, a relaxing practice prior to the commencement of the

amount of white page remains next to it, between the lines.

areas. Surrender to the iterative movement of the pen against a ruler, shifted
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9 Inventory #9, 2011

10 Inventory #10, 2011

INVENTORY 09 - 11
Watercolour overlays

outlined and then filled with watercolour. The depth and intensity of the ink

Three small watercolours, investigating a section of the plan of Carroll

not through using a darker tone, but through repeated application of the

Street, North Melbourne (the subject of the drawings for the first project,

watercolour ink - over successive layers the colour builds up and deepens.

Carroll/Green). The dining area is shown in plan (in part) is both functional

White pencil, applied delicately, reinforces the edge of the table and adjacent

meals and dining space and occasional work space (the multi-directional

sideboard (Inv. 10).

applied relates to the duration of time each area is occupied. This is achieved

light on offer is of a superior quality to the single smaller window available
in the study). Lighter outlines of architectural elements and furniture are
made with soft lead pencil, and occupational ‘zones’ or areas are identified,
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12 Inventory #12, 2011

13 Inventory #13, 2011

11 Inventory #11, 2011

INVENTORY 12 - 19
Carbon Line Collages
A sheet of A4 black carbon paper is placed over the blank sheet and lines
are ruled with a sharp mechanical pencil directly over the carbon. They
transfer the carbon residue on to the blank sheet – the lines are not quite a
pure black, but a very dark grey, and because they are made up not of liquid
ink directly marked onto the page, but rather powder deposited on to it, they
appear slightly fuzzy. This method of transfer formed part of the technical
experimentation for Light Register, for which I was preparing work for
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15 Inventory #15, 2011

16 Inventory #16, 2011

17 Inventory #17, 2011

around this time. Dianne Peacock, the other artist involved in SWARM, was

Once the page is fully covered in lines, thin strips (of varying thicknesses)

also making 1:1 transfer rubbings of a tomb through placing carbon paper

and small rectangles are cut out and re-assembled on to a blank sheet of

onto a blank sheet which was placed directly over the concrete surface. The

paper. In some arrangements, the used carbon is cut out and included in the

advantage of this method is the unusual direct/indirect relationship between

compositions. The lined cut-outs stand in for both physical structures such

the mark made on one surface and its appearance on another. At once it is

as walls, and also flip over to express the space alongside a wall. The carbon

a straight transfer, pressure on the carbon paper deposits the carbon on to

strip defines a particular course or echoes the existing geometry. Inventory

the surface beneath, and also indirect in that the mark is made through an

17 is simply a strip of carbon with the end smeared across the page, leaving a

intervening medium, through the displacement of the powder.

light trail of pigment. Inv. 18 is the carbon sheet it was cut from, and Inv. 19 is
one of the carbon sheets used to make the hatched lines.
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PART 2: ACTIVATED SPACE:
THE AFFECT/EFFECT OF UNSEEABLE SPACE

LIGHT REGISTER

18 Inventory #18, 2011

19 Inventory #19, 2011

There are key aspects of Inventory 2 - 19 which made their way to inform the final work for Light Register: positive and Light
register: negative.
Medium: The mediums of watercolour, ink, charcoal, fine pencil lines were all initially tested through these Inventory drawings.
Method: Light outlines to the architectural features of the plan, with a characteristic of ambiguity to the positioning of some of the
lines. Similarly to Inventory 2 - 4 and 9 - 11, these physical elements were not drawn in singular, precise locations, but rather as
repeated plots, their position varying slightly with each iteration. Depth of tone resulted from continual repositioning and overlap of
architectural elements (primarily solid walls) rather than (as in Inv. 9 - 11) the positioning of a mobile occupant.
Charcoal areas, filled with an accumulation of powder, on Light Register: positive, indicate major areas of construction – either
renovation to part of the existing structure or the construction of entirely new physical elements, whilst also noting future access
points and nodes of high use and activity.

Light Register formed one half of an exhibition with Dianne Peacock
titled SWARM, held at Kings ARI Gallery in Melbourne 11 March - 2
April 2011. The two components of the exhibition: Light Register and
Dark Register (Peacock) were made individually, however, the thematic
framework and aims of the exhibition as well as the installation itself
were the product of collaboration between Peacock and myself, with
the installation components working in a complementary manner. Light
Register and Dark Register contended with the idea of unseeable space
and the trace of physical actions on static elements over time.
Light Register explores the artist’s own house in inner suburban Adelaide
and the design for an extension to be built to the rear. The registers
examined here are those of thriving activity, the recurrent movements
forming the minutiae of everyday life. In contrast, Dark Register,
explored a weathered but intact nineteenth century grave at the St. Kilda
cemetery. In a reverse polarity to the future potentials of life envisioned
in the designs for the addition in Light Register, Dark Register makes
a record of a monument to the absence of life. In this last physical
resting place, however, a swarm of honeybees have laid claim so that
paradoxically, life asserts itself even at a site configured for death. The
title of the exhibition, SWARM, originally inspired by this colony of
bees, also alludes to a fervent density of space. Architectural space not
merely examined as a container to be filled, but its contents: dirt, bees,
bodies,inhabitation, activites, memories; comprise architectural space
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1. Mirjana Lozanovska,
Catalogue Essay, SWARM,
February 2011.

20

a priori..1 Their titles: Dark Register and Light Register, give a nod to
their subject matter: the final resting place as a register of those things
‘dark’, and a future potent house addition for that of ‘light’. The titles
also allude to their methods of production: Dark Register was executed
through direct rubbings of the grave on black carbon paper, the residue
of transferred carbon making up the image. Light Register employed a
digital video projection over a (predominantly pale) drawing – the drawing
enacted through this playing out of light over the surface, the filmed
images themselves created via the mechanics of light through a camera
lens.

Light Register: Positive

20
Norseman, sketch
plan, 2008
21
Light Register,
test drawing,
2011
22
Light Register,
test drawing,
2011

21

The subject of Light Register is a small bungalow in the inner south
suburb of Westbourne Park in Adelaide belonging to the author. This is
a house, whilst in another city, will be returned to in the not-too-distant
future. Though loved dearly, it is nonetheless in need of attention. Built
in 1938, it is largely in original condition with only minor refurbishment
in the 1980’s to modernise it and provide what is a very prevalent
feature in pre-war dwellings, the addition of a small lean-to sunroom
running the width of the house to the rear. Its spaces have already been
countlessly registered over nearly a decade of occupation: measured,
recorded, photographed, it’s plan drawn, and re-drawn (as an architect
in possession of their first home and day-dreaming a myriad of building
fancies is apt to do). The diagnoses were acted upon, mostly as minor
building works: removal of wallpaper; floor polishing; electrical work;
sealing up a doorway to make one large room into two; the removal of an
island bench to enable a more workable kitchen.
Light Register is an installation in three parts. Similar to the previous
project Scott/Castle, it is made up of two drawings, effectively a positive
and a negative of the one image. Light Register: positive is a drawing
made at large scale: 3.6m x 1.2m. Light Register: negative is a direct 1:1
digital print of a image made from a number of composite photographs,

22

assembled together digitally, of the Light Register: positive drawing. In
addition to the two drawing panels (which were pinned up at 90 degrees
to each other on adjacent walls) a video loop is projected on to a
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portion of the Light Register: positive drawing, over the location where
the proposed addition would be built.
Light Register and Peacock’s Dark Register were shown together in
the central gallery. Light Register: positive and Peacock’s Composite
rubbing #1 (Dark Register), hung opposite each other on the longer
walls. Light Register: negative and Peacock’s Composite rubbing #2
(Dark Register) making an L shape with their corresponding works on
the shorter walls. Peacock’s short film bees screened in the side gallery
with an audio track by Peacock and Chris della Bosca. This audio, a
recording of the honeybees coming and going to and from their nest
within the grave, provided the ambient background to the Dark and
Light Register work, playing throughout the duration of the exhibition.
In its tonal monotony, the persistent buzzing sets up the recurrent
nature of the activities in the video overlay for Light Register: positive.
Although the soundtrack may at first suggest something of concern,
that of a legion of swarming bees, the inner workings of a busy hive
holds rather a calm and sublime beauty, each member fulfilling their
crucial role within their societal matrix. The dualities of light and dark
– new additions to a home, or a final resting place – sit alongside the
paradoxes inherent in the supposed simple honeybee. Potentially a
lethal antagonist, but also (albeit in strangely and, as yet, unexplained
dwindling numbers), the mechanism by with much of this planet’s plant
life continues to flourish through pollination.
The manner of physically producing the Light Register: positive drawing
became somewhat difficult owing to its 3.6m length (corresponding
to, roughly, the length of an average room). This entailed a sustained
negotiation between working space, and domestic living space and the
interaction between the two.
A change in approach was necessary to set up the paper sheet. The
paper came on a roll that needed to be straightened out over various
stages. Firstly, the paper would need to be laid out on the floor (move:
kitchen table) and held in this flattened position (add: phone directories).
Next, it was covered with a white cloth sheet. The cloth sheet was then
moistened, by spraying it evenly with water, and then the sheet (with
the paper below) was ironed flat. Once the sheet and paper were
23 Light Register journal drawings, 2011
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completely dry, this process was repeated once again.
The drawing commenced with a finely outlined grid (as was the case
for the two previous projects) working from a precisely scaled and
drafted plan which was transferred, with the help of the grid, onto the
larger paper sheet. In the transfer to the 3.6m wide sheet, the precision
and accuracy of the initial plan drawings were of less concern than
the manner in which the plan elements were conveyed. The structural
elements of the walls of the plan are drawn firstly in pencil, and their
position adjusted over various reiterations. Some were then outlined
again in ink and some of the pencil lines remain un-inked. A light and
precise watercolour wash was laid over some of the structural elements
where the highest conflation of lines occurred. These compositions,
however, in lighter and darker tones don’t appear decisive or stable.
Following the edge of one form, it might become interrupted by
another moving in a different direction or be repeated again and again in
another position adjacent to the first, as if their final position is not yet
determined, and holds further possibilities of placement.
There is the tendency for the drawn line, in first forays and initial studies,
in catching the impetus of preliminary ideas, to reflect movement,
defining and describing trajectories, pathways, circulation. Their position
might withdraw from decisive commitment, so these lines repeat and
flutter until at such time these tentative lines become fixed and inform
the location of solid material. As the drawing unfolds and evolves, these
original tentative lines are erased and lost to drawing perpetuity.

24 Light Register in progress, 2011

The wavering appearance of the architectural structure evident in this
tonal shifting belies the first-hand familiarity with the plan of this building,
ingrained and entrenched through almost a decade of occupancy. The
plan presents a spatial restlessness, a perceptual paradox to the way
one normally reads a plan – as a definite proposal. Because the drawing
depicts a proposed extension, the fluttering nature of the proposed walls
would see plausible, the potential design alternating from one option to
the next, but the existing walls should enable a fixed rendering
25 Light Register exhibition plan for SWARM, Kings ARI Gallery, 2012
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26 Light Register: positive, video overlay stills, 2011
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27 Light Register: positive video overlay stills, 2011
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2. Lozanovska, Catalogue
Essay.

yet are drawn with ambiguity. This imprecise nature speaks of use,
the physical negotiation of these walls, sustained from occupation of
this house, compounded in time. It speaks, too, to the future possible
embodied negotiations yet be hosted. In resisting the rendition of a
static composure of walls, time is encountered in this drawing,2 bringing
primacy to what is traditionally erased in the architectural drawing – the
fleeting lines of motion that reflect occupation.

consequence, and the influence. In the same way that the grave in Dark
Register at first appears shrouded in emptiness, the drawing becomes
occupied through the attention given to this unseeable space, where
what emerges is the small hum and breath of life.

Habitation enters the drawing through the overlay of a digital film loop:
the ‘zone of operation’, which is projected over the area which would
comprise the new addition to this existing building, (a first guess at a
configuration of space). Here, daily activities of the future occupants
(myself and partner) have been recorded and edited together to play over
the drawing, merge with the drawing, showing the potential ramifications
of the line-work enacted. The bodies occupy the space in a ritualistic,
repetitive, durational extenuation of movements, the living embodiment
of the result of certain placements of lines.

Light Register: positive has a secondary component, its parallel, Light
Register: negative. As for the previous project Scott/Castle, an inverted
reversal of the original drawing was made, in this case, a digital print of
a digital image, carefully composed of dozens of images of the positive
drawing and then meticulously combined digitally and edited to make one
complete image. It was then printed as a C-type photographic print at the
same scale as its corollary positive.

The process of making this video involved blanking out the floor with
white sheets, so that the resultant images would appear with a white
background. In this way the image could play over the drawing restricted
to figures and furniture, without the flooring also being visible.
The digital video overlay re-engages the implications of the plan, testing
each line placement. This convergence in the drawing is both projective
as well as reflective. Thinking about how the new space will be used
(in the dual role of the architect and client) forms part of the process
by which the space is designed. Where all the physical elements are
located, how they are configured and eventually constructed is preceded
by this idea of space. This attenuation is projective – a decision about the
design of space for future circumstances – yet it is reflective too in that
the images and understandings of life and occupation, its humdrum, its
nuances, its repetitions and the breadth of inhabitation, are arrived at and
recognised through reflection.
Both existing building and proposed extension are therefore drawn the
same way – as irresolute – reflecting both a before and an after: space
being both the effect and affect of the physical structure. It is both the

Light Register: (composite) negative

The spatial voids shown as white space in Light Register: positive are
shown as varying grades of black mass and the tonal and darkened walls
and physical features assume a lighter and paler tone. The image is set
up as a photographic negative of the floor plan shown of positive, as
if the projector’s light had extended beyond the area of the proposed
extension (as would the life of the occupants extend) and the ‘zone of
operation’ played out repeatedly over the whole plan over an extended
time, as multiple exposures onto a film. Were the drawing then to be
‘developed’, the concentrated exposure of light would result visually in
a black mass. This density emerges through the accumulation of both
time and of a certain amount of light. This evocation of the photographic
process sees images developing through inverse relationships: an excess
of light equalling darkness, a lack of light resulting in brightness.
Unlike a photograph, however, a drawing captures a different notion of
time. A photograph stops time, a fragment, a suspended moment, a
frozen image. A drawing is something that can be activated, again using
a projection analogy, similarly to a film through projection. Light is cast
through it and the images regain their temporality, are animated, and
once again pulsate with life.
It was my initial intention to try and make Light Register: negative in
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28 Light Register: positive, 2011
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29 Light Register: negative, 2011
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30 SWARM installation, Kings ARI Gallery, 2011

31 SWARM installation, Kings ARI Gallery, 2011
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32 SWARM installation, Kings ARI Gallery, 2011

33 Light Register: positive (detail), SWARM, 2011
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34 Light Register: positive (detail), SWARM, 2011
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35 Light Register: positive (detail), SWARM, 2011
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36 Light Register: positive (detail), SWARM, 2011

37 Light Register: positive (detail), SWARM, 2011
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38 Light Register: positive (detail), SWARM, 2011
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39 Light Register: positive (detail), SWARM, 2011
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a directly photographic way instead of in the digital way that it was
eventually resolved. If a large enough sheet of photographic paper could
be found (and it wasn’t), it could be hung on the wall, and similarly to the
way the video played over the Light Register: positive drawing, it would
play over the unexposed photographic paper. Because photographic
paper goes darker the more light is delivered to it, if the video could be
made to work like a beam of light, tracing the occupants movements,
the resulting developed image would show a dark mass where time had
most been spent, and areas of less activity would be evidenced by lighter
areas on the paper. The practical difficulties of this approach resulted
in the image being ‘developed’ digitally, although the idea of light itself
directly contributing to the development of the drawing was appealing. In
the version of Light Register: negative that eventuated, there is a more
direct relationship between the ‘empty’ spaces of the house and the
walls that delineate them. The direct reversal sees all the spaces as dark
matter, with no hierarchy between lesser and more occupied zones. It
becomes the straightforward conclusion of a video played out over the
entirety of the drawing and so repeated into perpetuity, where eventually
the spatial zones are all equally occupied.
Light Register and Dark Register listen and attend to observations
of the smaller details and whispers making up the density of space.
Architecture is seen as not merely a container to be filled, but that
its contents: bodies, furniture, memories, even perhaps honeybees,
constitute architectural space a priori, forming its consequence but jointly
its precedence – effect and affect. Both Light Register and Dark Register
contend with this idea of unseeable space and attend to the nature of the
intangible which fills and constitutes it.
To view the work itself requires a certain approach. Light Register:
positive and negative, in their scale and position within the main gallery
space of Kings ARI (9m x 5m) are both initially viewed obliquely. The
5m depth of the room just allowed a viewer to step back far enough to
see the entirety of Light Register: positive with the video overlay. The
works are most often seen from either side. Due to their size, any closer
detailed reading then involved a temporal tracking across the drawing,
this action replicating the way they were drawn and made, always
tracking small details and parts of the drawing, never being able to

work on the whole sheet at once. Length and breadth combine, but are
difficult to take in at once. The reading of the final work itself within the
gallery is itself a long, temporal unfolding.

CONCEIVING THE INVISIBLE:
CASTS OF NEGATIVE SPACE Part 2
In Part 1, I discussed how the thematic of time – the temporality both
contained and made evident within the drawings and the duration of time
required in making the drawings – became a main key to the first two
projects. Light Register explores similar territory, but deals more directly
with the idea of activating ‘space’: a pre and post-occupancy state of
space. More explicitly it utilises a type of casting, in directly inverting the
conjoined solid and void relationship, both within the drawing and from
one drawing to another. This is a continuation of the use of the diptych
from the previous project, Scott/Castle, and also a development of the
idea of using the same image twice, in different versions of itself.
In Scott/Castle, the filling of the void, the shift between blank and dense
space took place over a long time, that of making the drawing. In Light
Register, this casting, or reversal, is achieved quickly, either through
the use of projection over a particular area or instantly through reverseprinting the Light-Register: positive. The work deals therefore differently
with the question of how time is registered, and similar to the earlier
drawings, seeks alternate readings of space within the drawing.
3. Space is such an integral
part of the architectural
lexicon that it can come
as somewhat of a surprise
that other disciplines might
understand it a different
context.

4. Robert Smithson and Jack
D. Flam. Robert Smithson,
the Collected Writings. The
Documents of Twentieth
Century Art. Berkeley:
University of California Press,
1996. 6

‘Space’ is a polysemic term. It at once defines not only the immediate
physical manifold constituting a particular place, but also the vast
expanses of the far and intergalactic.3 At this juncture it would be useful
to look more closely at what ‘space’, this abstract concept of extent,
might refer to.
Space is nothing, yet we all have a kind of vague faith in it.4
Robert Smithson
From a philosophical standpoint, Kant maintained that there is only one
space, one that is subjective and ideal, an a priori ‘scheme’ that exists
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5. Andrew Janiak,“Kant’s
Views on Space and Time”,
The Stanford Encyclopedia
of Philosophy (Winter 2012
Edition), Edward N. Zalta
(ed.), URL = <http://plato.
stanford.edu/archives/
win2012/entries/kantspacetime/> accessed
12.2.2016

6. Henri Lefebvre and Donald
Nicholson- Smith. The
Production of Space.
Oxford: Blackwell, 1991.

because of our human ability to construct it. We are only able to approach
an understanding of it through a relational construct, through direct
contact with physical objects, in fact it is the scheme through which we
coordinate what we sense externally.5
Space is something beyond geometry, beyond perspective, making up
the ‘ground’ of our outer perceptions but is not a determinant that is
dependent on them. It is the context that makes possible the appearance
of matter, of objects.
Lefebvre similarly refers to space not as a benign absence, nor objective
or independent, but an entity which is produced by people, in opposition
to the prevalent Cartesian assertion that space has an existence prior
to any of the objects which might be located within in. He suggested
three categories of space which he refers to as a triad of ‘fields’: physical
space, also referred to as perceived space (physical form, that space
which is measurable, encountered through the body, perceived with
the senses); mental space, also referred to as conceived space (the
conceptual and technical space which is produced by those factions
dealing with the allocation and commercialisation of space, urban
planners, property developers, bureaucrats and the like) and social space,
also referred to as lived space (space which is influenced by physical
and mental space, but is the result of lived experience, meaning, history,
culture, symbolism, and as a result more easily amenable to change than
physical and mental space which are influenced by social factors such as
politics and the economic environment.)6 Space, for Lefebvre, was less a
physical act of making than a construct produced by social relations, and
could therefore also be modified by these relations as well as having the
ability to evolve over time. Most importantly, like Varela, Lefebvre insisted
our experience and understanding of space: sensual, physical, mental,
social; relies on and is determined by, our embodied and corporeal
interaction with it.7

8. Bill Hillier, Space Is the

Machine : A Configurational
Theory of Architecture.
Cambridge; New York:
Cambridge University
Press, 1996. 20.

9 Manual Castells, The Rise
of the Network Society.
Information Age. Cambridge,
Mass.: Blackwell Publishers,
1996. 441 - 443.

10. Ibid, 442.

11. Ibid, 443.
7. Ibid.

For Hillier, too, space is more than a benign background, and situates
space as a product of how cultures, societies set up their realities and
frames of reference. Space is built into the very framework of our social
constructs, so that our physical behaviour doesn’t simply occur against a
neutral background, but is affected by those very forms. Hillier argued our

behaviour assigns its own spatial form, alluding to an understanding of
space at least partly determined by our physical actions.8
Manuel Castells more recently re-conceptualised new forms of spatial
arrangements, including its relationship to time. In light of our new
digital and technological paradigm, he connects the concept of space,
traditionally considered a static and passive entity, with time, usually
thought of in the opposite regard as an active entity, one of constant
development. Castells termed this a ‘Network Society’, one which is
derived from the idea of flows: technology, information, resources and
images.9 Space is the encumbering support for these flows and as such
makes it possible for them to exist simultaneously in time. Castells’ term,
the ‘space of flows’, is the material and physical organisation of time
and that space and time should not be disconnected from one another,
because space is a dynamic entity related to time. They way people
live in time is supported by the physical context of space.10 Time then,
becomes both somewhat nullified, as different flows can exist at once
(in the same space), and more random, less chronological, as traditional
temporal sequences become more flexible and in some cases even
disappear. A state of ‘timeless time’, or, in the example of different flows
existing at once, different time sequences can exist at once suggesting
a more ‘dimensional space’ (in a way that was simply unthinkable for
previous traditional cultures).
Castells, however, still makes an allowance for the “space of places”
amongst his idea of this increasing de-localisation of social activities
which, through technology can separate from “place” (a physical body
in one physical space existing simultaneously whilst operating virtually
in another space). Social power networks are organised in the “space of
flows”, however, people still manifestly occupy and continue to play out
their human activities in historically rooted, actual places, but although
these places still exist, their spatial logic has been strongly affected by
these new information flows.11
‘Space’, a term used habitually in architectural discourse and by the
architectural profession, refers, usually, to a physical entity, which can
be manipulated in certain ways through the act of design. Although this
physical ‘entity’ signifies an absence of matter, it is not considered a void,
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nor simply as a vacuum that surrounds us. It is treated, architecturally, as
teeming with potential, and has countless referents: harmonious space,
interstitial space, dead space, living space, geometric space, pictorial
space, perspectival space, green space, active space, monumental space
... the list continues. It is considered mutable and changeable, with the
cogency to contain different potentials. But these are not considered
inherent in space itself. The characteristics and qualities of a space are
derived through the consequence of the design (good or bad) of its
parameters, of its defining edges.
Space, by architects, therefore, is understood as being a distinct entity
in our surroundings, to have a physical form that can be described and
measured, with quantifiable concrete characteristics: length, width,
height; and also: colour, texture, quantity of light, quantity of noise.14
These characteristics are in fact derived from those aspects of the
space’s physical surroundings, and taken to mean the space itself. Space
has further elusive characteristics which are less quantifiable and derived
from a combination of its concrete characteristics, or other complex and
unidentifiable elements altogether, making one space meaningful and
another inconsequential.
The use of the term ‘space’ within this lexicon is one uttered with
the utmost familiarity – even, perhaps, with a sense of ownership, as
belonging to the discipline of architecture. Making space – it is what we
architects ‘do’. Jeremy Till maintains:

12. Till, Architecture
Depends, 118.
13. Ibid., 118.

The use of terms that suggest the “making” of space persists
in both architectural education and practice. One reason is the
instrumental nature of the architectural drawing. Lines are drawn;
these represent potential form. What is left over on paper, the
white stuff; that represents space.12
The drawing of lines, at the core of much of architectural practice,
whether by hand or via digital software, and the manipulation of planes,
through models, sets in train a production line out of the end of which
comes – space.13 Space being tied to form, defined through form but
less so, through time. As Till proposes: “as long as it is conceived in the
shadow of form”, space, separated from time, will remain object-like, a

14. Ibid.,120.

15. Ibid., 120.

Cartesian, physical concept subject to the characteristics of geometry,
measurable and quantifiable.14
Yet, this is still an abstract concept whereby space is defined and
determined not through itself, but by that which it is not. Space is neither
the physical constraint, it is not the wall nor the ceiling nor the floor, but
is only bounded by them, by the extent of their surfaces. It is read, but
by implication. Although aware of the entwined relationship of space
and time, Architects, through this instrumental aspect of the drawing
take part in the feedback loop whereby the ability to define space
(predominantly in quantifiable terms of measure) results in a reliance on
dimensional requirements in order to achieve functional spaces, in turn
reinforces certain ways of living and inhabiting.15 Till refers to this space
as ‘hard space’, where the prioritising of physical (quantifiable) space
allows it to be manipulated and controlled. To what extent architects are
complicit in this is a question beyond the scope of this research, although
it is an aim of this research to investigate aspects of space beyond that of
subserviency to its physical parameters.
To see space as an entity produced through a certain configuration of
built form and its interaction with its environment and occupants over
time suggest the consideration of alternate modes of drawing.

BY IMPLICATION
The relationship between the drawn lines in an architectural plan drawing
and both the form and the space that those lines attempt to describe is,
of course, a complex one. There are a manifold of pre-existing conditions
in the architectural drawing, of drawing conventions enabling a readability
and transfer of the information contained; to an understanding of the
differences of the medium of drawing as distinct from that medium
of building. Even in the case of drawings exploring spatial ideas, or for
a speculative project that is never intended for building, there is a coextensive relationship between the parts of the drawing indicating what
could become a built element, and, by remaining as the ‘absent’ element,
the resultant ’space’ which will be created, as has just been discussed.
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It is incumbent upon the architectural drawing to contain both the
description of built form and the space that it will inform and contain. This
is how they in fact operate. Most architectural drawings, whatever
their quality, naturally have this characteristic to them, which is apparent
simply through understanding the conventions they employ, particularly
amongst the group of people who have the expertise, knowledge or
experience to decode and read them. Albeit with different techniques,
and differing abilities, we’re usually able, singly or across a series and
stages of drawings (varieties of media, software, hardware) to articulate
and describe the dimensions, materiality and texture of built form, and
it is subsequently through this information that our understanding of the
nature of the space thus contained is thereby determined. However, as
Till points out, architectural drawings are most often circumstantially
tied to a dependency on physical, built matter. There are exceptions
naturally where architects have utilised the possibilities of the drawing
to enable nuanced and delicate renderings of their architectural ideas,
providing considered drawings of layered and spatially evocative designs.
A small number of these have been touched on in the Introduction. With
an emphasis on the line as tied to the depiction of physical form, there
becomes less emphasis on drawing space, than on drawing form, on
the lines of drawing belonging to anything other than the physical. Form
equates to the measurable in space: size, dimensions, light levels, sound
penetration and so on; but is less conducive to infer the unquantifiable
aspects of space: ambience, warmth and atmosphere. In addition, the
built matter of form is always shown in a newly constructed state, the
assumption being that a freshly finished build is the most perfect state
the project will ever attain. There is some denial, or perhaps just an
aversion, to dealing with the factors that will come to invade the built and
over which the architect or designer has less or even little control.
Light Register: positive and negative make explorations into the nature
of space by enquiring how it is perceived and how it might be conveyed,
in relation to an architectural project. Light register: positive articulates
a spatial plan that stutters and shifts between states of ambiguity and
clarity, either undermining the precision of the plan, or shoring it up
through the introduction of the narrative instrument of film to overlay
and activate a section of the plan, expressing space that is dense with
activity and time. Here the aspect of film is not a separate instance of the

drawing, but fused to it to become the drawing. Light Register: negative
is its photographic corollary – it is the literal extended exposure of Light
Register: positive, over a protracted period of time, and then developed
(conceptually at least), so that the resultant image is dense with the
index of activity. Or, the effect of space, made manifest.

16. Frieze, “Separated ant
Birth”, 6 May 1997, https://
frieze.com/article/separatedbirth, accessed 10.10.2016,
No author attributed.

The initial method employed for Light Register, similarly to the correlative
positive/negative diptych of Scott/Castle, is a reversal of the traditional
spatial relationships of figure and ground. Rachel Whiteread’s casting
works trigger a visual example of making otherwise invisible ‘space’
visible. Some time earlier to Whiteread’s renowned casting projects,
in 1966 (until 1968), Bruce Nauman cast, again and again, the negative
space under his chair. Nauman was reportedly acting upon advice he’d
received from Willem de Kooning, albeit for a different medium: “If you
want to paint a chair, don’t paint the thing, but the spaces between the
rungs of the chair.”16
From the early 1990’s, Whiteread developed her art practice through
casting the spaces inside derelict townhouses, spaces between
bookshelves, the absent spatial companions to other domestic elements,
staircases, imprints of doors, light switches, humble domestic subjects
which we take for granted and with which we are undoubtedly familiar.
In instigating the circumstances under which an absence is made
present Whiteread and Nauman ask us to consider the haptic life of
objects, the lingering presence of the abandoned in the world commonly
around us by turning the otherwise non-visible, a void, into its antithesis
of solidity.17

17. Incidentally, Nauman
additionally demonstrated
drawing’s centrality to his
overall practice by often
making drawings based on
his ‘completed’ sculptures
to reflect on what has or has
not worked, thereby revising
the notion that drawing is
a preparatory or projective
medium, by including it in
this feedback loop.

Such direct figure/ground reversals recognise space as an entity, not as
nothingness, or an absence. They provide a substance to space but it is
a petrified, static space, an instant out of time. Where the casting works
become interesting is in the dialogue between the two entities, the
now-solid space, and the now-absent inference of the missing physical
containers. Something takes place in Whiteread’s setting up the duality of
object : object (figure : figure and ground : ground) which alludes to the
inadequacy of a container to do justice to the intricate substance of that
which it contains. In much the same way that a concrete headstone
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different characteristics at different times, then those aspects must
somehow be alluded to in the drawing through this combination of
both physical form and leftover blankness: solid and void and figure and
ground.

40 Sketchbook drawing, 2010

18. T. J Demos, “Seeing
Double” in Haralambidou,
Penelope, ed. The 		
Blossoming of Perspective:
A Study. London: Domobaal
Editions, 2006, 10.

41 Bruce Nauman, A Cast of the Space
Under My Chair, 1965-68

42 Rachel Whiteread, Void Under a
Chair, 1997

is an incomplete testimony to the richness of the life it commemorates,
Whiteread’s casts are suffused with the understanding that these
domestic spaces contained life – an elusive quality to depict – but in
their monumentality, signify that a quality indeed existed. Such figure/
ground reversals make some attempt at giving due appreciation to
questioning/understanding our perceptions of space, but do not take
into consideration the aspect of space in the built environment that
is in flux and not a fixed entity. Marcel Duchamp called these the
‘incommensurables’: “space always holding within itself the possibilities
of its transformation extending beyond the static material and structural
reality of the space.”18
The drawing sets about a complex structure, the implication is that the
idea of ‘space’ is a mental assemblage conveyed to us by the drawing. Is
it necessarily explicit? What could be said to be explicit are the bounding
conditions of the space, the materials making up the physical form.
In terms of the space itself, the drawing requires interpretation, ‘reading’,
a further step, requiring a negotiation between all the elements of the
drawing: line-work, colour, texture, shadow, solid and void. If we wish
to believe that different qualities of space exist and can be determined
through design, for a space to be perceived as more than just the
blankness that is left over, then there would need to be more at play
in reading drawings than just the composition of its solid and void
components. If space contains characteristics which are qualitatively
more or less inviting, even if elusive, or undefinable, and offering these

19. Till, Architecture Depends,
113.

As Jeremy Till believes, in exploring these presences through drawing,
is not to attempt to then further control them through the built, but on
the contrary, to understand their existence and enrich the built through
bringing about these opportunities instead of stifling them. The drawings
might seem like they actually pre-determine too much about the
manifold use of space, space as matter to be moulded, but they actually
set about removing the deterministic aspect of architecture which sees
it as the matter that is ‘left-over’ and determined through implication in
its absence through the positioning of built matter, but sees space as
fluctuating matter in itself, undulating alongside time.19
Fundamental to any drawing exercise in the discipline of architecture
is the idea that we, as architects (practitioners of spatial dynamic), are
“making” space. This is a long-held truism of architectural education
and practice, that we are first designing, and then upon building, making
space. When in fact what we make are the physical containers, the
parameters that will define and contain space. And it is usually only this
aspect of space, that is, not-space, which we draw when we draw our
drawings. But these two elements – physical matter, and anything that is
not matter – are wedded together in the practice of architecture. Space
has therefore come to be seen as an actual entity that can be sculpted
out from built stuff, like a form hidden inside a Michelangelo marble,
waiting to be carved free. Space is implied through the treatment and
design of its boundaries and not by articulating some quality of the
space itself.
Light register ventures to unfold dichotomies inherent in the
architectural plan. There is a disjunction between the usual surety of
the lines depicting the physical elements (walls, windows, doorways)
and their portrayal throughout the drawing as fluctuating and unresolved.
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They seem to be waiting for something before their resolution can be
finalised. Alternatively, in the ‘activated’ zone of the drawing, over which
the digital video loops, the plan is equally indecisive, however here the
parameters of the activities played out by the inhabitants gives a sense of
what possibilities the plan may take. It is a reversal of the usual ‘effect’ of
building, here the activities of the inhabitants affects the suitability of the
design for the addition to the home and not the other way about. The
combination of video in conjunction with the drawn releases the plan
from a singular instance, either removed from time or stopped at one
moment in time, fluctuating beyond the static. The video overlay could
also be seen as a mental construct, the finger-exercise which takes place
as the design is worked through, the tripartite of time discussed in the
previous chapter made evident, informing the process of drawing and
designing.
These methods practice the re-conceptualisation of what these
parameters of time and space may mean in the drawing to engage with
aspects beyond that which plan drawings might conventionally show. A

the ideas of time and space in architecture as evolving phenomena. It is
pivotal to the process of making these drawings that they are attended to
in an involved way, for the meditative capacity of the drawing act to creep
in.
The drawings ‘cast’ space through filling the otherwise blank voids in an
architectural drawing by registering these temporal occurrences, resulting
in accumulated masses of marks. A reversal, if you will, of the solid/void
relationship, towards an expression of space in drawing where space
speaks first and the container, second. These drawings come at
architecture not directly, but obliquely. With these concepts in mind, the
drawing provides an instrument through which one element (form) plus
another element (resultant space) should somehow equal more than just
the sum of their parts. In much the same way as two parallel lines allow
the emergence of a ‘third’ element – the space between them
– (something not physically there but can be seen by inference), these
operations evoke a catalyst of sorts, which speak more about space than
just about form and its corollary.

time expanded beyond the increment and a space expanded beyond the
inference of it.
Using these drawing techniques will not necessarily enable an infallible
method of showing these aspects. The process is much less that of
pointing at a particular spot on the drawing and saying ‘this occurred
here’ and ‘that occurred there’ – although through the course of making
the work this becomes part of the way I understood what had taken
place. It is, however, through the processes of undertaking these
operations and methods at all in the first place, that sets about conditions
for these triggers of time and space to emerge, to enrich the work.
The projects Carroll/Green, Scott/Castle and Light Register explore the
temporal fluidity and animation of bodies in motion; of selected domestic
instances; the minutiae of everyday life. These elements emerge and
merge, seeking to show a fluctuating time in drawing, alluding to the
presence of a larger continuum, beyond the plans, beyond the paper.
They engage with this flux through the drawing’s relationship to time and
to the imaginal state across three aspects of time, past, present and
future projection, attained through drawing. In this way, they address
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PA R T 3
Inter-Dimensional
Shifts:
Lines that
Disappear
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INVENTORY # 20 - 40

2 Inventory #20, 2011

3 Inventory #21, 2011

INVENTORY 20 - 25
Carbon transfer tests
A series of six small drawings. Locations in the kitchen and around the dining
table. All uniformly begun with a watercolour wash of a square (varying
dimensions) in pale yellow. Various media are used to inscribe notations of
movement within, over or through each square. This is done through using
carbon paper laid over and rubbed with the short end of a steel ruler, leaving
the impression over the paper. Varying densities are achieved with increased
or decreased pressure. Lines drawn in black ink highlight these movement
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5 Inventory #23, 2011

6 Inventory #24, 2011

7 Inventory #25, 2011

trajectories further. The use of red pencil defines physical elements present
in the spaces drawn, either working to reinforce the occupational instances
shown or to provide a counterpoint to their position. These drawings are
somewhat of a confluence of INV. 02 - 04, aspects of charcoal in some
manner conflating space, articulating a dense, physical space, fine, ruled
lines indicate points of travel and also moment of stasis. A combination of
direct physical marking of the paper and marks made through a method of
transfer (carbon imprint, charcoal powder) to bring forward the generative
geometries of activity entailed through these spatial configurations.
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9 Inventory #27, 2011

8 Inventory #26, 2011

INVENTORY 26 - 34

Red line hatch and carbon

At this juncture, the Inventory drawings reflect the preliminary thinking

Inventory 29 - 34 are six sheets which utilise a combination of elements used

behind the project work being made concurrently. As has been stated

previously: carbon paper as a physical element directly affixed to the paper;

previously, the drawings to this point were undertaken as ancillary projects,

ruled lines in technical pen forming dense areas on the paper; receding plan

alternate musings, never to form a distinct project in themselves but always

elements (particularly walls). The plans which figure in this set of Inventory

to, in their collective abundance, enable another avenue for ideas. Inventory

drawings are versions of preliminary sketch designs for the additions to 79

26 onwards reflect more directly the concepts being considered in the larger

George Street (discussed in this chapter). The use of red lines, also ruled

project work.

vertically, advances the reading of the ’invisible’ space, and the potential
occupational modalities made possible through these sketch configurations.
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10 Inventory #28, 2011

11 Inventory #29, 2011

These drawings deal with larger spatial blocking reflecting the preliminary spatial

I will discuss this later in this chapter, but at this point of the research, I was

planning for 79 George Street. Charcoal dust is firstly transferred to the paper

interested in seeing where more extreme edges of architectural drawings of a

through the use of a stencil, the absent areas in the stencil becoming the visible

plan might lie, the points at which they might no longer hold a resemblance

areas of the drawing. The charcoal is crushed to form a fine dust, and then applied

to a plan. These Inventory drawings draw only the space itself, there are

with cotton balls, or cloth, to the paper surface. The otherwise unstable medium

no markings or indications of anything physical to the space, no detailed

of the charcoal powder is thus able to achieve a very clear, precise edge line and

description of walls or openings. On removal of the masked areas, the

defined area.

resultant image figures a black and white contrast of forms, which could be

These Inventory drawings pre-empt the minutes, the hours and across the entire

read as either sectional studies or plans.

Inventory set are the closest in visual aesthetic to the final project work drawings.
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13 Inventory #31, 2011

12 Inventory #30, 2011

14 Inventory #32, 2011

The malleability of the charcoal as a fine powder is a different method

These drawings invert the usual reading of a line as the outline of form where

entirely to the direct application of line by a pencil or pen. Areas of distinct

the form is the dominant aspect, but rather here the line forms the edge to

sharpness, or lines, in the charcoal images are achieved through interacting

space itself, taking prominence through the accumulation of this mass of

with an edge. The line exists only as an edge, as a boundary, unlike the

powdered charcoal.

majority of the preceding Inventory drawings.
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16 Inventory #34, 2011

17 Inventory #35, 2011

Inventory 35 - 40
Carbon tape transfer
This suite of six drawings deal with the application of their medium indirectly.
Worked over the charcoal areas are a series of lighter lines, networking over the
drawings. These lines are achieved through making hard indentations, with a
sharp pencil, on to tape that has been lightly affixed to the paper. When the tape
is peeled away, it takes up some of the charcoal powder in the grooves made by
the pencil. The lines are made though subtraction of the original material rather
than adding a further medium to the work. These lines additionally contribute
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18 Inventory #36, 2011

19 Inventory #37, 2011

a field of forces to the black charcoal matter, and are indicative of points and
axes where the occupants might engage with these spaces. It became easy
to succumb to the meditative ruling of these lines. They begin in verity as
demonstrations of possible paths of use, although, through this immersive act,
their placement would sometimes resonate beyond the immediate inferences of
the space, to become geometric entities in themselves. Admittedly, sometimes
in these drawings, these secondary ‘inverse’ lines make connections, which
take the spatial configurations beyond the purely functional, and they start
dancing on their own.
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20 Inventory #38, 2011

21 Inventory #39, 2011
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PART 3: INTER-DIMENSIONAL SHIFTS:
LINES THAT DISAPPEAR

GEORGE STREET
In the two previous chapters, I discussed how the first three projects,
Carroll/Green, Scott/Castle and Light Register explored a drawing
forth of an imaginal state through drawing to mediate a shift in the
perception, registration and emergence of both time and space (working
conjunctively) within the drawing. Carroll/Green and Scott/Castle were
speculative projects, based on an intimate knowledge of existing
buildings that had been, or were currently places of residence and
therefore experienced first hand. Because of their familiarity and rich
potential for embedded memories, they were fitting sites of architectural
interest for the drawing projects conducted.

22 Inventory #40, 2011

There are key aspects of Inventory 20 - 40 which made their way to inform the final work for the minutes, the hours:
Conceptually, the use of stencils became important as initial transfer between dimensions. The use of a stencil in the form
of a template would also be used for Fivefold, although for that project the stencil/template would not be used as a means
of applying material to paper, but as a means of digitally producing the drawing itself.
The technique of using charcoal, the the particular way it was applied to the paper from Inv. 31 - 40 (by application of its

Light Register and the remainder of the projects of the doctorate, (other
than Inventory and Postal Service) George Street; the minutes, the
hours, and Fivefold, also deal with existing residential spaces, but for
which new built work is proposed in the form of rear additions to these
residences. In the case of Light Register, the proposal for an addition is
still in development and not imminently under construction, whilst for the
projects of the third phase of this doctorate, George Street/the minutes,
the hours and Fivefold, the building work has either finished construction
or is proceeding through the developed design stages.

powder rather than directly using the charcoal stick) was the primary method used for the hours drawings. The idea of
making lines indirectly through tape transfer was played with in Inv. 35 - 40 and was used in several of the hours drawings.
The broad use of line in all of these Inventory drawings again utilised the line most predominantly not as physical or
material edge but as indicator of spatial use.
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the resultant design and building, and if so, in what way?
The George Street addition project involved the design of a rear end
addition to a character villa in the Adelaide suburb of Clarence Park,
5kms south of the CBD. The villa, built in the early 1900’s, was already
a substantially sized home, on a large plot size of just over 1000sq.m,
sitting on a north south axis with the rear of the house oriented to the
south. The existing house, with central hallway, had two large original
rooms to the east and two to the west, where the driveway was also
located. An open kitchen and dining area with small family area took
up the rear section, with a small walk-through laundry and bathroom
to the western side, and cellar below with a hatch inconveniently (or
conveniently!) located beneath the central dining table.

23 George Street site photos, 2011

The next project, the minutes, the hours, was made in preparation for
and response to an architectural project, George Street, which has
since been constructed. George Street became a truncated architectural
project for which my involvement centred on the initial design and
design development to a point just prior the Planning approval stage. In
its subsequent construction, it maintains minimal changes to, and close
allegiance with, both the planning and tectonic treatment of the design I
developed for the clients.
In responding to a distinct project and clients, George Street consists
of preliminary design drawings and experimental sketches along with
the associated Inventory drawings (Inv.20- Inv. 40). The drawing and
installation project the minutes, the hours comprises the major, exhibited
portion to the project.
At this point in the research, the relationship of the drawing projects
to the framework of the architectural project requires exploration. How
is the work of the minutes and the hours situated in the context of the
George Street project? Has their methodology and technique influenced

The clients had slowly grown to form a family of five (all three children
under six and the youngest just a year old). Their brief for their addition
included: one large open kitchen, dining and living space (to open to
the back garden); a separate study; the conversion of existing kitchen
into a bedroom (the fifth); a bathroom with separate WC; laundry with
‘mud’ room requirements. In addition to the new areas the existing
areas required some further amendments: conversion of the existing
living area to become a walk-in robe accessible from the master bed,
the existing bathroom to become that bedroom’s en-suite with access
through that walk-in robe. The new work would allow access to the cellar
to be re-opened and located in the hallway. Finally, a double carport was
requested to sit alongside a large verandah. The scale of the new work
for the outlined brief would amount to some additional 120 sq.m of new
internal space and 70 sq.m of carport and verandah – more than doubling
the original footprint of 140 sq.m.
Prior to commencing this PhD, the scope of my practice work included
multi-storey apartment buildings and commercial projects including office
fit outs and a substantial addition to an art gallery. The majority of the
work, however, was residential in nature and included additions, most
large, some small. The work was primarily residential, and continued in
this vein when beginning my own practice. There is a prevalence of what
is sometimes regarded as the ‘back-ender’ as a common currency for
sole and small practices in their emergent stages in Australia. Rather
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than wish for a speedy escape from the proclivities of smaller projects,
work located amongst the back yard extension presents the opportunity
for appraisals of the concepts of dwelling concerning architecture in
practice and theory for centuries. These types of projects see a focus on
the small, the ability to attend to detail in the work, of the fragmentary
as well as the consistent, and undertake and require an understanding of
the lived life of their occupants, engaging in the occupation of space over
time.
In the process of marking out and making the measured drawing of the
existing house, a lovely and serendipitous confluence occurred which
would inspire the project the minutes, the hours (the drawings and
installation based on the George Street addition) and direct the remaining
PhD project work and research.
Whilst transferring the existing measurements to the screen, the
dimensions across the rooms seemed too long to suit the external
measurement. I spoke again to the client to check the thickness of the
external wall. My digital drawing was showing the external wall thickness
to be only that of 170 -180mm, much narrower than what you would
usually expect for masonry walls in older houses of that kind, which
might be 280 or 300mm. The client went and measured the external
wall again and confirmed it was in fact 180mm. She then revealed that
the home’s builder, (circa early 1900’s), was a concreter, and had built
the house himself, casting all the external and internal walls in concrete.
Hence all the walls, internal and external, were just the one layer thick,
only 180mm. This was an intriguing occurrence, firstly because of how
unusual a building method it was for residential construction of that time,
and secondly because I had been occupied with doing the masking or
‘casting’ drawings for Inventory. The Inventory drawings at the time were
being made with compressed charcoal. The charcoal stick was scribbled
onto a spare sheet of paper, marking the sheet but also providing little
mounds of charcoal powder. This powder can then be picked up with
cotton wool and distributed over the drawing surface. Because of its
volatile nature, the charcoal needs to be applied with the use of stencils
to contain it within a certain area of the image. These Inventory drawings
cast their material, in a similar way to the technique of casting concrete,
by providing a structure of formwork within which the wet material can

set. The conceptual idea of casting had appeared earlier, particularly for
Scott/Castle, in relation to how an embodied space might be brought
forward in those drawings. This entwined relationship of space and
container was progressing in the techniques being used in the Inventory
drawings, and now appeared to be the building technique employed on
the George Street residence.
Three different drawing projects running concurrently: sketch drawings
for George Street; the Inventory drawings (ruminating on charcoal
casting) and the minutes, the hours, all converged on the subject of the
addition to this suburban house.
At the stage when the George street addition was ready for submission
to council for Planning approval, I handed over to Dimitty Andersen
(Grieve Gillet Andersen), who continued the project through developed
design to contract documentation and contract administration. I would
be on maternity leave for the next 12 months and the clients’ immediate
need for their additional space took precedence over my desire to
complete the project. The design proceeded with only minor changes:
some alternations to external materials; the extent of the carport (which
became more prominent when viewed from the rear garden), and the
addition of a study nook in the corridor near the kitchen. The internal
planning and most aspects of the external treatment of the addition
had been resolved and approved by the clients before ceasing work.
Andersen’s intention (unusually and with much appreciation on my part)
was to keep to the proposed planning and elevational treatment. Through
conversations over the course of the project the final structure indeed
maintained a close correlation with the original design and its intentions.
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24 George Street journal drawings (occupational notes), 2011

25 George Street motion studies, 2011
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27

28
26 George Street Plan, 2011

27
George Street, South
Elevation, 2011
28
George Street, West
Elevation, 2011
29
George Street.
Section, 2011

29
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31 George Street, 2011 - 2013

30 George Street, 2011 - 2013
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THE MINUTES, THE HOURS
As discussed above, the Inventory drawings made at this time took
the idea of using stencils as ‘formwork’ as part of the drawing process.
Charcoal was chosen as the primary medium for these drawings as it
provided a very physical and literal way of accumulating its matter. It
could be intensified further and darkened over several layers to achieve
an even darker coating of black, worked over in an additive manner. It is
also highly unstable, accumulated dust can spill from an area and smear
the page, speckling the surface with individual particles of charcoal. This
variety in the medium, its wide spectrum from complete black to the
presence of only a few parts of dust, provided the perfect vehicle for
registering activity, dense, sparse, and everything in between.
The shape and form of the stencils were derived from geometrical
elements of the plan, at first at various scales, then as some of the
Inventory drawings progressed, at the scale of 1:10. Specific information
derived from the clients relating to their actual and future use patterns
were noted through meetings, written notes and countless loose
scrawls made (by both the clients and myself) over different sketch
design versions. In particular, larger 1:50 versions of a loose sketch plan
were marked up with data relating to the client’s daily habits and their
expected future requirements. This information was vital to beginning the
design of the addition in the first instance, and also to determine which
areas of the plan were the most significant to probe in the minutes, the
hours drawings. As the minutes, the hours progressed, these drawings
in turn reflected back on to the design process for the addition, informing
and adjusting the layout.

32 George Street, 2011 - 2013

The areas given attention were the potential highly trafficked zones in the
design of the new addition: entry via corridor (extension of the hallway) in
to the new addition; the area around the kitchen island bench; the central
zone of the dining table and adjacent joinery unit dividing it partially from
the living area; the main entry to the addition from carport, running in
parallel to the length of the addition; the passage from the living area out
on to the verandah. Through making the drawings for the hours, these
particular zones received much deeper attention. As the design was
developing, this part of the house required the convergence of several
different activities. This point would be where the family (or friends)
E N D S PA C E
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34 The Minutes, the Hours sketchbook drawings, 2012

instead of formally through the front door. The family might enter the
35 Rachel Hurst, Times/Tables 45downstairs layout, 2013

33 The Minutes, the Hours sketchbook drawings, 2013
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would enter, instead of formally through the front door. They might enter
the dining space directly, or it might be necessary to take off muddy
shoes and put school bags aside, and vice versa as they might leave in
the mornings. Here, too, could go the laundry and the related traffic that
would be involved in taking out and bringing in washing. This area would
coincide with the end of the main corridor from the front of the house,
which connected all the front bedrooms. This main axis would continue
into the kitchen, then dining and finally the living area, moving outward to
the verandah and garden, duplicating the external axis of traffic inward or
outward to the carport.
These areas and nodes became the basis for the drawing and installation
project the minutes, the hours, exhibited at fortyfivedownstairs Gallery in
Melbourne. It formed one half of the exhibition Times/Tables, centering
on the thematic of ‘times’ along with the other half of the exhibition,
Rachel Hurst’s Tabulation, dealing with the subject of ‘tables’.
Through using the stencils, the solid elements of the proposed building
were blocked out. The projected paths of traffic or moments of repose
were initially drawn using either the addition of charcoal layers to build up
a density, reflecting the occupational readings gathered from the clients.
At this time I also began playing with the charcoal in the Inventory
drawings in order to add a further level of detail and definition to the
charcoal when it achieved ‘peak density’. I tried sticking masking tape
to the already applied charcoal, and then ruling lines over it with a sharp
technical pencil and ruler. When the tape was peeled off, it took with it a
little of the charcoal, but where the pencil marks had been made, greater
amounts of charcoal came away, revealing a much lighter ground. This
subtractive manner would enable the charcoal to gain even greater detail
and definition that could otherwise have been made by another medium
such as pen or pencil, but then would not have come about through the
actual material of the charcoal itself.
The combination of these methods then produced a drawing with a
secondary layer of spatial information to it, and in addition to that of the
broader planning geometries of the proposed spaces. The application
of charcoal dust via the ‘formwork’ of the stencil enables the loose
matter to be controlled, lest the particles fly from their constrained intent

(sometimes a happy accident). Contra to its accumulation, the charcoal is
then again removed in parts of the drawing, indirectly through tape being
applied over the charcoal, drawn upon and then removed, taking up the
charcoal with it and leaving the negative imprint of the drawn line in its
place. This process drew out a negotiation between chaos and control.
In this way the hours drawings use a slightly different coda to that
of the previous projects. The hours similarly show an accumulation
through the black charcoal dust, in referring to parts of the addition
where future activity would condense. Within this density, a further
layer is also articulated, this time in white line, of particular occupational
movements and instances, achieved through the extraction of charcoal
through applying and removing tape. Again, this is a further relationship
of reversal where in drawing a line onto tape, the line is made evident on
the paper through the removal of the charcoal and not a direct application
of the pencil line.
The drawings and resulting wall and floor installation considers the
opposites of solid and void, their reciprocal relationship, ever entangled,
and inverts them and then reverts them again. The twelve hour drawings
depict a lived space of occupancy, unravelled over time, as the dominant
accumulation of darkened mass of charcoal affirms a positive to the
building elements’ solid negative.
The minutes, the hours, began with this reversal, continuing on from
Light Register’s positive and negative framework. Here, the subordination
of the plan’s iconography and convention is far more extreme. I was
interested in making these ‘plan’ drawings of the hours so extreme, that
they would move toward a complete negation of any of the elements one
would normally associate with a drawn plan depicting a habitable space.
There are no walls, nor other architectural features discernible amongst
the drawings, there is only a dense and black space. There is minimal
other colour, the use of black stands in for the culmination of all colours
within it. Where there are lines, they are made indirectly and signals the
future and imagined presence and movement of the occupants. I was
particularly interested in how the twelve drawings might move, how
they might change and flow, from a ‘pure’ state to an ‘impure’ state –
between being a pure rendition of black, dense space, without
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36 The Minutes, the Hours in progress, 2013

37 The Minutes, the Hours in progress, 2013
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its containers, to being ‘impure’ in that they are no longer drawings of a
section of a residential plan. These drawings provided an opportunity to
reconsider the boundaries to drawing a plan and to rethink definitions and
concepts.
In a way, these drawings could be read as an inverse to Pier Vittorio
Aureli’s beguiling The Marriage of Reason and Squalor (2001 – 2014),
discussed in the Introduction. What Aureli articulates with attention in
those panels is the careful and intricate hatching technique he employs in
the rendering of his rooms. The thirty drawings are, in fact, compositions
of walls. Some with openings for doors, some with windows, some with
adjacent smaller cubicles, or alongside a corridor. The drawings speak
the same language, a black hatch conducted the same way across each
panel. They are of a uniform voice. Where the differentiation between
each drawing lies is in the configuration of the rooms. The hatching
method enables the reading of these geometrical manoeuvres because
everything else is silent. No colour, no furniture, no people. Where
definition is made prominent, through a double layering of hatching, it
is to show a wall’s shadow, an indication of the sun’s path, but a further
reinforcement of the dominance of the wall in these drawings. The hours
utilises a similarly restrictive and monochromatic palette. Where the
hours differs most to the conceptual apparatus of The Marriage is in the
muteness it attributes to its walls. As an inversion of the usual positive/
negative relationship, the walls – and walls there are – have a presence
only through inference, deciphering their composition through reading
the ink and charcoal dominating the drawings. The physical structure
recedes to a point where it is almost absent.

38 The Minutes, the Hours, exhibited for MANUAL, SASA Gallery, 2013

A further variation of drawing is made for the second piece, the minutes.
The twelve stencils that were used to mark the charcoal areas in the
hours were set up in a grid of three across (landscape oriented), by four
down, and each divided into five, thus making up the sixty minutes. The
material for these panels was 18mm timber ply, cut at various lengths
to reflect the stencil overlaps and placement, sanded and then painted
using a matte black spray paint, to one surface only.
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39 The Hours, Panel 1, 2013

40 The Hours, Panel 2, 2013

41 The Hours, Panel 3, 2013
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42 The Hours, Panel 4, 2013

43 The Hours, Panel 5, 2013

44 The Hours, Panel 6, 2013
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46 The Hours, Panel 8, 2013

45 The Hours, Panel 7, 2013
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47 The Hours, Panel 9, 2013

48 The Hours, Panel 10, 2013

49 The Hours, Panel 11, 2013
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50 The Hours, Panel 12, 2013

51 The Minutes, 2013
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The missing panels of the wall installation represent the absent voids in
the original stencils, and these absent panels are displaced to the floor,
a gesture toward the possible escape (from the limitations of) the wall’s
two-dimensional constraint. A collection of long (A3 length) and shorter
length timber segments, the arrangement of these panels, some thirty
odd, was itself an arbitrary exercise of composition. The main aim was to
represent them as not-flat, albeit derived from a two-dimensional state,
in a new topological formation. In their arrangement on the floor before
the wall piece, they were formally arranged alongside or perpendicular
to or on top of one another, inciting an expansion within the space of the
gallery, into the dimensional space of the gallery beyond the plane of the
wall.
In working through the solid and void relationship between the stencils
and drawings, and then the resultant 60 timber segments making up
wall and floor pieces, the work highlights the division between the
discrete states of flatness and three dimensionality, yet continually
oscillates between the two. The drawings initially hold a relative flatness
(conceptually and physically), which evolves into the resultant timber
wall and floor pieces. These two aspects of the project – drawings and
installation – set up a dialogue about the further spatial layers that are
created (projectively) through drawing to emerge as physical constructs,
themselves at once flat and dimensional. The resultant works oscillate
between the two spatial ends, flatness and volume.
The hours contain both their physical two-dimensionality and their
inferential construct as dimensional, volumetric space, and the minutes
timber panels, contain both their two-dimensional drawn element as
iteration of the geometry of the 12 hours sheets, whilst having depth and
formal presence in the gallery space. In fact, the pieces forming the spill
to the gallery resulted from the ‘gap’ sections, provided by the stencils,
in the larger arrangement of wall panels.

52 The Hours, installation for MANUAL, 2013

In tandem, the drawings and installation incite a circularity in that the
spill of forms into the gallery space provide the end-point of a drawn
space made physical, but taking place in such a way that each step of the
process of making the work relied on a dimensional shift in the state of
the one preceding it. Lebbeus Woods’ System Wien (2005) and Conflict
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53 The Hours, Panel 4 (detail), 2013

55 The Hours, Panel 9 (detail), 2013

54 The Hours, Panel 9 (detail), 2013
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56 The Hours, Panel 2 (detail), 2013

58 The Hours, Panel 7 (detail), 2013

57 The Hours, Panel 11 (detail), 2013
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59 The Hours, Panel 11 (detail), 2013

60 TIMES/TABLES installation, 45downstairs Gallery, 2013
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61 The Minutes (detail), TIMES/TABLES, 45downstairs Gallery, 2013

62 The Minutes (detail), TIMES/TABLES, 45downstairs Gallery, 2013
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1. Lebbeus Woods, “The
Dreams that Stuff is Made
of”, https://lebbeuswoods.
wordpress.com/2011/01/04/
the-dreams-that-stuffis-made-of/, accessed
19.12.2015

2. Lebbeus Woods,
“Architecture of Energy”,
https://lebbeuswoods.
wordpress.com/2009/06/05/
architecture-of-energy/
accessed 19.12.2015

Space (2006), are examples of drawings of a related nature, testing the
parameters of drawing itself through exploring the effect of drawings
made at architectural scale, being the scale of a room (the Conflict Space
drawings are all around 188cm high x 355cm wide) “to see if one could
physically and not only mentally inhabit the space of a drawing”.1 Woods
stated that the method by which the drawings were made, their tactility,
contributed to this physical inhabitation. The marks are made in receding
thicknesses, enabling depth perception to persist. The drawings aimed
to invoke a three-dimensional depth in this two-dimensional medium, not
in a mental way but bodily, utilising drawings not of recognisable built
forms or rooms, but universally recognisable vector forms, or forces.
The use of vector ‘forces’, physical white lines made on a black ground
(a reversal of the usual black on white reading) is the prevalent coda of
System Wien. System Wien further extracted these forces across various
iterations of the project. System Wien takes a drawing and expands
its parameters so that it takes on the characteristics of a model, and in
reverse, the installation at the MAK Gallery in Vienna (2005) provides
the experience of an expanded, even exploded, drawing when engaging
with the physical model of the installation. In contrast, the lines portrayed
as representing the physical forms of building elements (the vectors
that make up the visual fields of System Wien) are manifestations of
purely un-architectural elements – the organisation of energy. Woods
professed an interest in the unseeable forces that were all around us:
electromagnetic waves, radio signals, aspects of energy, things that are
in some way all around us but not visible to the naked eye. In exploring
how energy relations in different spaces of the city could be physically
represented in the form of drawings and models,2 the project produced
an energy field both representative of people engaged in the life of
the city, and as register of the energy taken to draw, make, install the
physical works themselves. In such a way the drawings of Conflict
Space and installation of System Wien serve to expand the parameters
of drawings into habitable three-dimensional space, either through
interacting with the drawing at large scale, or with iterations of the
drawings as installation.

perpetuated by the inhabitants within their chosen spaces. The medium
of a black ground and lighter or white articulations is similar to Wood’s
white vectors against his black background. System and Conflict are
both much larger in scale, however, the forces engaging a viewer in a
more direct and physical manner, taking in the movement of the body
necessary to appraise the larger work. The hours, at A3 size, are much
smaller and described not only through a high-definition contrast of
white on black but engage in tonal variations and small differentiations.
I would venture the works are perhaps more delicate in nature. The
dimensional shift between two and three dimensions from the hours
to the minutes, offers a more conceptual abstraction and than Woods’
evocation of the ‘vectors’ of his drawings through the use of metal rods.
His installation of System provides a correlative immersive environment,
physically similar in stature to his drawings. What I was hoping with the
minutes, the hours, was to achieve a correlation between the drawings
(hours) and installation (minutes) where each was wedded to the other,
not conceptually but directly through a direct transfer of materials. For
instance, the stencils used to mask charcoal for all the hours drawings,
were laid out over the minutes timber panels to determine, randomly,
which of the timber pieces would ‘fall’ from the wall installation.
The present and absent panels therefore are further iterations of the
geometries of the plan design, flattened and two dimensional in their
placement on the wall, and returned to a three-dimensional state in their
self-supporting location on the floor. Ultimately, the floor panels, which
are the most three-dimensional and ‘physical’ thing in the installation,
were derived from the absences in the stencils, which signified open
space, not physical structure.

The minutes, the hours shares an underlying affinity with the subject
matter of System Wien and Conflict Space in that the concern in
making the drawings was to engage with the forces of occupation as
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63 The Minutes, the Hours, MANUAL, SASA Gallery, 2013

64 The Minutes, the Hours, MANUAL, SASA Gallery, 2013
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66 The Minutes, the Hours, MANUAL, SASA Gallery, 2013
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67 The Hours (details), MANUAL, SASA Gallery, 2013

68 The Minutes (detail), MANUAL, SASA Gallery, 2013
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MANUAL

3. The other artists taking
part in Manual were: Damien
Chwalicz, Matt Davis,
Michael Geissler, Gini Lee,
Peter Malatt, Peter Poulet
and Hannah White.

The minutes, the hours was also exhibited as part of a group exhibition
Manual: Inscriptions of the Everyday, at the South Australian School of
Art Gallery (SASA), curated by Rachel Hurst and Jane Lawrence. The
exhibition showed work by ten practitioners across a variety of disciplines
including architecture, interior and landscape architecture, visual art,
furniture design and academia. 3
The installation of the minutes evolved from that of the Times/Tables
exhibition at fortyfivedownstairs. At Times/Tables the panels that
had been removed from the mounted wall piece were laid out to
make a collection of loose spatial forms, with notional interiors and
exteriors, a pared-back model of what could be a potential structure.
At fortyfivedownstairs the intention initially was for the loose panels
to sit directly on the ground, but during installation, the circumstances
required a re-think of the arrangement due to the materiality of the
floor. The floorboards in the gallery were worn and uneven, so the panel
arrangement was placed on a plinth, located just below and in front of
the hanging work. In this final composition, although they maintained a
connection to the wall piece, they also appeared distinct from the wall
piece, making a coherent collection on their own. In their placement on
the plinth, they appeared distinct from the work on the wall and so could
be read as a separate entity in themselves.
At the SASA gallery, however, the interior wall and particularly the floor
finish were different to that of fortyfivedownstairs. The walls were of
plasterboard, a flatter with a much more consistent and smoother
painted surface, and the floors a pale polished concrete. There was
the opportunity to re-examine how the floor panels would be installed.
The polished concrete was a minimal and more subdued backdrop for
the individual timber pieces, so they could be placed directly below the
mounted wall panels, and so maintain a closer connection to the work
above. They were also configured differently. Instead of the structured,
architectural arrangement of fortyfivedownstairs, which could stand in for
abstracted built form in model proportions, the panels were placed side
by side, some upright and vertical, some horizontal. They maintained a
soldierly, ordered arrangement of no diagonals and little pretensions of

spatial configuration. One long panel was placed leaning against the wall
behind it, right below the mounted panel above, appearing as if it had
fallen from its place in the arrangement above.
This reconfiguration of the floor panels enabled a closer fluidity and
reciprocity in the relationship between the wall and floor panels, to
comment on their different relationships to flatness. By not going
so far as to suggest a spatiality to the floor panels – to suggest their
dimensionality is tied to built form – the two aspects of the minutes are
brought together, still expressing the potential dimensional capacity of
the flat blocks, the flat drawing, and always holding within the possibility
for expansion.
A further negotiation of the installation involved its link to its corollary on
the ‘table of contents’. In collaboration with Jane Lawrence, a line was
made using custom made adhesive vinyl tape connecting the floor pieces
through this drawn line with the catalogues on my section of the table.
This provided a simple diagram of the journey of this line, from a singular
dimension of the original stencils, to the drawings and finally to the floor
panels, physical forms aligned and intimating the possibility of bound
space.

POSTAL SERVICE
The works explored the duality of the notion of ‘manual’, both as a way
of doing, and as a form of instruction. This second element, that of a
manual as a guide or directive, assumed form through the curator’s idea
of a ‘table of contents’. This became an actual table that ran most of the
length of the gallery, dissecting the space whilst also unifying the ten
projects. The curators had asked the contributing artists to each provide
an artefact for this central table that could be taken away by gallery
attendees.
Yet a third incantation of the word ‘manual’, after manual making and
manual instruction, that of manual handling, is the aspect from which
my contribution to the table of contents relates. For the central table I
provided a set of 60 printed catalogues for the minutes, the hours,
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69 The Minutes line connection to Table of Contents (detail), MANUAL, SASA Gallery, 2013

71 Postal Service, Table of Contents (details), MANUAL, SASA Gallery, 2013

70 Table of Contents (details), MANUAL, SASA Gallery, 2013
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72 Postal Service, the deliveries, 2013

73 Postal Service, the deliveries, 2013
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which included an A5 self addressed envelope inside which was a sheet
of Arches watercolour paper, and one stick of compressed charcoal. In
taking a catalogue, the visitor was asked to kindly post back the envelope
and take part in the process of manual handling, here taking place at
one remove and without directly touching the paper inside the envelope.
The manual handling – albeit indirect – would take place throughout
the journey of the envelope: from the exhibition, to the visitor’s home,
perhaps carried around with them, forgotten in the bottom of their bag,
and eventually given up to the postal service for delivery. In the course of
this handling, the compressed charcoal stick would disintegrate and mark
the blank paper with impressions as a register of its journey.
Over the months following the exhibition, dutifully arriving by post,
daily, weekly, the A5 envelopes made their way back. Of the 60 original
packages, only four did not return. The condition of those that returned
varied: some (usually the ones that arrived earlier) were intact; others had
been bent or folded; and the most compromised ones had broken and
open corner from which charcoal dust was leaking (surely a permanent
black mark against our address by Australia Post!)
Each envelope was opened carefully and the white paper removed,
the charcoal dust collected. Each of the A5 sheets bore the imprint
of the charcoal dust, yet they were distinctly different, and not just
in the amount of charcoal that had marked the sheet. As you would
expect, those having taken longer to arrive would have allowed more
disintegration of the charcoal and so more dust to coat the paper. But,
the surprise was that the patterning and marking itself varied across the
sample of sheets. Over some an even dusting with no irregularities, for
others long dark streaks had appeared marking some more turbulent
encounter.

74 Postal Service, the deliveries, 2013

Postal service was the first project where the control over the drawing
was surrendered to other forces. When working with less stable
substance such as charcoal, generally, the ability to exercise precise
control over the material is lost. Its placement upon the paper becomes
one where the parameters are arranged, and then the material, loose and
indiscriminate, can be applied. With Postal Service, there was absolutely
no control over the markings at all, nor even in the containment of the
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material within the confines of the envelopes. There was nothing precise,
nor determined about these ‘drawings’ other than their initial constraints:
the size of the paper and the charcoal stick.
The disintegration of the charcoal is an apt metaphor as a marker and
indicator of time. In the previous projects of this research, the drawings
dealt with the subject of time through the extended length of their
making, and also through attempts to capture time within the drawing
itself, time as spatial register. Postal service differs from the previous
works, which are underpinned by a certain amount of control, over the
time of their making and their subject matter (although not entirely
their outcome). Postal Service offers a tangential take on this register of
time in a drawing. The materiality of the charcoal stick and its inevitable
decomposition is a direct outcome of its displacement over time. It is an
outcome of time.
The intent here is additionally closely wedded to the work, in that there
is no translation between aim and outcome as there is no intermediary
negotiator here to interpret or represent the passage of time, there is
only the decomposition itself.

4. See, for instance, work
such as Jacek Tylicki’s 1973
series of open-air canvases,
where he laid blank canvases
and paper sheets out in the
open for the ‘environment’ to
create art. Yves Klein’s One
Minute Fire Painting, where
he set 16 fire crackers into
a blue painted panel, the
resultant ‘painting’ image
a result of the fire crackers
going off similarly exhibits no
interaction with the artist’s
hand, the work being created
through direct contact with
an introduced element.

Control over an architectural drawing is tied both to the need to
determine its outcome and is also a product of architectural standards
and conventions, a complicit device which in varying ways can control
occupation. It can also neglect to address contingencies and risks, the
weathering of ‘perfect’ materials upon completion, the unaccounted
for, the very nature of living. How these may play out and change over
the course of time. Postal Service’s nature of manual handling and its
indeterminate, messy outcome, makes an allowance for uncertainty and
for temporal decay.

would be further explored in Fivefold. Where the previous projects held
to the domain of paper (and with Light Register introduced film, but film
combined together with the drawing), the minutes, the hours had added
timber panels to the vocabulary – not as a backdrop or support – but
as components of the actual drawing. With these iterations of different
drawing materials, the amount of physical and nuanced attention was
also receding.
The earlier drawing projects were characterised by extended and attuned
drawing practice, and at the commencement of this doctorate, I would
have envisaged all the drawing projects to maintain this characteristic.
The minutes, in its laser cut, spray painted aesthetic, shifted this
trajectory, as did, even more distinctly, Postal Service, in which I played
no direct part on those A5 pages, whatsoever. As will be discussed
in Part 4, the final project, Fivefold, develops this aspect of material
interchange and dimensional flux further, through taking the one drawing
across different mediums, some of which are not directly or personally
made, in the way the earlier projects of the PhD had been. This signals
the thematic shift from the earlier projects, which were responses to
my preoccupation with drawing forth temporality as well as space in
drawing. The latter projects (the minutes, the hours and fivefold) focus
on spatial operations, on the page, in the transfer between dimensions.
It could be said that even Postal Service offered a spatial element, the
charcoal dust making evident the parameters of its container.

Postal Service provides a distinct shift from the earlier projects in its
attempts to deal with time in a drawing. Unlike the previous projects,
there is less need for translation. The method is the result: without
decisions; lacking coda, absent of formal technique. In this way, as an
experiment, it shares some ground with purely conceptual art, where the
physical interaction of the gestural is made redundant.4 It also progressed
the translation of mediums that arose in the minutes, the hours and
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TRANSLATION:
BETWEEN CONDITIONS OF PRIMACY AND PROVISIONALITY 4
4. Brigid McLeer,
“Empathetic Blossomings:
The ‘Drawings’ of Penelope
Haralambidou”, The
Blossoming of Perspective,
a study by Penelope
Haralambidou. London:
Domo Baal Gallery, 2008, 22.

5. Christine Morrow &
Wise, Kit & Museum of
Contemporary Art (Sydney,
N.S.W.) 2009, I walk the line:
New Australian drawing.
Museum of Contemporary
Art, Sydney, 17 March-24
May 2009, Museum of
Contemporary Art, Sydney, 4
6. John Berger, “Drawing
on Paper”, Berger, John, and
Jim Savage. Berger on
Drawing. Aghabullogue, Co.
Cork, Ireland:
Occasional Press,
2005, 51

The architectural plan is the example par excellence of dimensional
translation at work. It is at once a compression of a possible threedimensional space, and an expansion of flat two-dimensionality in its
allusion to the third dimension embedded within its armature. The
method by which plans (and other drawings in the orthographic suite,
and also applying to the way perspectives are constructed) describe the
arrangement of space is typically to employ a line to describe the edge of
masses and the edge of the portending architectural element. Drawing
itself is by nature more abstracted than, say, painting, which traditionally
and by contrast uses mass to describe mass. All drawing could be
regarded as abstractions, even though they may be intended to be
representational, for there are no singular and distinct lines in nature.5 The
line is considered to be the primary way we describe a three-dimensional
object through its edge, or boundary, as we see it. John Berger made
the observation that: “There are certain paintings which animals could
read. No animal could ever read a drawing.”6
Significant to an understanding of the architectural drawing here is
the question of transparency. What is the position of this research on
the relationship between the drawn and the built? At one end: are the
projects provisional, intrinsically linked to built work or the possibility of
built work, or do they exist distinct from the built? If they are objects in
their own right, what is their connection to the act of building? How is
information reciprocated between these two mediums of drawing and
building? If the drawings contain design ideas and design possibilities, is
there a further point where these will ultimately be made manifest, or are
drawings capable of containing this aspect of ‘architecture’?
The attention paid to drawing in this research locates it within extended
practices of architecture. Here the site of drawing is considered as
a spatial practice in itself, without requiring resolution in built form.
It suggests a drawing can contain, or can be, ‘architecture’. This is
predicated on a wider definition of architecture as the attention to, and
involvement with, space. This attention can be manifested through a
mental engagement of making a drawing (or model) as well as through

making a building.
This questions the assumption of drawing’s subservient role to built form
and proposes drawing as a spatial construction in itself, a vital aspect
of architectural thinking and designing if we accept (and this research
supports and asserts this) that architecture is not only about a physical
end point, about what ends up getting built.
This argument is central to much of Robin Evans’ writings on drawing
and expressed most poignantly in his essay Translations from Drawing to
Building:

7. Robin Evans,Translations
from Drawing to Building.
Aa Documents; 2. 		
Cambridge, Mass.: MIT
Press, 1997, 156.

The peculiar disadvantage under which architects labour, never
working directly with the object of their thought, always working
at it through some intervening medium, almost always the
drawing; while painters and sculptors, who might spend some
time on preliminary sketches and Marquette’s, all ended up
working on the thing itself, which, naturally, absorbed most of
their attention and effort.7
Coming across this insight provided a distinctive moment that influenced
the undertaking of this research. Similarly to Evans, the realisation
that there was a gulf between all the paraphernalia of designing, and
the physical building that might result, came well into my practice life.
Having aligned myself, and the practice of architecture, along with
other artists as an art, and a fundamental one at that (being all the
richer for its practical encumbrances), Evans’ observation underscored
how central drawing is. For the vast majority of architects, drawing
(whether digital or analogue) is the primary tool for both developing and
expressing their ideas. ‘Architecture’ would need to be contained, must
reside in their ideas, in their drawings, because the physical building
is made by other hands. The alternative to this line of thought would
be that if ‘architecture’ appears upon the emergence and experience
of the physical building, then it must be something that is defined by a
corporeal and physical interaction, that is, not a drawing.
Evans noted that the central role drawings play lies in their value of
transfer: of information between one medium and another; between
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8. Ibid., 156.

design thinking, the drawing, and design construction. Yet the drawing
is something distinct from that which it explores, from which it aims to
represent. It is a different medium, of a different dimension. Evans refers
to it as the ‘generative dimension’ to the drawing which enables leaps
of interpretation from the two dimensional lines on a page to the three
dimensional solid materiality of a building.8

9. Ibid, 154.

The key words at the heart of this exchange are translation, transfer and
interpretation. As Evans points out, the majority of architectural drawings
are projections of things imagined in the mind of the designer, and, as
yet, unbuilt. And it is not the designer who will do the building. The abyss
across which the designer navigates is the distance from the product of
their thought. In the transfer between the drawn image and the realised
building, across this distance, things can “get bent, broken, or lost on the
way.”9 Jeremy Till further notes:

environment resides somewhere between these ends of the spectrum,
with the former (that of actual physical involvement in the construction
process) being a rarer state of play (and less practical for larger projects).

12. Ibid. 157.

10. Jeremy Till, Architecture
Depends, 111.

11. Robin Evans, Translations
From Drawing to Building,
156-157.

The means of communicative representation thus flips over 		
to become precisely the means of production, hoping that in 		
this shift the drawing will remain a perfect mirror, allowing the 		
seamless translation from idea to architectural object. The 		
employment of the same techniques through all stages
of representation gives the semblance that ideas and 			
interpretations of reality are being carried intact from one end of 		
the process to the other.10
The critical hinge in the relationship between the idea, and the execution
of that idea, is drawing. Drawings become the focus of attention, the
repositories of design intentions and effects. The evolution that transpires
between the drawing and the building remains problematic and perhaps
even elusive. Evans suggests two scenarios: through pragmatic
approaches architects could take direct involvement in the manufacture
and construction of their designs,11 but in that case the power of the
drawing alters to become less a directive component of architecture,
hollowed out to become more artefact or work of art. Alternatively, in
accepting the prescriptive nature of the drawing, and so allowing the
opportunity (or encumbrance) of unmediated construction, designers
might hope the intentions in the drawn make their way over to the
built. The status quo as practiced in architecture in the contemporary

It seems that, in the scenario of taking greater control over construction
processes, architects either admit a lack of faith in the expertise and
vision of their builders and trade workers, or a lack of faith in their own
drawings. The building process requires confidence in the knowledge and
compass behind the construction documents from which builders take
their (contractual) instruction. If there is no surety that such drawings
(themselves derived from design drawings) will contain and be able to
evoke those aspects the architect wishes to demonstrate, then greater
interference and involvement on site with the construction process
is required. Evans suggests the way forward to enrich this process of
transfer would be to “use the transitive, commutative properties of the
drawing to better effect.”12
It is the position of this research that the drawing is more than a mode of
representation and of transfer in the production of architecture. Drawing
is understood as the vehicle through which spatial thinking takes place,
and also, as stated earlier, that as a repository and medium of spatial
thinking, the drawing contains architecture, is itself architecture. The
drawing, even when completely abstract, contains architecture because
it is involved in and engagement with the affects and effects of spatial
occupation.

13. Elizabeth Diller,
“Autobiographical Notes.”
in The Activist Drawing:
Retracing Situationist
Architectures from
Constant’s New Babylon to
Beyond. Eds. Catherine de
Zegher and Mark Wigley.
Camridge, Massachusetts
and London, England: The
MIT Press, 2001. 131

14. Harold Rosenberg, Saul
Steinberg, New York: Alfred A
Knopf, 1978, 235.

Elizabeth Diller observed: “Without the expectation of the built, the
imagined and unbuilt, or the unbuildable, would have little resonance.”13
It is perhaps not so much the expectation of being built, than the
expectation of occupation. Mediating and informing the drawing are the
inferences of physical immersion within those spaces that are drawn. It
is this imaginative peopling of the drawing which makes it spatial and not
simply a geometric abstraction.
Saul Steinberg noted that: “the study of architecture is a marvellous
training for anything but architecture. The frightening thought that what
you draw may become a building makes for reasoned lines.”14
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Although Steinberg notes the possibility of the drawing evolving
to perhaps one day become a building (and makes this point with
pessimism!), he sees the agency as transferred though the lines,
‘reasoned’ lines. (I recall your attention to the opening passage of this
dissertation, Claude Heath ruminating on the after-effect of the line, of
becoming form and being born through labour).

15. Juhani Pallasmaa,
“Towards a Neuroscience
of Architecture: Embodied
Mind and Imagination” in
Pallasmaa, J,Harry Francis
Mallgrave,and Michael
A.Arbib. Architecture
and Neuroscience. Tapio
Wirkkala-Rut Bryk Design
Reader, Espoo, Finland:
Tapio Wirkkala-Rut Bryk
Foundation, 2013. 8.
16. Mario Carpo ,The
Alphabet and the Algorithm,
Cam Mass: The MIT Press,
2011, 23.

Even in an experimental architectural drawing the lines are anchored
to an imaginal operation, drawing forth both a re-collective evocation
of space, and projection of space. “Architecture is constructed mental
space”, architect Keijo Petäjä would say.15 For Alberti, “the design of the
building is the original and the building is the copy.”16 Ultimately, we live
in drawings.
The questions, therefore, around the transparency of drawing, whether
it is an opaque object or a precursor through which the end-point of the
built is seen through, transpire from being an ‘either/or’ to being ‘both/
and’. The category of drawings comprising this research are both opaque
objects, instances of architecture, ends-in-themselves, and transparent,
in that they allude to either existing buildings or the possibilities of such.
There is a transparency to architectural drawings in that through
them something is seen, imagined. The configuration of lines is seen
through, they are cues. The particular conventions utilised set up a
triggering mechanism (a door looks like this and a window is like that).
What the drawing contains, and how skilfully and evocatively it does
this determines how well the drawing works as a transparent vehicle,
when the thinking presence of the viewer ‘fills in the gaps’ and makes it
complete, completes the field.
The minutes, the hours drawings employ a filling up of that field, to
conflate the drawing. Similarly to recording audio over and over on to one
section of tape until it becomes a wall of dense sound, this amalgam of
line and charcoal advance the subject within the drawing and forces the
structural framework to fall away. They are possibly not (for the viewer)
drawings that allow for a filling in of gaps because no gaps remain. In
the minutes, the hours, the gaps that do remain are the inverse to a
conventional drawing. It is the space that is made manifest, the gaps

are the structural and physical implications of this dense matter of
occupation.
To return to the question of translation discussed during this chapter,
what is the relationship between the minutes, the hours, and the
physical built work of George street? This question is complex, marked by
the relationships between the minutes, the hours, the related Inventory
drawings, initial and ongoing design drawings and the trajectory of the
detailing and construction of George street. All exist independently of
each other, but are naturally also in dialogue with each other.
The minutes, the hours project is foremost a set of experimental
drawings, attending to questions arising through the preceding drawing
projects. They dually have the purpose of investigating the spatial and
dimensional manifestations across the plans of the hours and the
installation of the minutes; in addition to having a function as thinking
drawings, to enable and enrich the design and functional planning of the
George street addition. The minutes, the hours does the former, exploring
spatial qualities through the vehicle of the latter, the design of George
street, but the George street design is also achieved and elevated
through the vehicle of undertaking the minutes, the hours.
Tangible aspects that made their way into the built form from the
drawings, include the overall planning arrangement and spatial use;
circulation and axes from the existing building to the addition and
circulation to the external courtyard and carport. In particular, the design
of the kitchen/dining and living area, and their relationship to the wet
areas and laundry/mud room are informed by the drawings and the
connections between areas of high use and passage and areas of
relaxation.
Initiated and developed in the drawings, these particular spatial
configurations can be seen as a result of two parallel circulation axes,
one connecting the existing residence to kitchen, dining then living (not
an unusual planning arrangement) and reinforced externally with the
path from the carport, along the glazed wall of the main circulation to
the entry via the dining area or laundry/mud room. This doubling up of
circulation, internal and external, is necessitated by the carport location,
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at 6.5m wide, only able to be accommodated alongside the addition
if the addition takes up only part of the site width. This resulted in an
elongated north-south axis, problematic for its westerly orientation but
also in providing the longest span for natural light. A balance is achieved
between allowing natural light in to the living areas with timber screening
along the west elevation, whilst the living area is articulated internally and
externally as a larger volume with raised roof and north facing clerestory
glazing, and a roof-wall wrapped form that covers the west elevation,
floating 600mm above the ground. Tectonically and materially the formal
resolution picks up on the positive/negative juxtapositions set up in
the drawings: the living area is a white box broken away from the main
elongated addition and sits above the rest of the building, perceived as
floating from the western end of the site. Vertical screening makes a shift
westward, reinforcing the external and internal circulation axes. The wet
area block is a black metal box in contrast to the main volume, which is
white, and internally the joinery units alternate between white and black
blocks.

17. Brigid McLeer,
“Empathetic Blossomings:
The ‘Drawings’ of Penelope
Haralambidou”, 23.

In the twelve hours drawings, nodes within the plan of George street
plan are drawn, probing the (projected) daily instances of use by the five
occupants. Here the parameters and constraints of the plan’s spatial
arrangement become tangible. This process distils the proposed spaces
as temporal entities, with time a physical presence registered within
space. As sites for exploratory ideas, the drawings engage indeterminacy,
a ‘not knowing’ during their making.17 Throughout the course of
making the drawings and the associated work, however, the trajectory
moves closer to an understanding of the drawings’ implications – their
provisionality as sites of malleable, undulating activity. The potentials and
parameters of the plan are not fixed through these drawings, because
the client’s needs will always be in flux. Rather, the plans are seen as
attentive to these aspects of flux, and also as segments within a larger
configuration of design intentions.
The minutes, the hours’ impact on the eventual build of George street
accounts for its spatial construct, its interior volumes and areas, and to
some degree the external volumetric and elevational resolution (these
are a close reflection of internal volumes). Initiated in the drawings are
relationships: between prevalent axes and circulation paths, circuits

connecting and distancing entry, exit, intermediate movements and
those places adjacent to these with particular functions. The relationship
between active and static moments and how these might be configured
in this new addition are relationships based in time, in movement and in
stasis. Attention to and attenuation of such fluctuations both informed
the design in pragmatic ways and enabled an enriched engagement with
drawing.

DRAWING FORTH DIMENSIONAL SPACE
The architectural drawing is traditionally different to that, say, of an
artist’s drawing. Although an artist’s drawing can be an expression of, or
representation of a three-dimensional object or space, what is produced
in an architect’s drawing is a representation of a proposition, a projection.
Our orthographic and perspectival drawing systems exist to enable
this process of communicating a three-dimensional form on a twodimensional surface. Orthographic projections (projections of one side,
surface or cut) provide an objective depiction, one that is proportionally
correct and without a singular viewpoint. The perspectival system
disables the ability to make correct measure through its proportional
reduction towards the vanishing point, but is the closest approximation to
what the eye sees spatially. The ability to transform two separate entities,
that of a three-dimensional object and a two-dimensional plane and
connect them on a sheet of paper is a quality characteristic of drawing.18
At the centre of an architectural drawing’s projective capacity is this
paradox of its dimensional containment, at once two-dimensional, and
three-dimensional.

The Minutes: Two to Three Dimensions and Back Again
As for the previous three projects, the minutes, the hours explores
and establishes registers of time and space in the drawing. In this next
iteration, the research focuses on the exploration of dimensionality in the
drawing, the operative shift between two and three dimensions, beyond
the parameters of the flat sheet.
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The minutes, the hours, is both drawing (flat, dimensionless except
for that imagined or construed in the drawing) and three-dimensional
installation. The hours drawings, transferred over to the minutes, (60
cut timber panels) takes on breadth and volume, of the timber panels
themselves, and of the aligned, adjacent floor space of the installation.
The minutes, the hours relies on the spatial field of the gallery, more
so than the previous project light register, which, whilst also working
within the structure of the gallery space, remained operational over the
flat surface of the sheet, the projected image itself also was a flat entity
albeit arriving at its destination from across the room.
The minutes, the hours and the final project following on from it, Fivefold,
(along with all the associated Inventory drawings) consider the thematic
of the last phase of this research: that of drawing forth dimensional
space. The second example I proposed in the Introduction in relation
to the complexity of line was Lucio Fontana’s Spatial Concept ‘Waiting’
(1960). Fontana’s cut canvas simply and subtly showed the line to have
a dimensionality. Usually considered to be flat, considered to be a
compression of what it refers to and conjures, Fontana excised a volume
from it. And a volume not only in our apparent, three-dimensional world,
but in giving the cut a depth in-front and behind the canvas, positioned
his line across a tesseractial, four-dimensional world. I will return to this
point in Part 4. Fontana made apparent something that is inherent in the
line, the operation at play in every architectural drawing, the containment
of further dimensions.
In his cut, the line does not operate like that of Long’s A line Made by
Walking. It is not (primarily) a record of movement, not a register of time,
but takes more specifically the operation of the line as an edge, as a
mediator between two states, the spot where a condition changes. In
Spatial Concept ‘Waiting’ the conditional change is one of volume, that is,
it is dimensional. In the minutes, the hours, the stencil cut-outs similarly
indicate edges of conditional change, between where a wall might
end and the space it creates, begin. These cuts/lines are resurrected in
different stages, in the twelve hours drawings they articulate solid and
void, potential physical form and space. In the minutes, they amount to
60 timber cuts in black, ticking off time, and also, in the fallen panels
which more acutely enter the physical space of the gallery, are the

absent and excised parts of the stencils, which signified the occupied,
lived space within the addition. The cuts here are edges, which alternate
between dimensional states.

18. Jesen Tanadi, Athanasiou
Geolas, and Thomas Gardner.
The Draftery Fig.03: lines that
then disappear in the
building of it. The Draftery:
Providence, 2013.

19. Tauba Auerbach often
refers to her work in this
way, as seeking either a
higher fourth dimension, or
alternating somewhere inbetween dimensions.

20. Seth Sieglaub Xerox

Book. NY: Seth Siegelaub,
John Wendler, 1968.

21. Ibid, 70.

The title of a recent Draftery publication (Fig.03, 2013) expresses this
fluctuating nature – to what lines define in an architectural drawing – and
which the minutes, the hours explores: “lines that then disappear in the
building of it.”18 Exploring the transitions between the drawing and the
effective disappearance of these lines through the enactment of building,
The hours drawings show the underlying compositional arrangement
that makes up the planning which in turn either reinforce or amend the
decisions behind those original arrangements. The property of line that
appears in the conventional architectural drawing as edge condition,
evolves over the course of the minutes to detach itself from the edge to
eventually vanish as it becomes solidified as physical form.
This oscillation between dimensional states invokes the presence of
an in-between, a spatial notion of dimensionality, that exists not in
the drawing (2-d) nor building (3-d), but in the projective possibilities
between them. A momentary state, grasped mentally, of space
occurring somewhere between the second and third dimensions, a
2.5th dimension if you will.19 Or, by extension, the presence perhaps
of a further, fourth dimension, not the fourth dimension conventionally
referred to as time, but a higher state alluded to as an extension of the
third dimension.
Douglas Huebler made a set of drawings, which explored the spatial
possibilities of the flat page, over the course of 26 pages in Seth
Siegelaub’s Xerox Book (1968).20 The drawings were minimal schema,
lacking embellishment, a combination of dots and/or lines and with
descriptive text typed out below.
On the thirteenth iteration, three dots are shown in a line, labelled A,
B and C. The following text is given: “B represents a point located one
inch ahead of the picture plane, A and C represent two points located
on the picture plane.”21 Through the addition of the line of text, Huebler
suggested that the identical points are in fact different, although they
seemingly all exist on the surface of the paper, the dot in the centre,
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22. Eduard A. Vasquez, “Fred
Sandback’s Perspectives”, Art
Journal Vol. 71, Iss. 3, 2012

B is actually an inch above the page. “Huebler defines the bounded
space of the page and also the projective capacity of language, as his
drawing actualises an immaterial presence apart from the picture plane,
its spatial illusion framed by language rather than by space itself.” 22
The spatial illusion is framed and described by language, language being
the way we can communicate the spatial possibilities of the page, but
in addition to language in Huebler’s construct is the act of cognitive
conjuring. The text sets forth the instruction which describes the relative
spatial positions of the dots A, B and C, but the page inherently needs
to be able to contain more than just its two dimensions. This imaginative
leap is possible through the operations of drawing and its dimensional
collapses and expansions on the otherwise flatness of the sheet.
If I can take these ideas further along the lines of speculation, the ideas
with which the minutes, the hours, grapple: inferences of other spatial
dimensions operating between the flatness of the plan and re-workings
of that plan in other dimensions; and how this spatiality is compressed
or expands through drawings is the starting point from which the final
project Fivefold emerges. This will be further discussed in Part 4, The
Inter-dimension: Spatial Concept, Waiting.

75 Douglas Huebler, Xerox Book, Plate 13, 1968
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PA R T 4
The Dimensional In-between:
Spatial Concept, Waiting
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INVENTORY # 41 - 57

2 Inventory #41, 2014

3 Inventory #42, 2014

INVENTORY 41 - 42
Folds
These two Inventory drawings explore how an abstracted section of a plan
might be folded in certain ways to pick up on dimensional characteristics of
the drawn lines. Inverted images from Light Register are printed, folded and
then the paper is scanned so that the folds again appear flat.
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5 Inventory #44, 2015

6 Inventory #45, 2015

4 Inventory #43, 2013

INVENTORY 43
Line to form

INVENTORY 44 - 49
Line to form V.2

This Inventory drawing simplifies the line to form transformation that Thin/

These ‘six’ Inventory drawings (really 3 drawings in two states) are a physical

Thick 1 & 2 and Carroll/Green Exploration 3 began, in the earlier stages of

version of Inv. 43. Their line to form translation takes place through their

the research. Here the transfer between line and plane is shown over these

alteration from flat card to folded out panels. This alters their dimensional

five iterations. At each point the line extrudes and gains more volume. Or, in

makeup from ‘drawings’ made up of the finest cut lines to starker models,

reverse, a form loses its mass and gains its structural lines.

the folded areas revealing the white paper beneath. The lines discard their
singular dimensionality in support of their formal transformation into
planes.
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8 Inventory #47, 2015

9 Inventory #48, 2015

10 Inventory #49, 2015
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11 Inventory #50, 2015

12 Inventory #51, 2016

INVENTORY 50
Line to form V.3: tesseract

13 Inventory #52, 2015

require an anamorphic viewing as the panels on the RHS drawing are shaded
and can only be seen from an oblique angle.

This drawing is based in part on playing with the perception of space that
a dark background, are themselves a play on a figure/ground arrangement,

INVENTORY 51 - 56
Line to form V.4: tetrachromatic

comprehending the spatial characteristics of the drawn lines is made difficult

These wireframe/single line axonometrics were developed from more

because of its flatness. Without render to the planes, or shadows, the drawn

detailed design drawings for the Rankins road project. Though they have

lines are seen without a dominant structural pattern – it’s hard to determine

no structural information to them, they explore the physical constraints of

front or back, making it more difficult to order them into a logical form. The

the addition to Rankins Road (discussed further in this chapter) – the width

lines remain as individual elements. This drawing is set up as a diptych and

and height of the two level addtion, and its placement in relation to the side

Albers’ Structural Constellation series subverted. The drawing, white lines on
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15 Inventory #54, 2015

16 Inventory #55, 2015

boundaries and rear lane. This external ‘thread’ travels in the same way
that the black joinery and steel ‘thread’ component of Rankins makes its
way through the house from old to new. These drawings shift this unfolding
thread from inside to outside and from black to CMYK components. As the
different iterations play out, the K component (black) doubles up in spots and
echoes the threading undulations of the internal joinery thread.
17 Inventory #56, 2015
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PART 4:
THE DIMENSIONAL IN-BETWEEN:
SPATIAL CONCEPT, WAITING

FIVEFOLD

18 Inventory #57, 2016

INVENTORY 57
Z axis the final Inventory drawing
There are key aspects of Inventory 41 - 57 which made their way to inform the final project, Fivefold.
The folding and linear drawings, Inv. 41- 50 all employ dimensional changes between the linearity and two-dimensionality of the
line occurring as the line is required to indicate a fold, change direction or make a cut in material. This is a further development to
the line used through the stencils Inv. 28 - 32 and became the conceptual framework for Fivefold. The axonometric as spatially
ambivalent and elusive construct pushed these compression/expansion ideas which were also further worked through in Fivefold.
Again, an alternate reading of line using wireframe, through the digital drawings exploring extrusions of line in Inv. 51 - 56,
highlights alternates between line as indicating edges (the double storey form, the edge of the site) to becoming a dynamic
element of the drawing manifesting aspects of movement.

Fivefold is the closing project of the PhD. It explores a drawing, extracted
from the drawing processes for a small architectural project, Rankins
Road, and takes this simplified drawing through several iterations
across differing materials and dimensions. Fivefold is concerned with
the perception of dimensionality across drawings, the inference of
three-dimensional forms, and back again. It takes the dimensional shifts
explored in the previous project, the minutes, the hours, a step further,
or perhaps, a step (diagonally?) aside. In the minutes, the hours, the final
form of the installation component: the combination of the wall piece and
floor segments (made up of some 90-odd separate pieces) attempted a
dialogue between the dimensionality of drawing and the dimensionality
of physical form. Fivefold enlists these same concerns and attempts to
work somewhere between these, to be at once two and at once threedimensional.
It is the only drawing project undertaken (other than the Inventory
drawings) which was not prompted by a formal external exhibition or
conference outcome. Aligning it with Inventory, an ongoing drawing
practice, and divorcing it from a set outcome in a gallery provides the
work with a more tentative nature. It is a reinterpretation of the aims of
the minutes, in particular, but also seeks to progress these aims through
making work which utilises some non-conventional architectural and
drawing materials, namely brass, and plays out inter-dimensionality in a
tangible manner.
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AXONOMETRIC
The drawing convention employed for the previous projects was the plan,
and similarly some Inventory drawings and associated design drawings
to Fivefold continue design thinking through the plan. However, Fivefold
departs from this framework by exploring the axonometric and isometric
drawings and diagrams, and in a looser way, the Fivefold ‘drawing’ itself.

1. Merriam-Webster
Dictionary, http://www.
merriam-webster.com/
dictionary/axonometric,
accessed 9.3.2016
2. trimetric: none of the three
angles are equal; dimetric:
two angles are equal;
isometric: all three angles are
equal.

3. Roderick J. Lumsden,
“The Moving Occulus”, in The
Mobility of the Line: Art,
Architecture, Design. By
Wingham, Ivana. Basel:
Birkhäuser, 2013, 182.

4. Ibid., 182.

space and correspondingly given their own points on the two-dimensional
surface in relation to the first point and so on. As a consequence of this,
there is a complex spatial dimensionality to an axonometric. Because
it must achieve this depth (in parallel planes) on the one flat, twodimensional sheet, there is a perplexity inherent in its configuration. The
visual field of the axonometric is able to oscillate between foreground
and background, enabling an aspect shift between perceiving spaces
as concave and convex, turning space inside out, or outside in. This is
somewhat less of an issue in a perspective drawing because perspective
utilises a diminishing geometry toward a vanishing point/horizon line.
The axonometric, in contrast, remains true to Euclid’s fifth postulate by
never allowing parallel lines to meet (always travelling parallel to infinity
although ‘infinity’ is a concept shown only through its absence in the
axonometric, whilst the perspective does show it, ironically, at a point,
the vanishing point).

The axonometric (a combination of the Greek word axon, axis and
metric, to measure)1 is a drawing technique utilising parallel projection.
The object is rotated on an axis in relation to a picture plane or base line,
creating a three-dimensional view of the object. The drawing can be
trimetric, dimetric or isometric depending on the three angles between
the lines comprising the axonometric axes. 2
An axonometric provides access to both interior and exterior of an
architectural form, plus takes in the full height of a space, whereas a
plan is primarily concerned with showing the interior. A plan also shows
only limited depth, concentrating distinctly on the features lacerated
by its horizontal cut and to a lesser extent everything below and even
lesser extent, everything above (although features occurring above the
cut are given dashed or dotted lines usually in a lighter weight). Plans,
sections and elevations, showing one slice through an object or building,
or one plane, therefore are inherently two-dimensional drawings.
Perspectives and axonometrics, however, additionally show depth and
so show all three dimensions: length, breadth and depth; the x, y and z
co-ordinates. The axonometric differs to a perspective in two distinctive
ways, however. It maintains a stable and objective view of a form in
contrast to the subjectivity at the root of the conventional perspective,
taken from a particular observer in a particular location. Secondly, and of
more significance to the axonometric’s spatial complexity, lies in the way
that depth, the z co-ordinate, is shown, which is through the projection
remaining parallel. Ivana Wingham notes: “Drawing a three dimensional
structure onto a piece of paper involves a certain loss of information,
as, however we go about it, an infinite number of points in the original
structure will appear at the same point on the paper. This coalescence is
the core property of a projection.”3

An axonometric drawing uses a framework of rules where a point in
(actual, three-dimensional) space is assigned and given an ‘image point’
on a two-dimensional surface.4 Other points relative to the first point in

5. Mari Carmen Ramírez,
“Between Transparency
and the Invisible: Gego’s
In-Between Dimension”, in
Gego, Mari Carmen Ramírez,
Museum of Fine Arts
Houston., Museo de Arte
Latinoamericano de Buenos
Aires., Biblioteca Luis-Ángel
Arango., and Drawing Center
(New York N.Y.) Gego:
Between Transparency
and the Invisible, Houston:
Houston Museum of 		
Art, 2007, 31.
6 Brendan Fay, Volume
17, 2007 Permalink: http://
hdl.handle.net/2027/
spo.0054307.0017.109)

Visible examples of this come in the form of Oskar Reutersvärd’s Triangle,
the Penrose Triangle and the Necker cube, impossible figures, situated in
the territory inhabited by many M.C Escher’s spatial conundrums, where
our perception is compromised through the loss of our reference points.
In his Graphic Tectonic Prints series (1941-1942), Josef Albers limited
himself to using one graphic element: the straight line. He based this
decision on his conviction that: ”horizontal and vertical lines are the most
two-dimensional and therefore the most non-spatial graphic elements.”5
In another extended series of drawings and paintings, made from
1925 to 1956, of white lines on black backgrounds and titled Structural
Constellations, Albers introduced a third axis absent from the ‘nonspatial’ Graphic Tectonic Prints. Structural Constellation offers
contradictory readings, following a line, you find the form depicted
couldn’t possibly exist in real space6 (further exacerbated by the use of
isometric projection for their construction). The Constellations stutter
between states of perceptual flatness and spatial depth, demanding
continuous reappraisal. Why Albers employed this trickery of spatial
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19
Oscar Reutersvärd,
Impossible Figure,
1934
20
Roland Penrose,
Triangle, 1950
21
Louis Necker, Cube,
2010

19

20

21

spatial realm reminiscent of Albers’ Structural Constellation, lines of
white against the ominous blackness of deep space. For Ida, who must
figure a path in order to reach a certain point, the journey is presented
as the conundrum intrinsic to Albers’ constructions. This is harder than it
might sound, for to move across this structure requires an understanding
of depth. Either you are moving towards another path or you are not.
The paths may appear to form a three-dimensional space, but all points
and all lines are of course on the one plane, and the concepts of ‘above’
and ‘below’, ‘behind’ and ‘in front’ are slippery. They waver. The flatness
of the plane or screen unites all parts of the drawing – all parts are
foreground and background.
By using the isometric as the projective instrument for all the
architectural spaces in the game, the designers play upon the duality
of this drawing system: the structures are at once simple to perceive
for the layperson (this is why so many online game structures utilise
axonometric conventions to build their on-screen architectures)
yet enable the axonometric’s inherent ambiguity to come into play,
intensifying the plus/minus effect, literally, in the case of Monument
Valley, as integrant of the game itself, a spatial antagonist.

illusion might have to do with situating these paintings amongst his
other work. In Homage to the Square, Albers made numerous paintings
of various colour configurations and mutations, setting up colours
against colours and allowing them to optically mutate depending on their
relationship to each other. With similar minimal economy, the Structural
Constellation paintings optically mutate but here they do so through
either achieving, or denying, spatial depth. His agenda seemed to be one
paying supreme attention to constructing perceptual ambiguity, achieved
through the conflict between two separate, but connected, states.

To conjure depth on a two-dimensional surface has always been the
problematic undercurrent in depicting things of three dimensions onto
surfaces of only two. The simple element enabling the connotation of
dimensionality in these spaces, in projective drawings, is the diagonal.
Place two rectangles near one another on a page, and they are two
rectangles. Join their corners with diagonal lines, and you place space
between them.

These works serve as perhaps the most germane example of exercises
in spatial ambiguity, most pertinent not only in their rarefied appearance
and production method, but for their number: varying with slight
permutations; figuring an assemblage, constellation like, of rectangular
and square objects (outlined) in space.

Receding backward, or pushing forward, this z-axis is the mechanism by
which one plane, one wall, one path, can be constructed to sit in position
somewhere relative to another position. Albers’ Structural Constellation
showed that much about projective drawing operated on faith – every
particle of the drawn line exists in the flat plane of the surface it is
inscribed upon/within. Yet, for the drawing to work as a depiction of a
three-dimensional object – though all lines are equal on that plane – a

When Ida, the silent heroine of Ustwo’s acclaimed game Monument
Valley reaches the penultimate level within Ida’s dream, she enters a
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22 Josef Albers, Structural Constellation, 1954

hierarchy of line must operate to dictate which aspect of the drawing
sits behind another, what constitutes foreground and what constitutes
background. The architectures of Monument Valley effectively collapses
then expands this plane, the spaces Ida walks within behave, accordionlike, in the in-between-ness between dimensions, we could call it the
stutter of dimension 2.5.

7. Seth Sieglaub Xerox Book.
NY: Seth Siegelaub, John
Wendler, 1968, 76.

Huebler again illustrates this in sheet 19 of his Xerox Book experiments:
five identical vertical lines are shown, labelled beneath each one are the
letters A, B, C, D and E. The statement at the bottom of the page reads:
A represent a 1 inch line located exactly on the picture plane
B represents a 1 1/8 inch line located at a 60degree angle to the
picture plane
C represents a 1 3/8 inch line located at a 45degree angle to the
picture plane
D represents a 2 inch line located at a 30degree angle to the
picture plane
E represents a 3 5/8 inch line located at 15degrees to the picture plane.7

23 Douglas Huebler, Panel 13, Xerox Book, 1968
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RANKINS ROAD
The architectural project which is the basis for Fivefold is a small addition
to the author’s own house in Kensington, Victoria. The house is shared
with my partner and our two small children. Similarly to those typical of
the inner city of Melbourne, the house is limited to two bedrooms, and
there is no separate dining area. Clearly an ongoing problem of both
claustrophobia and pragmatics when considering both adults also work
from home. The dining table, located in the lounge room (the central
room of the house), also doubles as locus of family dining and also PhDrelated workspace. The eventual wearisome negotiation of demands over
this humble dining table necessitated a move to the front bedroom for
writing-related activities, and to an outdoor laundry that was converted,
during the course of the research, to include a long desk so that drawing
work could be done. (One has to remember to not run the clothes dryer
when any drawing work is present – the air, heavy with condensation –
does not make for a good match with paper.)
The architectural works comprise the removal of the existing rear: an
(indecently!) tiny kitchen and the laundry/studio (which can only be
accessed from the rear garden). The available space is small – some
6400mm of width and 9000mm of depth to a rear lane which bounds the
property to the east. The existing kitchen and laundry are to be removed,
and the addition will extend to the wall of a small outhouse which
previously housed an external toilet (in non-working order and which was
eventually removed in favour of the additional storage space it afforded).
The rear wall of this outhouse will remain (the rest will be removed) and
form the new boundary to the addition, making available a new space
running the width of the site (6400mm) and depth of 4800mm, enabling
a kitchen and dining area, with a mezzanine level (7600mm wide)
comprising studio, a small third bedroom and small en-suite bathroom.
Through incorporating a mobile storage unit, which divides the studio
from the bedroom, the two mezzanine rooms can effectively change
dimensions. The mobile unit can be pushed back to the western wall,

24 Fivefold/Rankins journal drawings, 2015

RANKINS ROAD

thereby making the entire mezzanine into a studio space. The unit can
alternatively be moved, say 3000mm eastward, providing a three meter
wide bedroom (when required) and four meter wide studio space. This
flexibility enables the studio area to remain both separate and functional
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even when the third bedroom is occupied. If a greater amount of
workspace is required for the studio, the storage unit can be sent back
against the wall to provide an uninterrupted seven meters of length to
the studio.
These seemingly simple design solutions were arrived at only through
making countless drawings, most often small, untidy things, and loaded
with dimensions, littering sketchbooks, but also the Inventory drawings
of this time. When you live and work in the structure you are intending
to extend, the ability to measure and test and draw then measure and
test again is both infinitely handy whilst also being continually distracting.
Through these drawings, the ideas of the Fivefold elements emerged
and took shape. These elements make up a black thread, moving through
the house, and articulating certain features across five instances. The
thread is at once a straightforward path of travel, and also contains five
architectural features that emerge from this thread. They are a direct
result of making certain drawings, which mediated those aspects of time
and space discussed in the earlier projects.
For George Street, the method of using in-situ concrete and formwork
to construct the walls of the existing residence informed aspects of the
design and construction of the addition and particularly the techniques
(stencils, charcoal, tape transfer) employed to make the minutes, the
hours project. The evolution of the hearth in Rankins Road likewise takes
two elements of the existing building and re-uses them in the new
construction. One is the existing central fireplace, the new fireplace/
hearth joinery unit is superimposed on the original location, and the
glazed bricks making up the existing fireplace and mantle are recycled to
form the base plinth for the new fireplace joinery unit. The other element
re-emerging within the new design is the wall to the outhouse, which
will remain and become refigured as the easterly extent of the addition.
Using traces of the previous incantation of the residence within the new
represents the origin of the building, the initial design and life of the
home. The spaces become ones in a state of persistent evolution, not
only containing both the old and the new, but in transforming the old into
the new, making mnemonic connections to the past, and enabling the
making of new histories. This reconfiguring situates the project across a

wider trajectory of time, enabling a fabric of duration to encompass the
spaces.
The addition will sit adjacent the living room, the wall between the
existing kitchen and living room will be removed and the existing
fireplace and mantle between them reconfigured to enable visibility and
connection between the new kitchen/dining area and existing living area.
The original fireplace will be re-configured and now integrated within a
joinery unit, the hearth-unit, acting as central focus to these two spaces,
both dividing and connecting.
This hearth unit forms part of a sequence of black steel elements
threading through the addition. The thread begins at this point of division/
connection between old/new, where the existing house ends and new
construction begins. Constructed of bent steel (powder-coated black)
and timber, the fireplace is re-integrated and re-figured as a glass box
within the structure. The 600mm wide steel sheet folds down and is
set into the floor to create, literally, the threshold at floor level between
the floorboards of the existing living room and that of the kitchen/dining
area in the new construction, forming a start line (if you like) which then
snakes through the rest of the addition. This sequence of elements
articulates the breaks and joins between the old, the new, the inbetween and the either-or.
Components:
01. Central hearth unit and threshold (connects to 02);
02. Kitchen joinery with external steel window box-frame;
03. Steel staircase to first level mezzanine (connects to 01 & 04),
terminating as floor threshold (connecting to 04);
04. (Mezzanine) black timber working platform (running the width of the
mezzanine) and
05. (Mezzanine) black joinery storage unit on castors, moveable to either
increase or decrease studio/bedroom configuration.
Conceptually, the sequence of black components constitutes a physical
diagram, outlining both a path through different spaces of the addition
whilst blossoming to articulate the particular nodes and parameters of
use. On a pragmatic level, these nodes contribute to the amenity of the
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25 Journal drawing, 2015

26 Rankins Road Axonometric, 2015
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spaces, and are a direct result of the drawing sequences (continuing on
from all previous project drawings) made as part of the Fivefold work, of
registering the mobile occupant across space and time, and as such are
an explicit reflection of the functional requirements of each space and of
the unity of the addition as whole.
The black working platform will incorporate 6 large plan drawers for
holding drawings, the main engine room of the addition and heart of
the studio space. The drawers are composed of 3 units (2 drawers per
unit) measuring 1000mm wide x 660mm deep (to accomodate A1 sized
sheets). The units can be arranged within the working platform in various
configurations, for instance, side by side across the length of the desk
or stacked on top of each other. It is intended that these drawers will
form part of the final exhibition and examination, and will be laid out to
form a platform on which certain drawings could be shown. The drawers
themselves will contain a repository of PhD paraphernalia: publications;
catalogues; the detritus accumulated from making the drawings (fineliner pens, charcoal and stencils); the postal service envelopes and inner
cards. In containing these articles, all discretely active and important
instruments in the making of the drawing projects, profoundly connects
the exhibition, the final point of the research, to the working platform of
the future Rankins mezzanine studio. This establishes a temporal thread
joining the work of the practice, advanced in the PhD, to the work of the
practice in the future.

TEMPLATES
The projects of the first phase of the research, Carroll/Green; Scott/Castle
and the mid-phase: Light Register were all made under circumstances
where control over the drawings figured largely in their production. The
projects of the last phase of the research include an intermediary as
part of their making and materiality – the minutes, the hours, utilised
laser and mechanical cuts and the use of stencils and Postal Service, as
discussed in the previous chapter, were drawings made at a distance and
without the physical and direct involvement of the hand. Similarly, the
final project of the research, Fivefold, involves a distinction between hand
and drawing. Indirect methods of making through digital templates and

acid etching are used to make aspects of the Fivefold work.

8. I am indebted to artist
Peta Kruger for her advice on
technical issues in relation to
acid-etching on brass, which
is a technique she often uses
in her jewellery making.

Having been developed on paper through isometrics and plans, the final
drawing for Fivefold is re-drawn in Illustrator, making a digital file, in effect
a template. This is an extremely simplified drawing, as the resulting brass
form will need to be folded by hand. From this file a further, working file
was developed which enabled a sheet of brass (0.4mm thick) to be acid
etched. From this sheet, the Fivefold form was then pressed out and
folded in several spots to make a three-dimensional model or ‘drawing’.
The process is one of drawing form out as a flat object, on to the twodimensional surface, so that later that same form can be excavated back
out as a three-dimensional object.8
Fivefold is made up of three separate elements. The template, which
exists in two formats, firstly as a digital drawing and secondly as a brass
sheet where the drawing has been etched. The Fivefold form, having
been pushed out of the template, leaves a brass sheet now devoid
of the ‘absent’ drawing. The third element is the Fivefold form itself,
folded out from the brass template. It becomes three-dimensional, but
retaining some of its former characteristic as drawing. Assembled, it is
an approximation of the main volumetric and formal characteristics of the
addition, highlighting in particular the double level of the addition and the
circulation spine.
The process of assembling required very delicate handling of the brass
sheet. It was bent in some parts and folded to 90 degrees in others, with
the help of jeweller’s blunt-end pliers and a steel rule. Bandaids needed
to be at the ready, in addition to a polishing cloth, as the brass would
quickly show the results of this physical handling with the appearance of
a constellation of finger prints. As a prototype, there were several things
that would need tweaking for any future versions. The scores made
where the metal needed bending were not deep enough and additionally
required some end cuts to further assist with folding, and so the bends
did not turn out as sharp as I had intended them to be in some parts of
the model. Similarly, I wanted to include within the model the black steel/
joinery sequence, but my attempts ended up looking far too rounded and
required skills beyond mine to wrangle into neat folds (some pieces were
only a few centimeters long).
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The Fivefold form is comprised of one single sheet of cut brass, moving
from flatness to volume through the manipulation of the material by
folding and bending. It is at once a three-dimensional object, with
depth across three axes, but is still apparent at times as a drawing,
wedded to its two-dimensional state. It shifts between dimensions,
depending on the angle of observation. It can read, in space, like a twodimensional linear drawing, the brass elements of the form appearing as
lines or alternatively achieve depth as solid boxes or planes.
Whilst photographing the work, I placed the form next to a version
of itself in its flat state. The juxtaposition of the two was interesting.
In casting a shadow on the surface it was sitting on, the form model
extended aspects of its two dimensional former state onto the paper
as shadow. At the same time, the fact there was a shadow at all gave
testimony that it was no longer a drawing, reinforcing it as solid, as
three-dimensional. At times, depending on the angle of light, the flat
brass cutout would sit alongside the shadow cast from the form, and the
Fivefold model would appear as echo to the flat cutout, and appear as
drawing again.

9. Ivana Wingham, Mobility
of the Line: Art, Architecture,
Design. Basel: Birkhäuser,
2013, 25.

This intermediary materiality in the process of making Fivefold effectively
closes the gap between conceptual speculation and material reality.
What is drawn in template is directly what is cut out in brass. There is
something closer to a 1:1 transfer between the template drawing and the
Fivefold ‘expanded’ drawing. Alberto Perez Gomez notes the congruence
afforded by seamless transitions between prevailing technologies:
“for something drawn in 2-D to be precisely executed in 3-D, already
the commonplace expectation today prevalent for the fabrication of
architecture through CNC machines, closes the space between the
architectural idea and what gets fabricated by the tool”.9 This might be
an answer, or perhaps simply brings about further questions, in relation
to Evans’ position on the gap between drawing and the result of that
drawing.

use of unconventional model or drawing materials. It was a process,
particularly for Fivefold, that relied on strategy rather than a virtuosity of
drawing.
Sam Jacob’s recent installation One Thing After Another (2016), provides
a similar conceptual framework through which to discuss Fivefold
(which had already been completed at that time). One Thing is a study
in translations across media and across scales. An existing humble built
structure, a garden shed, is digitally scanned in 3D, and then this data
is used to reproduce the shed again using digital fabrication techniques
and a CNC router. Three ‘versions’ of the shed sit within each other like
Russian Dolls, similar, yet different. The original sits within the largerscale digitally fabricated one, whilst inside the original shed sits a smaller
scaled version of itself. Although by directly scanning the garden shed,
it was possible to arrive at a close translation of the original, the three
sheds, so situated, argue the point of such an exercise in the first
place. Though possible with present-day technologies, what does such
seamless transfer tell us? The original shed is made from timber slats.
Its larger, digitally fabricated version is made from Verolith (a type of
volcanic stone), with reflective mirrors lining the interior surface. The
intrigue in this project is not in the individual artefacts themselves, but
in the relationships between them as the same physical object changes
size and changes materiality. This shed is something that Jacobs was
obviously very familiar with, yet this study highlights aspects of this
structure that otherwise would remain lost in this familiarity.
It is this process of dismantling a familiar construct that was the urge
behind Fivefold. Those processes of drawing on the two-dimensional
sheet the imaginative concept of a three-dimensional possibility, and
the relationship this drawing has to both the restrictions and projective
possibilities of the page, are broken down across the stages of Fivefold.
From drawings to template to form, these dimensional shifts move the
drawing into the next spatial possibility, whilst also retaining aspects of
its former state.

Unlike the earlier projects of this PhD, which required a sustained and
physical drawing process, Fivefold invoked drawing as a technology,
exploiting the mechanical properties specific to new drawing
technologies: digital software and interfaces; laser/acid etching; the
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28 Rankins Road Perspectives, 2015
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30 Rankins Road Perspective, 2015

29 Rankins Road Axonometric, 2015
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34 Rankins Road Perspective, 2015

32 Rankins Road Perspective, 2015

33 Rankins Road Isometric, 2015
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36

38 Fivefold template, 2015
35
Fivefold drawing,
2015
36
Fivefold template,
2015
37
Fivefold template,
with parts removed,
2015
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39 Fivefold template, 2015

40 Fivefold form, in progress, 2015
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COMPRESSION AND EXPANSION
		
The techniques and architectural conventions of graphic projection
remain embedded on a two-dimensional platform. The third dimension,
however, is one that is imaginary in the drawing, illusory. Between the
flat drawing, depicting or exploring a volumetric spatial form, and the
perception of that flat drawing as one containing three dimensions, is an
imaginal field of operation, of expansion and compression.

11. Yves Alain Bois,
“Metamorphosis of
Axonometry”, Daidalos,
September, 1981, 40-41.

In parts 1 and 2 I discussed how an engagement with the technique and
transposition of the conventions of drawing can draw forth the imaginal
– draw forth time and draw forth space, corporeal and visible, in the
drawing.

10. Mari Carmen Ramirez,
“Between Transparency
and the Invisible:Gego’s InBetween Dimension”, 32.

Fivefold (similarly to the minutes, the hours) is concerned with the
dimensional attributes of the drawing, how the three-dimensional form
sits latent on the page, within the drawing. It does this through taking a
cut through several drawing occurrences: beginning with a drawing; then
deriving a template from that drawing; then making a physical form from
that template; to then compress that drawing back again, to a flattened
state. It is a field of operation perhaps best described as one of interdimensionality, construing an imaginative occupation of the drawing,
based on the oscillation between its state as flat geometric arrangement
and projected volumetric potential. This back and forth between the
second and third dimensions, between the drawing and the volumetric
projection it implies proposes a liminal and tensional space exemplified
by the in-between.10
Central to these operations is the use of the axonometric, a drawing
technique that, unlike the perspective, provides the opportunity for
infinite projection of its parallel diagonals. The visual cone and pyramidal
structure that is created with the making of a perspective, with its
apex (the horizon/vanishing point) either behind the object (the position
adopted in the West) or in front of the object (i.e. in our eye, the position
adopted traditionally in the East) presents a completed, closed spatial
experience. Because those diagonals never meet in an axomonetric,
space is presented as unlimited, infinite.

12. Richard Difford,
“Conversions of Relief: On
the Perception of Depth
in Drawings”, The Journal
of Architecture, Vol 19,
Number 4 (2014): 493-494.

13. Richard Difford, “Proun:
An Exercise in the Illusion of
Four-dimensional Space”, The
Journal of Architecture, Vol 2,
2 (1997): 138

14. Ibid.,128.

A re-birth of the axonometric as an experimental drawing tool emerged
after 1923,11 when artists and architects alike utilised the axonometric’s
fundamental ambiguity and its abstract qualities. Richard Difford has
enquired into the subject of dimensional ambiguities and expansion
over several essays, particularly with reference to the work of Lissitzky
and Van Doesburg and their exercises in conjuring a potential fourdimensional space. Lissitzky and Van Doesburg’s work brought
experiments with depth perception into focus as an architectural
concern, most significantly for architectural representation, projecting
lines into the foreground of the picture plane as well as in to the
background, taking on drawings that were simultaneously flattened
and shallow, and three-dimensional. Difford elaborates: “The spatial
ambiguities contained in figures such as the Necker cube point the way
to more complex forms of space in which the inherent contradictions
between the two-dimensional representation and the implied threedimensional form are made explicit.”12
Because the axonometric lacks perspectival depth, their drawings and
paintings float between orthographic flatness and the spatial extendability
provided through parallel projection.15 Lissitzky’s Prouns included colour
and the temporal in that they needed a mobile subject for their viewing,
and played with the idea of further dimensionalities, the cube turned
on end, quadratic, extends spatial boundaries into an impression of
four dimensions. Lissitzky’s achievement was thus to utilise movement
in the observer as a basis for spatial cognition. Not movement per-se,
but the possibility of creating new spatial relationships in the mind of
the observer.13 Lissitzky and Van Doesburg had both an interest in the
mechanism that underpins pictorial representation and a determination
to harness its potential to create new kinds of spatial experience. In their
use of axonometry, the idea was not to make infinity visible, and not
necessarily to make four-dimensional space plausible, but rather to make
it thinkable.14
Lissitzky and Van Doesburg’s explorations had their basis in Charles
Hinton’s studies of the fourth dimension. Although a topic far too
complex for anything more than a simple overview in this research,
it is worthwhile discussing in brief the concepts surrounding further
dimensions. The three dimensions (with time as the fourth) we are
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15. Richard Difford,
“Developed Space: Theo van
Doesburg and the Chambre
de Fleurs”, The Journal of
Architecture, Vol 12, Number
1 (2007): 82 - 83.

dimension hyperspace.

conventionally acquainted with in our understanding of space and time
within architectural design, and also in our treatment through the various
stages of interactions on the two-dimensional surfaces of the page or
screen, are taken as requisites within drawing conventions.

The idea of the fourth dimension of space extending away in a direction
at right angles to all the directions in three-dimensional space, in effect
is a higher space with a more ‘complete’ representation, whereas lower
dimensions could be conceived of as less complete ’shadows’ cast by
higher space forms onto lower space worlds. In effect this translates
to a compression of space at each (lower, and fewer-dimensional) level

Hinton was a mathematician and theorist, and from 1910, began
developing a system by which a perceptual understanding (even if not
formal) of the fourth dimension might be possible. Poincare had pointed
out that our three-dimensional spatial understanding was prefaced on
geometry, and that geometry itself was independent of experience, being
conceptual and symbolic. “Experience does not prove to us that space
has three dimensions, it only proves to us that it is convenient to attribute
three to it … So the characteristic property of space, that it has three
dimensions, is only a property of our table of distribution, an internal
property of human intelligence, so to speak.”15 Hinton’s four-dimensional
object was a four-dimensional cube, which he termed the tesseract.

16. Ibid., 83.

17. The term ‘hypercube’ was
first proposed by William
Stringham in 1880.
18. Auerbach, Anthony.
“Structural Constellations:
Excursus on the Drawings of
Josef Albers c. 1950–1960.”
PhD diss., Slade School of
Fine Art, University College
London, 2003.

Hinton’s fourth dimension was not to be confused with the fourth
dimension as described by Relativity theory, as the dimension of
time, the dimension most commonly understood as merging the x, y
and z dimensions within its temporal flux. Hinton’s fourth dimension
was a further spatial possibility - the space of three dimensions as we
understand it extending in a new direction, perpendicular to the threedimensional space we occupy.16 An example of how one could conceive
of space with a fourth dimension begins with familiar geometric
dimensions and how they might be figured in a drawing. Beginning
with a point (of no dimensions), if it is moved along any direction, the
point makes a line (one dimension). If the line is then moved in any
direction perpendicular to itself, it now makes a plane in the shape of,
say, a square (2 dimensions). If that flat square plane is then moved
perpendicular to itself again, you arrive at a cube, a solid form (3
dimensions). The next step requires the cognitive leap: if you take that
cube and move it once again, in all the directions perpendicular to itself (6
directions, one for each ’surface’) you get a four-dimensional object, also
termed a ‘hypercube’17 or Hinton’s tesseract.18 Just as a line contains an
infinite number of points, and a plane contains an infinite number of lines,
a solid contains an infinite number of planes, then the cube is just one
of the infinite number of solids that could be contained within a fourth-

of representation. Closer to the operations at work in fivefold and the
minutes, the hours is this further analogy by Claude Bragdon, which
describes an alternative way to consider a fourth dimension:

19. Claude Bragdon, A
Primer of Higher Space.
Rochester, NY: The Manas
Press, 1913, 16-17. Italics
added.

Think of the fourth dimension, not as a new region of space – a
direction, as has been said, towards which we can never point
– but as a principle of growth, of change, a measure of relations
which cannot be expressed in terms of length, breadth and
thickness. If we go back to the consciousness limited to the two
dimensions of a plane – the objects of our world (3-d objects)
passing through his plane world would manifest their third
dimension as a principle of growth, of change, and as a measure
of relations which could not be expressed in two dimensions.
The changing cross-sections which they traced in the constituent
matter of this plane in passing through would alone be in
evidence. These, appearing, waxing, waning, would seem …
organised into forms mysteriously endowed with an inherent
power of change, expansion, contraction. (For example) A cone
passed apex downward through a plane. It would appear first
as a point, expanding to a circle and this growing circle would
suddenly disappear. All of these modifications of form would
be caused by the gradual involvement of the third dimension
of the cone into the two dimensions of the plane - they would
be a temporal expression of the cone’s extension in that third
dimension.19
The relationship between a two-dimensional drawing and a threedimensional form it points to, in Fivefold (and to a lesser extent in the
minutes, the hours) operates in a similar way. The drawing from which
the template for Fivefold is developed, and the template itself, configure
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drawing. He effectively shows what are slices of an image, similar to
how a plan is a horizontal slice through a volume, the section the vertical
slice, the elevation a slice taken at some distance and so on, illustrating
that the flatness of the page as a momentary capture of a form passing
through it and registering itself as it encounters the page, as a twodimensional drawing. This encounter is necessarily a reduced image, at
one instance, but Huebler, across his experiments, shows that what is
at stake is a larger understanding of the inherent capacity of the page to
contain and infer all of these dimensions whilst only effectively operating
in two.

a two-dimensional arrangement, within which its three-dimensional
capacity is contracted. The above analogy conjures an image of the
three-dimensional Fivefold form passing slowly through the drawing and
imprinting it with an image of itself at successive cuts. For Fivefold, the
cuts are compressed within that one image, the one template. In such
a way, the durational and temporal nature of time, too, is compressed
within the template because the interpretation and perception of the
three-dimensionality of the Fivefold form requires the use of motion (the
form passing through the flat template/drawing) as a mechanism of time
into space and space into time. The plan, a two-dimensional image, is
a cross-section through which the three-dimensional form has passed,
enabled with the function of time.

20. Ibid.,18.

21. Ibid.,18-19.

About the Fivefold form, then, does another latent potential fourth spatial
dimension hover? Bragdon further explains: “If, then, as thus appears,
the third dimension could manifest itself to a consciousness limited to
two dimensions as a sequence of changes in two dimensional objects
which required time for their unfoldment; then, by analogy, a fourth
dimension, which would be spatial extension in some new direction
at right angles to the three known to us, would manifest itself to our
perception equally as a time change.”20 One manner of conceiving the
fourth dimension therefore is as space changing in time.
We’ve come full circle to a consideration of time, again, in the equation
of dimensionality, although not as a fourth alignment of an axis alongside
which the x, y and z co-ordinates operate, but where the concept of
further spatial dimensions (expansions on the three we have come
to take for granted), requires time, or, more specifically, motion or
movement as a translator of time into space, or space into time.21
If we consider once again Huebler’s Xerox Book experiments, we see the
perfect visual example of this idea of lower dimensions as shadows of
higher, more complex ones, and perhaps our recognised third dimension
as a condensed version of further spatial possibilities.
Huebler’s process here represents the projective ability of the drawing,
its capacity for spatial depth, a spatial illusion. His successive sheets
show the dynamic of time at play in the cognition of space in the

22 Claude Bragdon,
Projective Ornament.
Rochester, NY: The Manas
Press, 1915 and
A Primer of Higher Space.
Rochester, 		
NY: The Manas Press, 1913.

In retrospect, Hinton’s theories of further spatial dimensions were not as
far-fetched as might first appear. Questions pertaining to the commonly
held ideas about the characteristics of space and the characteristics of
time were abundant and evolved from philosophical enquiries to the
subject of mathematics and physics as well as amongst artists and
architects. Van Doesburg had discussed a further dimension in relation
to two aspects not usually associated with geometry: colour and space,
which had first been advanced by Helmholtz in the 1870’s. Similarly
Bragdon wrote two tomes on the fourth dimension22 and the subject was
adopted with gusto by cubists, futurists and suprematists. The proposal
of geometries (n-dimensional geometries) other than Euclid’s in the
second half of the nineteenth century and Einstein’s Relativity theories
(1905, 1915), made way for the relationships and characteristics of spacetime to figure prominently in scientific fields.
Martin Gardner, in his book The New Ambidextrous Universe (1964)
claimed the possibility of a four-dimensional world, but acknowledged the
limitations of our capacity to think it:
We find it impossible to conceive of a thing existing without
extension in three spatial dimensions and duration in the one
dimension of time. Perhaps with the right sort of training, or in
some future age when the mind of man/humans has evolved
into a more powerful tool, one might learn to think in four spatial
dimensions. At present we cannot do so. We see the world
through our space-time spectacles: one lens is one-dimensional
time, the other is three-dimensional space. We cannot visualise
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23. Martin Gardiner. The
New Ambidextrous
Universe: Symmetry and
Asymmetry from Mirror
Reflections to Superstrings.
3rd rev. ed. New York,
NY: W.H. Freeman, 1990,
157.

24. Richard Difford,
“Developed Space: Theo van
Doesburg and the Chambre
de Fleurs”, 83.

25. Martin Gardiner. The new
Ambidextrous Universe. 157.

26. Daily Galaxy, ”Space as
4D” http://www.dailygalaxy.
com/my_weblog/2012/04/
weekend-feature-space-is4d-theory-claims-that-time-isnot-the-4th-dimension.html,
accessed 16.7.2015, author
not credited. Also:
Michael Brooks, “That’s Odd:
Quantum Entanglement
Mangles Space and
Time”, New Scientist, 27
April, 2016. https://www.
newscientist.com/article/
mg23030710-500-thatsodd-quantum-		
entanglement-manglesspace-and-time/ 		
accessed 30.1.2016.

in our brain the structure of a hypercube or any other 4-space
structure. We can only visualise 3-space structures that endure –
which move along the single track of time.23
Interestingly, the four-dimensional cube was one of the first forms to
be explored using computer graphics in a modelling application by
A. Michael Noll in digital computer art and Thomas Banchoff in his
mathematically based research into dimensions beyond the third,
both producing simulations which allowed for the rotation of a fourdimensional cube in real time in digital space.24
Although computational and mathematical techniques are able to
uncover the properties of forms in higher Euclidean spaces (spaces of
further dimensions such as fourth dimensions) our framework for the
spatial make-up of our world is fixed within Euclidean three-dimensional
space, which is underpinned by the forward movement of time.25 Even
for Hinton, this four-dimensional world was essentially a higher world, out
of reach, our three-dimensional perception being similar to a shadow cast
of a four-dimensional reality.
Since Gardiner first made the above statement, the relationship between
space and time has undergone constant modification and revision, the
trajectory moving away from the idea of time being a fourth dimension.
Time might operate in the perception of a fourth dimension, but it is
probably not a fourth axis to that of x,y and z. Claims of ‘Space as 4D’
emerged in the latter part of the twentieth century and have a strong
stake in contemporary physics and neuroscience, with some recent
theories challenging the long-held idea that our brains keep an internal
clock, (referred to as the “pacemaker-accumulator” model) and instead
proposes that the brain represents time in a spatially distributed way.26
So, although we think of events as occurring in the past, present or
future, this structure may only be our way of representing time to
ourselves cognitively. The theory proposes that if time, as a factor, is
removed, an alternate understanding of time is through recognising
changes. Sensory data and other physiological information are
represented in the brain by networks of neurons. When the brain
detects changes in those networks and neural populations, they are
considered as physical, material change, so we experience material

27. Ibid.

changes in space, not time, once and for all dismissing time as the
fourth dimension.27 At the very least, if time is displaced from a (fourth)
dimensionality, it could be viewed not as a dimension nor as a continuous
entity but one that is marked by separate instances of changes in states
of matter (in space).

28. Most notably Aflalo
T. N. & Graziano M. S. A.,
“Four-Dimensional Spatial
Reasoning in Humans”, A
Journal of Experimental
Psychology: Human
Perception and Performance,
2008, Vol. 34, No. 5,
1066–1077
29. Michael Brooks,
“That’s Odd: Quantum
Entanglement Mangles
Space and Time”.
Termed entanglement or
‘spooky action at a distance’
where changes made to
one quantum particle could
effect a change in another
some distance away, pointed
to this being not a result or
consequence of the way the
experiment was conducted,
but toward it being an
intrinsic function of nature.
30. Ibid.

There are numerous cognitive studies identifying the ability for human
subjects to spatially navigate a virtual four-dimensional space.28 Even
more recently, scientific experiments on the ‘entanglement’ (also referred
to as ‘spooky action at a distance’) of quantum particles, that is, a
change made to one in one position in space occurring instantaneously
to another in a completely different location.29 These provided clear
results but also an anomaly. In the quantum world, what constitutes the
space-time relationship, or, our perception and intuitive sense of how the
physical world works, our understanding of space-time, does not apply.30
An alternative structure of space-time?
An example of a divergent conceptual spatial structure is the
understanding of vision in terms of our trichromatic system of colours.
There are some 16.7 million possible colours in all, however, a fourth
colour dimension, beyond the red-blue-green spectrum has been
shown to exist across other species – almost certainly in some species
of birds – and also, very rarely, in humans. It is potentially available
only to women, as it is genetically fixed to the X chromosome. Most
humans are trichromats, and have a visual system comprised of three
types of photoreceptors cross-connected to three colour channels,
the combination of which creates our visible colour spectrum. Our
vision requires three dimensions to represent this colour spectrum.
Tetrachromatic vision, however, requires an extra variable that modulates
every one of the colours in the spectrum, and requires a fourth
dimensional colour ‘space’. Tetrachromats don’t necessarily see other
colours divergent from our colour spectrum, they are simply better at
seeing colours, and the distinctions between colours, than trichromats.
Varela provides an analogical insight into what such higher dimensional
colour ‘spaces’ might be like: “We could imagine, for example, that our
colour space contains an additional temporal dimension. In this analogy,
colours would flicker to different degrees in proportion to the fourth
dimension. Thus, to see the term pink, for example, as a designator in
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31. Francisco Varela, Evan
Thompson, and Eleanor
Rosch. The Embodied Mind:
Cognitive Science and
Human Experience. New
York: MIT Press, 1993, 183.

such a four-dimensional colour space would be insufficient to pick out a
single colour; one would have to say rapid-pink.”31 Perhaps Lissitzky was
on to something with the Prouns, by including the aspects of colour and
motion, in his attempt to make way for a more defined and complex way
of drawing.

dimensionality, in this case a third dimension of depth providing volume.
The diagonal line on the flat plane of a drawing is a projection drawing
of a dimension coming off that plane, in the same way Albers’ Structural
Constellations flit between a foreground face and background face of a
cube, coming either in front of the plane of the drawing or behind it.

The key shift in thinking and also in work process that become apparent
through making Fivefold, is that a consideration of a ‘fourth’ spatial
dimension, might not necessarily be one that is ‘beyond’ the spatial
configurations we are familiar with. Higher or richer spatial dimensions
might somehow be contained and compressed within our visible space,
similarly to the four-dimensional space in the field of colour reception and
perception in tetrachromatic vision, where it is believed the fourth colour
space would most likely sit between the red and green colour range, not
outside the spectrum, but within it. The minutes, the hours, and more
distinctly Fivefold, in playing out a drawing across states of different
dimensions, attempts to access this consideration of an inter or fourthdimension, coiled within the operations between the two-dimensional
drawing and a three-dimensional form bearing a 1:1 relationship to that
drawing.

The mechanics of the diagonal become the incisions in the template
(derived from ways to transfer depth into the form) and give rise to the
folds in the form, revealing the two dimensional flat plane of the sheet (or
screen) as one through which form – the idea of form (the imaginatively
perceived and projected form) – travels through, with dimensional
possibilities on either side. The Fivefold form leaves a trace, the drawing,
on a sheet or template, but as part of that drawing, compressed within it,
is always its back and forth, inter-dimensional capacity.

At each instance, the Fivefold drawing, template and form captures,
points toward and holds latent, a further or next spatial possibility. This is,
of course, one of the assumptions underlying the technique of drawing
in architecture – the operation of cross-dimensionality is at the core of its
projective capacities. What Fivefold probes specifically is the extraction of
the next dimensional possibility and then a return of this possibility to the
former artefact.
The relationship between drawing, template and form extrudes the
potential building (for which these are all, in a way, preparatory works),
pointing toward a richer, potent form. The exercise of tracing ‘back’ these
lesser, ‘shadow’ dimensional works – a form, a template, a drawing –
accentuates their capacity for holding within themselves their further
expansion.
Earlier in this chapter I discussed the operation of the ‘z’ axis in
architectural drawing, the diagonal line which is the portent for a further

What of the ‘space’ of Fivefold? Defined by the brass planes of the
model or through the inverse relationship of solid to void in the template,
though it might seem inconspicuous, it is nonetheless present.

32. Mari Carmen Ramirez,
“Between Transparency
and the Invisible:Gego’s InBetween Dimension”, 23.

33. Ibid., 42.

Expanding the Fivefold drawing through the Fivefold form enables the
limitations of the paper plane to be surmounted through its expansion in
the form. Within the form, space is sustained, intrinsically invisible but
now haptically present. It becomes as much a part of the Fivefold form
as its brass accompaniment, in fact it is the brass armature of the form
that gives the sense of spatial presence a visibility. This extends further
to the space around the form. Similarly to the ‘fallen’ floor panels of the
minutes, it is the interplay between the suspended form of Fivefold
and the space around it which instigates a back and forth between the
(artificial) drawing plane and the actuality of space.32 This is reconciled
in the further plane of space that is created between the work and the
viewer. The work casts shadows, intercepts and interacts with light. It
changes upon movement. It is this relational position that operates as
the vehicle for the in-between dimension. Without this mediating plane,
the form remains flattened and abstracted.33 All these aspects – light,
shadow, movement – contribute to imbue the Form with spatial depth
within the (further) unlimited depth of the room and provide a resolution
between flatness and volume.
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34. Eduard Vasquez, “Fred
Sandback’s Perspectives”,
Art Journal, Vol. 71, Iss. 3,
(2012).

35. Auerbach, Anthony.
“Structural Constellations:
Excursus on the Drawings of
Josef Albers c. 1950–1960.”

In a final comment on Huebler’s Xerox Book drawings, Huebler brought
up the importance of enabling an attentive mode of imagination: “I’m
asking (the viewers) to consider it (the truth of the written statements),
but I don’t insist that they believe it. I’m offering it up for consideration
... it’s partly a representation of a way in which one may speak of visual
phenomena ... it’s a phenomenological discussion, it could be true and for
an instant you may consider it true.”34
The final project of the PhD, Fivefold is my attempt to take the interdimensional speculations begun with the minutes, the hours, one step
further along the journey. Fivefold plays with the idea of conjuring a
further dimensional attribute to drawing. If Fivefold could (even just
conceptually) efface the boundary between two and three dimensions,
then by analogy it could imply the potential for re-imagining the boundary
between three-dimensional space and beyond and allow for further
perceptions and understandings of space.
As Poincare surmised, if our concept of a three-dimensional universe
is an internal property of the mind, we limit our understandings of our
spatial frameworks and any further spatial richness to those we inherit
through convention. Because architectural drawing is mediated by
geometry (specifically Euclidean), in which is embedded the idea of
three dimensions (x, y, z) and underpinned by time as a constant, fourth
dimension, the equivalence between geometry as a logical deduction
and its demonstration through the mechanism of depicting and figuring
spatial constructs is maintained through our conventions of drawing.
As a self-fulfilling construct, this graphic demonstrability reinforces
the correctness of this geometric structure as a true reflection of both
reason and the physics of space.35 With discoveries of non-Euclidean,
or n-dimensional geometries and further mathematical and scientific
advancements around the area of Space/Time, the cogent structure
within which drawing conventions are based resides in presumptions
about space and time which are increasingly less supported by science.

36. Sam Jacob interviewed
in “Sam Jacob: Serious Play”,
Davidge, T. Architecture AU,
http://architectureau.com/
articles/interview-sam-jacob/
accessed 12.11.2015.

37. Jeremy Till, Architecture
Depends, 112.

the page or screen, (then this operation) foregrounds architecture as a
representation, even when real, when it takes the form of a building.”36
It is of benefit then to understand both the limitations, and the potentials
in the tool of drawing in mediating the emergence and perception of
space. We might live in drawings, but does it necessarily then follow that
we draw buildings? All we might be drawing are our ideas.37
Fivefold suggest a dimensional characteristic of the liminal, uniting
the contradiction across both discrete states: of the flat drawing
plane; and the dimensional, volumetric form. Although Fivefold does
this predominantly in a conceptual way, it gives attention to the interdimensional operations and transferability of the line and provides richer
possibilities in the way we think space through. Though it may remain a
physical impossibility to experience further hyper-spatial realities, (albeit
which can be virtually experienced), Fivefold opens the door to a practice
model which encourages the use of such speculative enquiries to
summon richer spatial characteristics, fourth or inter-dimensions, if only
to inhabit them in our minds, and, hopefully make room for a more fluid
concept of spatial thinking. It could be true and for an instant you may
consider it true.

Sam Jacob observes: “Our long-practiced geometric structure is the
one entailed in the conventions of architectural drawing … whereby
an imagined, volumetric, dimensional form is thought and worked
through and then ultimately represented onto either the flat surface of
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45 Fivefold form, (detail), 2015
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CONCLUSION:
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This dissertation began with an introductory statement describing the
project work as an exploration of the role of the drawing as a site for
exploring and expanding spatial thinking in the architectural field.
This PhD has provided the opportunity to take a critical journey of
the place and potential of drawing in my practice. It has provided an
augmented tract of time for exploratory drawing, an activity often
truncated or sidelined in the course of commercial practice. It has
enabled a sharp and sustained focus, predominantly independent of the
usual client – architect obligations.
Beginning with the statement made in the introduction: I don’t yet
know what drawing can do, I don’t yet know what drawing can be,
this research marked a personal journey to firstly figure the place of an
expanded drawing practice and to look within that drawing practice to
explore the operations at the core of my spatial thinking through drawing.
As an integral part of my practice, drawing is an ongoing activity, always
evolving. The projects comprising the research themselves form part of a
thread of drawing work within my practice, which, just as it existed prior
to the commencement of this research, will not terminate with the close
of the PhD. Under these parameters, the work has been made in the
spirit of enquiry, offering interpretations and putting forward considered
deductions about what the activity of making the project works, and their
subsequent circulation, has drawn forth.
In light of the evolving nature of drawing itself and its role within my
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practice, it is not the aim of this concluding chapter to offer fixed
conclusions, nor definitive resolution. However, I would like to address
these concluding comments through a discussion of key developments
which occurred.
Firstly, developments across the initial research questions and themes;
secondly across the works themselves in terms of technique and
methodology; thirdly how I believe the work of this research makes a
contribution to knowledge in this field. Finally, I would like to conclude
this chapter discussing the altered role of drawing in my practice, and the
future course of my practice.

THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS, RESEARCH THEMES: REFRAMED
The research questions asked:
Firstly, what role can a critical engagement with drawing play in
mediating the perception, registration and emergence of space?
Secondly, what can be revealed about designed space and the
occupation of that space that is conventionally not attended to, nor
prominent in the drawing? Through such a critical and active engagement
with drawing during sketch and design phases, the research speculates
on how space itself (and its inter/further dimensionality) along with time
(not conventionally attended to in the drawing), might be drawn forth.
Lastly, through this engagement, how can drawing become further
enriched and by extension, the production of both built and un-built
architecture?

accumulation of those lines providing a visual and physical matter to
space. The accumulated lines registered aspects of amenity that would
otherwise not be apparent in a plan. Most significantly, the drawing
also registered the activity of the occupant, the mobile subject, over
time, and so infiltrated and marked the otherwise blankness of space.
Light Register additionally articulated the temporal flow of the occupant
through its video overlay. The ‘negative’ print making up Light Register:
negative projected this temporal occupation to infinity, of space as dense,
a physical stockpile of time.
These first three projects of the research addressed the question above
through exploring drawing techniques that would privilege space. As
Whiteread and Nauman had done with their casts of negative space, the
drawings attempted to reverse the blankness attributed to space within
the drawing. One method by which the drawings came to do so was
through the operation of time. Time, on the one hand, as key element in
the methodology of making, allowing for an immersive drawing practice
that was slow, repetitive and meditative. Time on the other hand as the
subject itself of architectural drawing and therefore space in the drawing
can be approached as more than a geometrical inference.
Central to the trajectory of the project work was the question pertaining
to that element – space – which is (surely) a primary subject of
consideration of the architectural drawing. As we begin to draw forth,
imagining, figuring, and manipulating space as our drawings move
through concept, to sketch drawings to design drawings: how to draw
architectural space differently? Could space, conventionally depicted
as an absence in the drawing and read only through implication, be
refigured/re-postulated to have a presence in the drawing?

During the first stages of the research, the initial aim was to engage with/
in drawing, the primary aim being to draw space differently. This required
a reappraisal of how a traditional plan conveys the idea of ‘space’, and
how space could be registered in a drawing, entailing a different method
of approaching drawing, approaching drawing ‘space’.

Part 1 and Part 2 articulated a response to these questions through the
discussion of the projects Carroll/Green; Scott/Castle and Light Register,
and also the Inventory drawings, which were begun toward the end of
Scott/Castle.

The Carroll/Green and Scott/Castle drawings explored ways of visualising
space. Based on the conventional plan, the drawings were produced
through marking repeatedly over extended periods of time, the

These drawings, begun as plans, moved away from the conventional
framework of the plan and refigured the subject matter shown. The
transition between the instrumental nature of architectural drawings,
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depicting the physical parameters of space, to a reversal of the absence
associated with space in the architectural drawing, enabled the elusive
element of ‘space’ to became apparent.
Carroll/Green and Scott/Castle made use of the line, the complex
instrument of motile character at service across all types of drawing.
The line traced non-physical and experiential elements: the occupant, as
a seismographic instrument recorded in the fluid and static acts of daily
habituation, along with other atmospheric incurrences and influences.
The line took a different primacy in the drawing, it traced the presence
of the temporal. The line figured not as a singular slice through the life
of an architectural structure, but an accumulated presence, cumulatively
unfurled. Amassing time, amassing line. The drawings became dense
with time and consequently ‘space’ took up a physical presence.
I described this as an active state of drawing, where time figured
prominently, firstly outside the drawing in the conditions required to bring
the drawing about, and within the drawing, as materialised (subject)
matter. This active state of engagement constitutes an ‘imaginal’ zone,
where I draw in a uniquely tripartite time, situated in the present moment
of drawing whilst excavating previous embodied spatial encounters
through memory, and projecting, into some future time, the imagining
of how the spatial arrangement I am drawing will come to be used.
An empathetic involvement with the occupant, understanding their
negotiations within space, engaged with temporally, accumulating
through all the minute instances and actions of their day, foregrounds
this attention to both how drawn lines are affected, and how they effect.
Architecture becomes the evidence of the affect of drawing (we draw
from our embodied experience and knowledge of the past) and the effect
(informing the lines we make, which will inform the spatial experience of
the user in the future).
During making the minutes, the hours, a significant shift in thinking
and method occurred in relation to the research themes. During this
project, the use of stencils for the hours as a technique to apply the
charcoal was initially a functional solution to control the unstable dust.
The stencils were then used again to formulate the arrangement of the

minutes panels and pick which panels would ‘fall’ from the arrangement,
appearing as three-dimensional intrusions into the gallery space. The
stencils operated across two and three dimensions, on the one hand
reflecting strategic aspects of the plan from George Street, and on the
other hand their absent ‘voids’ became the physical pieces on the gallery
floor, with depth and volume.
This represented something in addition to making the ‘absence’ of space
apparent in these drawings. The idea is that these representations of
space themselves held a changing dimensionality, either compressing or
expanding, but always having the characteristic of an in-between state.
This observation, coming with clarity through making the minutes, the
hours, provided a significant development in the consideration of space in
the drawing.
If the projects of the first phase of the research operate as instruments
in making visible both time and space within the drawing (evoking an
imaginal capacity in making visible the negative of space and making
visible the register of time); then the projects of the latter part of the
research explored this field of inter-dimensionality. This focus was a
shift from how space could be perceived in the architectural drawing
to how space, or depth, is contained in the two-dimensional drawing,
compressing and expanding. The minutes, the hours and Fivefold
attempted to capture the notion of the ‘in-between’ dimension active in
the drawing and possibilities of further spatial layers within drawing.
This dissertation locates the project work in two sections: the first
phases of the research which consists of the following projects: Carroll/
Green; Scott/Castle and Light Register, plus the associated drawings
contained in the Inventory project which spanned most of the duration
of the research. The latter phases consisted of: the minutes, the hours
(drawings during the process of George Street); Postal Service; Fivefold
(drawings during the process for Rankins Road) and their associated
Inventory drawings.
The recognition of this divergence between the two aspects of the
research suggested a refiguring of the overall framework. Drawing forth
imaginal space, and drawing forth dimensional space.
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This is not to say that these themes remain restricted only to those
particular projects, the concepts of imaginal space and dimensional
space are explored across all the projects of the research, however those
particular sub-headings assist in articulating the discrete shifts between
the earlier and latter projects of the PhD, reflecting the developments in
thinking made through the work.

attention of these effects could enrich the design. Space made apparent
is a reversal, if you will, of drawing conventions: a function of occupancy;
a recognition of ‘lived’ space and of understanding space as alternating
matter, in flux. Jeremy Till believes:

The development of the research themes from making space evident in
drawing to exploring the dimensional layers within the drawing requires a
re-framing of the following research question:
Drawing’s dimensional containment is examined in the relationship
between the flat, two-dimensionality of the drawing and the implication
of depth (three dimensions) in the drawing. How can exploring this
spatial depth elicit a richer understanding of the transfers between these
two states (of represented and implied) and enable further and richer
potentials of space?
In Parts 3 and 4, this engagement with an imaginal zone through the
activity of drawing underpinned the continuing Inventory drawings which
in turn informed the next drawing projects, the minutes, the hours, Postal
Service and Fivefold, along with initial designs of George Street and
Rankins Road.
The path taken for the minutes, the hours initially circumscribed initially
similar drawing techniques and strategies to the earlier projects, but
along with Fivefold, thematically, the dominant focus became an enquiry
into the dimensional containment of the drawing.
In those earlier projects, the conventional idea of ’space’, as that absent
entity contained and defined through built parameters, was manipulated
to provide space with a material presence in the drawing. This was done
through the recognition that space, at least the space that we consider
when we consider architectural space, is the result of embodied activity,
and to make this apparent required the register of these embodied
activities, taking place across spans of time. The lines in their massing
become these registers. Space is registered in its effects. It is not
a stretch to then consider that in designing, a consideration to and

1. Till, Architecture Depends,
109.

There is no absolute analogy between what we are drawing
and what gets built, and that the space of experience is much
more than simply visual, or much more than a geometrical entity.
A bit of meditative thinking would lead us to the conclusion
that indeed what makes lived space significant has little to
do with what we believed it to be when we were plotting our
architectural drawings.1
The minutes, the hours and Fivefold extend the concerns of the research
through probing the concept of space in the drawing as a function of
geometric projection. The two-dimensional plane of the page or screen
– through the diagonal – coming forward, projecting backward. For the
inference of the third dimension to work in a drawing, the line must
contain this projective capacity.
The minutes, the hours and Fivefold expressed this through the
juxtaposition of drawings with expanded forms of that same drawing.
The hours and the Fivefold template contain the 1:1 trace of the previous
incarnation, with the Fivefold form at once holding the impression of
both two and three dimensions at once. The manipulation of space here
occurs not through making it present as physical matter in the flatness of
the page but expanding its parameters: the line; forward and backwards
in dimensional shifts; allowing space to flutter, expanding and collapsing
between (and beyond).
These final works also make a return to the conceptual field of the earlier
works – that along with architectural space and time, (the operation
of) richer or liminal dimensions are all elements that can be elicited in
drawing, within drawing. Providing a further function to drawing as a
conceptual site for thinking through the concerns of architecture and not
only as framework for communication.
A further significant shift occurred in the latter projects of the research
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(discussed in Parts 3 and 4). The line had, for the earlier projects,
most often been used to articulate a mobile occupant. Moreover, the
line was not an end in itself, but also a means of facilitating access
to an imaginal zone, an active and immersive state of drawing. In the
minutes, the hours, Fivefold, and related Inventory drawings, the line
began additionally to operate as delineator of the relationship between
dimensions. The line performing as end condition, the cut, or point
where a physical object changes direction or orientation. As it had
enabled space and time a physical presence, making visible their invisible
qualities, for the projects of the latter phase of the research the line
figured prominently as embodiment of the x, y and z axis, particularly
with emphasis on the oblique ‘z’ dimension enabling depth. A return to
its conventional assignation.

sense it can be argued that each of the projects employ and elicit this
mode of attention, offering a model of practice that moves beyond the
contained conventions of drawing to ask more and draw forth more from
this use of drawing as a thinking tool in design.

Across all the projects, line provides the operating focus and also the
point of departure for the methods of spatial research. So significantly,
in fact, can the line facilitate the impression of spatial depth, that it
provides a rich vehicle for the conceptual and visual means of not only
representing but also making apparent the lines’ inherent dimensional
and projective properties.

The themes outlined above only emerged during the course of the
research. The understanding of the contextual framework of the first
three themes (time, space, grids) evolved through making the projects
Carroll/Green, Scott/Castle, Light Register and Inventory. The three final
themes emerged from making Light Register and gained definition
as concerns of the research (and the final projects) only at the time
of making the minutes, the hours and through the reflection of the
research work to date at my final (completion) presentation at the
Practice Research Symposium. Even though they offer a simplification
of the themes through which the projects might be discussed, they
provide a point from which to compare the work as emerged through
dissemination of the work through writing this dissertation.

Rather than thinking of the works which constitute the scope of
this research as exercises aimed at producing the experience of a
building, a future incarnation that the drawing might point to (in the
way a conventional architectural drawing might do), they should be
seen as a way of invoking a particular mode of attention. This mode of
attention occurs firstly in the making, the immersive and active state of
engagement with drawing. It then translates to the perception of that
finished work by an audience.

2. Sonit Bafna, “How
architectural drawings work –
and what that implies for the
role of representation in
architecture”, Journal of
Architecture, Volume 13,
Number 5 (2008), 559.
3. Ibid. 546

Roger Scruton argued that meaning is derived in representational works
of art through fusing the direct appraisal of the work with a mental
construction of the subject matter itself, derived from memory, from past
experiences.2 Sonit Bafna proposes: “This is a sustained engagement
and comes about from reading a drawing that is made in an imaginative
mode, where we don’t construct a mental image of a building, the
experience of which is then judged, but rather we perceptually engage
with the actual drawing by adopting a specific mode of attention.”3 In this

To return to the key themes of the research as outlined in the
Introduction, they were categorised across these six areas: time
(operating in making the drawing and separately as a concern to make
evident in the drawing); space – the invisible/visible; casting: diptychs
and reversal of negative space; grids (the mechanics of perfection/
imperfection and x, y, z); temporal leaks and activated space; dimensional
transformations (compression and expansion systems) and finally the
operations of line from trace to edge.

The above themes consider the work through different categories. What
has become evident to me through disseminating and discussing the
drawings is that all of these aspects exist in the projects conjunctively.
In fact, it is in the relational aspects between all of these elements
operating in the drawing works that the drawings came to exist in the
form that they did. Particularly across the themes of making a ‘lived’
space evident in drawing: both time and space are enmeshed, one arises
from the other. The dimensional transformations are a further layer to the
investigation of making space apparent in drawing.
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UNFOLDING:
DEVELOPMENTS ACROSS METHODOLOGY,
TECHNIQUES AND THEMES

to drawing project marks the changing concerns of the research and
also reflects the development of physical and technical skills within my
practice. They can be described under the following areas:

Methodology

Technique: Material, production method and format

Although their function would encompass that of being a thinking tool
through all stages of projects in addition to their being representational
and communicative tools, drawings within my practice were
predominantly in service to a building project, a physically built outcome.
The methodology of the drawing practice has evolved over the course
of the PhD into one where the drawing projects existed solely as
explorations in themselves. Through the project work of this research,
this emphasis shifted distinctly to drawings becoming self-referential,
detached from their conventional instrumental nature. To illustrate this,
the drawings of the first projects still remain recognisably ‘architectural’
drawings, they still hold to the framework, even if subtly, of a plan
or perspective. The drawings of the latter half of the research (Light
Register, the hours and Fivefold) bear less relation to orthographic
drawings.

Over the course of the projects these three aspects underwent a change
from the production materials and methods of the earlier works to the
latter works of the research.

Along this journey, the drawings collectively reached a point that I would
not have imagined at the outset of the PhD, drawings bearing little
relation to conventional architectural drawings and in Fivefold, to 2-D
drawings at all. In the removal of their instrumental nature, the drawing
projects are freed from their representational mandate, free to further
other interests. Despite their liberation from their instrumental purpose,
the drawings remain none the less architectural, for they contain
architectural concerns.5 Those interests become the drawing itself.
Contributing to an understanding of ‘lived’ space over physical space,
this expanded drawing method contributes to a richer understanding
of embodied and lived space over physical space, and the potentials
of drawing which can then be folded back into the design process to
provide new ways to articulate and discuss drawing.
Over the trajectory of the research, the drawings employed a range of
procedures and techniques. Their evolution of these from drawing project

The earlier projects used materials in keeping with conventional drawing
practices: ink, pencil and watercolour. They were drawings on paper,
although from Carroll/Green to Light Register the drawings went from
a more conventional A0 to the 3.4m expanse of Light Register. The
drawings were predominantly plans, except for a perspective in the
Carroll/Green suite. The method of realising the work remained the direct
application of media to paper.
In the latter projects of the research, beginning with Light Register:
negative, the drawing methods utilised less hands-on and traditional
approaches. Light Register: negative was a composite photo, reversed
and then printed on photographic paper. Charcoal was used in Light
Register and was the prevalent material in the minutes, the hours.
This differed distinctly from the control available with pens and ink,
and required the use of stencils. The minutes and Fivefold made use
of different tools and technologies, a laser cutter, spray paint, and acid
etching via digital template. The earlier projects concentrated on the
orthographic of the plan, Fivefold utilised the isometric with its depth
projection.
Perhaps the most significant shift in technique over the trajectory of the
project work occurred over two strands, firstly in the context of the use
of the line, and secondly in the method of making.
As was discussed earlier in this Conclusion, the role of the line diverted
from delineating built form, the edge conditions of the built, to one
seismographically inscribing the path of (otherwise elusive) details, most
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particularly the mobile occupant. The line shifted, it might seem, to a
return to marking an edge - although no longer as a line but a distinct
cut in the fabric of form, describing the volume within the drawing and
making inherent its dimensional compressions.
In light of the initial concerns of the research for exploring time in
the drawing, the operative of time was a crucial parameter in making
the drawings – they were of extended durations, and repetitive
accumulations of line. Precise and fine line-work which required time
and attention. The material realisation of the latter projects became more
technologically based. Photography, film, photographic printing and
digital templates all required a different relationship of hand to artefact.
This relationship culminates in the direct 1:1 relationship of drawing
(digital template) to the acid-etched brass sheet, a literal transfer and
wedding of intent to outcome. The latter projects were released from
the extenuated, physical and repetitive drawing process of the earlier
projects because their focus became more conceptually based. What
was being sought (the dimensional containment of space), unlike time
and space made evident, was something that could be explored through
a physical manipulation of the ‘drawing’ (the fallen panels in the minutes,
and the Fivefold folded out form) and through the juxtaposition of the
different states of drawing alongside one another. The works contained
the idea intrinsically in their making, just as the concept of time made
apparent in the earlier works was intrinsic to their making. A letting go of
the drawing, if you will, to return to drawing.
At the start of this dissertation I stated that drawing was a mode of
paying attention. The course of this research has shown me that the
projects themselves are valuable within the scope of my practice not
because the interpretations provide definitive conclusions or answers,
but because they move my critical thinking to a further point, to the next
‘problem’.

Themes:
Drawing Forth: the Imaginal (Time) and the Dimensional (Space)
The drawing projects of this research have attempted to think through
concepts about space within the drawing. They have prompted an
enquiry into drawing: of perceiving, of representation, of thinking.
The projects offer two ways of reading the drawings:
1. As drawing forth imaginal space (through the operative of time) and;
2. Drawing forth a dimensional space.
At the start of every drawing and design project sits the underlying
concern: how to avoid the curtailment of thinking, too quickly, in a
project. The work of this PHD supports the position that to reach a
nuanced and considered understanding of the design of space through
making a drawing is dependent on an attentive engagement.
The particular methodology of the drawing projects made through the
course of this research is one recasting the relationships between the
elements of conventional architectural drawing. The resultant drawings
are experimental and atypical, but only in relation to the expectations
we may have of drawings and how they relate to architecture. For
my practice, however, these projects have been the perfect vehicle
for thinking through the concerns of the research: of the tangibility of
space, the presence of time, the liminal and dimensional layers of space
contained within the drawing. The methods utilised resist the usual
representative modes in architectural drawing, and most significantly,
the device of the simple line is used in distinct contrast to its use
conventionally as representative of built form. Although other specific
cues or coda in the line work and making of the drawings may be
arbitrary and a drawing may not take the same trajectory again, the use
of line to make space and time apparent in the drawing has emerged as
a distinguishing coda of the works. Through this attentive engagement
with the drawing, I set up certain conditions in the drawing whereby
I’m situated in a cosmopoetic tripartite time: the present active drawing
state working within the operation of past mnemonic recall and
projected future form. In so doing, I get to that space imaginally, and
the understanding of space is cued.
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To enrich the thinking process at the commencement of every project,
it is necessary to constantly question the assumptions that traditionally
underlie drawing, a tool central to our thinking process in architecture
and a primary vehicle by which we communicate our work. We
structure our way of drawing based on a certain long held geometric
understanding, yet for the past decade physicists have thought of
time in a completely different way. And, for almost a century, threedimensional space, an essential postulate of architectural thinking, has
fluctuated in its dimensional attributes and certainties. How does this
matter for drawing?

4. Till, Architecture Depends,
113.

In fact, through the drawings of this research, I would propose an
alternate view that ‘lived’ space is in fact not defined by a temporality
that is elusive and evades capture. It has a different physicality, one that
is apparent in the changes, the abrasions, the erosions and the wear of
the materiality of space. To seek the visual insurgence of these factors
into drawing proposes architecture as a domain not only of faultless and
static space, but a changeable and evolving terrain. To explore this flux
of time and so articulate an augmented appreciation of space within
drawings is to attempt to understand them and their contingencies
better. And to understand them better means to understand our spatial
imaginations, enrich our designs and ultimately the places we build.

Jeremy Till contends that in exploring these presences through
drawing, is not to attempt to then further control them through the
built, but on the contrary, to understand their existence and enrich
the built through bringing about these opportunities instead of stifling
them. The drawings might seem like they actually pre-determine
too much about the manifold use of space, space as matter to be
moulded, but they actually set about removing the deterministic
aspect of architecture which sees it as the matter that is ‘left-over’ and
determined through implication in its absence through the positioning
of built matter, but sees space as fluctuating matter in itself, undulating
alongside time.4
The critical attention to the generative potential of drawings as a key
tool in the emergence of space, (although particular and specific to
each project) cultivates an engaged and active, ongoing research
methodology, which is particular and specific to each project. The
project may not always result in a finite built outcome, the proposal, or
end-point of the project may turn out to be a series of drawings, further
drawings, installations, dialogues and discourse.
When ‘time’ and ‘space’ are only implied givens and remain absent in a
drawing, the drawing takes on an instrumental nature. In drawing forth
the imaginal and inter-dimensional, space is provided with an enlivened
possibility that might be captured, even imaginatively, as something
beyond, something multi-dimensional contained within the operations
of drawing, compressing and expanding, in, and out, to reflect its
multivalent capacity for life.
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wherein the overlap of a tripartite operation of time draws forth the
imaginal.

CONTRIBUTION TO KNOWLEDGE
This research contributes to an emerging area of architectural research
concerned with expanded drawing practices, where the activity
of drawing is figured not simply as a representational tool in the
architectural design process, but where drawing is used as a critical and
thinking tool to explore spatial possibility. The contribution to knowledge
in the field is provided through the demonstration and interpretation
of this critical drawing practice disseminated through the projects
undertaken through the course of this research.
Corresponding to and responding to the points outlined in the
Introduction:
Particularly, this doctorate makes contribution in the following two
areas arising from particular methodologies and techniques that have
developed, shifted and evolved over the course of making the projects
which comprise this research.
1. Drawing forth the imaginal (time).
The work of the PhD articulates a method and practice of drawing which
explores ways to depict the aspects of space and time, central to design
thinking yet conventionally not (overtly) attended to in the drawing. This
research establishes methods of depicting space and time not as an
absence or a negative, read through implication, but gives primacy to
the depiction of ‘lived’ space. Spatial implication considered beyond the
initial state of the newly built, space and time considered as fields of
fluctuating matter in themselves, as conditions of flux.
This is explored through various techniques:

2. Through privileging the contained space rather than the container of
that space. A sustained and attentive analysis of occupancy is gained
through an understanding of the user’s current and projected needs.
Space is effectively ‘cast’ through enacting, via drawing, registers of
the occupants use. Zones of high and low use, areas of stasis and other
amenable areas can be identified, giving a material presence to space.
2. Drawing forth the dimensional (space).
Further to this articulation of space and time, the drawing’s dimensional
containment is examined in the relationship between the collapsing of
information into the two dimensions of the drawing and the expansion
of that information through the implication and projection of the third
dimension.
Projects conducted throughout the second and last phases of the PhD
investigated this oscillation between states by taking a drawing through
distinct states of translation into and out of other dimensions: drawing
to installation or template to print and to form. Crossing from the two
dimensions of a drawing to a three dimensional installation or form
confronts the distinction and the liminal compression between the two
separate dimensional states when each can be seen to contain the other.
The technique particularly employs direct transfers of information at a 1:1
scale using stencils, prints and templates, with the final project of the
PhD, a ‘drawing’ containing both a compressed and expanded version of
its two and three-dimensional states.
The central means by which both of these operations occur – imaginal
space and dimensional space – is through a recasting of the line in
drawing: firstly as seismographic instrument describing a mobile
occupant in the flux of daily activity and alternatively, the line as edge,
delineator of dimensional change.

1. Attentive immersion in the drawing activity.
This active engagement with drawing enables (and is enabled by) a mode
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This doctorate additionally makes contribution in the following areas:

4. Expanded practices: art and spatial practice

3. Expanded practices: drawing and architecture

Much of the project work of this PhD engaged with aspects of art
practice, in both its immediacy and materiality, but also through the
agency of the gallery, or exhibition space. The process of applying for,
and exhibiting, are themselves parameters shaping the work, but which
have additionally situated the work in a competitive, peer-reviewed
environment (both national and international) from which architecture
does not conventionally take its primary audience.

The activity of drawing is figured not only as predominantly
representational method in the architectural design process, but
where drawing is used incisively as a critical tool of thinking to explore
this design process and to mediate the emergence, registration and
perception of architectural space. As such, it sits within a pertinent
area of research placing renewed attention, within both practice and
education, to the state of drawing practices in light of the steep digital
uptake, and, rapidly evolving technologies associated with architectural
visualisation.
The re-situating of aspects such as space and time in the drawing and
the complex but core aspect of dimensional projection contained within
different tools (paper, screen, model) marks a constant critical enquiry
towards certain conventional assumptions in the drawing. This is most
significantly an area requiring attention in education, where although
drawing is traditionally the core operative of a students’ means of
visualisation and communication of their design ideas, it is also one that,
paradoxically, is constantly in revision as technological evolutions impact
these methods of visualisation. To understand and give clarity to certain
aspects of drawing is to mediate the drawings valency and usefulness
as a critical tool even when technological advancements mean some
drawing practices can be truncated or sped up.
The work of the PhD also situates itself amongst a field of architectural
practice, which offers a new framework for describing ‘architecture’. It
suggests ’architecture’ resides in the spatial concepts and constructs
possible in a drawing, and, despite their liberation from instrumental
purpose, drawings can remain none the less architectural. This
contributes to the constant revision in ways of operating as an architect,
for the profession and for students of architecture. This does not in any
way devalue the role of the physically built, but rather it is a position
which sees both drawing and building as ends of the one spectrum of
architecture. The drawing as building, and the building as drawing, are
dimensional ends of containment embodying the other.

The project work explores space through such drawing practices in a
way that can’t help but be quintessential to architecture (particularly
through plans, perspectives, isometrics), and yet, undertaken with the
labour, intimacy and immediacy of artistic work, situates the research
somewhere between architecture and visual art, the building site and
the gallery. It approaches this subject of spatial negotiation – where
there is currently a growing focus by numbers of visual artists – from an
architectural sphere, and claims it as a legitimate concern for architectural
enquiry.
The project work of the PhD collectively advances alternative drawing
techniques and methodologies, thereby expanding and furthering the
role of critical drawing practices as a crucial tool in the act of negotiating
space and thereby ultimately enriching its design.
In so doing, this PhD will yield new knowledge in the form of, and
through the explication of, the drawing works undertaken. These
drawings have progressed the resultant themes of the research in
original, publicly exhibited and critical ways.
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MOVING FORWARD: RAPID PINK

The use of the methodology
In one way, the projects that comprise this research are ends in
themselves: discrete episodes of praxis, in and of themselves, with a
beginning and an end. As explorations borne of an ongoing fascination
with and love of drawn space, however, they should be considered a
cumulative thread, without end, each informing and being informed by
the next and so, too, ultimately informing the shape and substance of my
practice.

Most significantly perhaps, undertaking this PhD has enabled a trajectory
in the enquiries I held forth through drawing, which, at the outset of the
PhD, I would not have envisaged. I began the research with drawings,
as can be seen in Carroll/Green, still recognisable as architectural, with
ambitions for elevating lived space, articulating it within the register of
the drawing … somehow. In the latter phase of the research, digressions
in fourth-dimensional space and an enquiry of a drawing’s basic
dimensional structure are not subjects that I would have expected to
form part of the concerns of this research. I now see that it is precisely
because of such unaccounted for digressions that a critical thinking of
drawing is necessary.

Prior to commencing this doctorate, drawings held a dual role in my
practice: naturally as a product of the practice in themselves, possibly
instigating a constructed outcome; but they were also at the core of the
methodology of the practice, the prevalent technique for critically thinking
through ideas about space, thinking space through drawings. However,
through the drawings made throughout this PhD, and the reflection on
and dissemination of those projects, I’ve come to understand aspects
of my practice that I would otherwise have found difficult to articulate to
myself and to others.

The future course of this practice is one continuing to undertake both
speculative and actual design projects, and they will be underpinned
through a continuation and development of the critical drawing practices
and explorations begun in this PhD. This work will also be disseminated
through a continuation of my academic roles, through scholarly research
devoted to these aspects of drawing, an engagement and development
of curricula and directly through teaching students. Where possible,
drawings will be exhibited to maintain an active dialogue with art
practice, and through writing, drawing projects and conceptual enquiries
can be discussed.

This has occurred in several ways: in focussing on the essential (but
neglected) aspects – space and time – (and pushing aside certain
drawing conventions and assumptions) has enabled a freeing up of the
drawing as an interface where other things might operate.

Most importantly, the future concerns of my practice remain the same
as at the outset of this research, the refining of the process whereby
the transformation of design ideas into form – whether a drawn form or
constructed form – is achieved with greater and greater precision.

Such a critical drawing practice will continue to be given time and
attention, either by sitting alongside architectural projects to inform the
built outcome or as distinct speculative projects. In fact, the character of
my practice and myself as an architect has become one more distinctly
defined by the making of such drawings, as a practice that makes
drawings, perhaps even, as a practice which cannot but make these
drawings. More importantly, the research cumulatively defines, for
me, the undertaking of such drawing projects as a valid and substantial
concern of architecture.

The title of this research strikes a straight trajectory: start line, end space.
Yet, through the course of this research I’ve come to understand that this
trajectory is not linear, nor chronological, nor even cumulative. A circle,
or a spiral, perhaps, which feeds back onto itself, projecting forward and
backward, affecting, effecting.
As such, the course of this research has not been that of a journey in
search of perfect solutions, or any solutions for that matter. It is my hope
that this research has, rather, exposed small moments of clarity, and
those moments have moved along and been incorporated into the next
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EPILOGUE
question, the next project. Perhaps the practice of architecture holds
more promise as a proposal than a proof.
In so saying, this research is not remotely a wrapping up, but rather
an opening out. It is with deliberate intent that the heading for this last
section of this final chapter reads: rapid pink. Standing in for the interdimensional, the further-dimensional, a colour beyond our receptive
cognition, the tensional space that the in-between exemplifies, the flicker
between space in its multiple layers. It is that the drawing can hold all
of these possibilities of space, which makes it the device and subject
of eternal return. This PhD has formed the prototype, not for what will
constitute the practice in the future, but how it will be constituted. It
has become the blueprint for a voyage to reach the fringes of my own
understanding.
The role of drawing in my practice will continue to operate in such an
amplified way and as such, the resultant reflections of this PhD directly
contribute to my understanding of my practice, of what practicing
architecture means to me, and why a creative engagement with the
emergence of space is meaningful to me. By extension, it is my hope
that the drawings, and this account of the journey of their making, can
prove to be of value and have wider relevance for others in the field.

5. Henry Miller, The Time of
the Assassins: A Study of
Rimbaud. London;
Melbourne: Quartet, 1984.

6. Hélène Cixous. Stigmata:
Escaping Texts.
London: Routledge, 1998, 26.

I have been in love with painting ever since I became conscious of it at
the age of six. I drew some pictures I thought fairly good when I was
fifty, but really nothing I did before the age of seventy was of any value
at all. At seventy-three I have at last caught every aspect of nature birds, fish, animals, insects, trees, grasses ... all. When I am eighty I
shall have developed still further and I will really master the secrets of
art at ninety. When I reach a hundred my work will be truly sublime
and my final goal will be attained around the age of one hundred and
ten, when every line and dot I draw will be imbued with life.5 Hokusai
Every uncertain and feathery line you draw represents resource.
Someone drawing a line, someone marking out the line, someone
building a line, someone walking (between) the lines. Someone drawing
a line. There is no end to drawing, there is no end to seeing.6
End space, start line.
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PROJECT MAP

This Project Map, prepared for the final progress review in June 2015,
outlines the projects completed against key themes, contexts and the
overall draft dissertation structure at that time. Although it is included
here without amendment, it provides a guide to process as well as to
the development of the central ideas across the projects.
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START LINE:END SPACE

DRAWING
FORTH
IMAGINAL
SPACE PROJECT MAP draft 06.2015
08.2009

01. CARROLL/GREEN

06.2010

02. SCOTT/CASTLE

03.

11.2010

04. LIGHT REGISTER

09.2011-2014

05. GEORGE STREET

03.2012

06. THE MINUTES,
THE HOURS

08.2012-2015

07. POSTAL SERVICE

06.2015

08. FIVEFOLD

PROJECTS

INVENTORY

INVENTORY

drawings & installation of
existing architectural site

drawings & installation of
existing architectural site

drawings, digital video, photographic
print & installation of
existing site, proposed new addition

architectural project, additions to
existing residence

drawings, wall and floor installation,
stencils

temporal drawings, collage, installation

architectural project, additions to
existing residence and drawings, brass
templates and models

time/duration/immersion within/without
visible/invisible
grids/perfect-imperfect
temporal leakages in the drawing
2-D to 3-D transformations

time/duration/immersion within/without
visible/invisible
grids
temporal leakages in the drawing

time/duration/immersion within/without
temporal leakages in the drawing
activated space (digital video)
expanded/hybrid work

architectural project
time/duration/immersion within/without
2-D to 3-D transformations
expanded fields

time/duration/immersion within/without
temporal leakages in the drawing
2-D to 3-D transformations
expanded/hybrid work

time/duration
invisible/visible
chance operations
expanded work

architectural project
time/duration/immersion within/without
2-D to 3-D compression/expansion
expanded/hybrid work

temporal registers +
invisible/visible in plan > scott/castle
first manifestation of 2-D to 3-D
transformation (connection of exploration 3 to 4)
transparent/shifting layers > light register

temporal registers +
invisible/visible in plan > caroll/green
first use of positive/negative casting &
use of dyptich > also explored for light
register

temporal registers +
invisible/visible in plan > caroll/green,
scott/castle
positive/negative, casting & use of
dyptich > also explored for scott/castle
use of digital video overlay

temporal registers +
invisible/visible in plan > caroll/green,
scott/castle
positive/negative, casting & use of
dyptich > also explored for scott/castle
use of digital video overlay
composites via collage > postal service

temporal registers +
invisible/visible in plan > caroll/green,
scott/castle
positive/negative, casting > scott/castle,
light register
2-D to 3-D transformation for the one
drawing subject

temporal registers +
highlighting invisible/visible
arbitrary operations
composites via collage > light register

temporal registers +
invisible/visible in plan
positive/negative, casting
2-D to 3-D compression/expansion
within the one drawing/object

WORDS

Catalogue essay by Karen Burns
PLACE magazine article, May 2011 by
Chwalisz and Pedisic
Images used in article by Sarah
Wigglesworth in RSA journal, Spring 2013

Conference proceedings book abstract
Eds. Peg Rawes, Jane Rendell, Ana Araujo

Catalogue, essay by Mirjana Lozanovska,
Text by Pedisic and Peacock

Times/tables Catalogue essay by Dianne
Peacock
Text by Pedisic and Hurst

Catalogue essay by Ceridwen Owen

REFERENCES:

Lebbeus Woods, Daniel Libeskind,
Bernard Tschumi, Morphosis, Diller +
Scofidio
Agnes Martin (grids), Silke Schatz,
Haralambidou, CJ Lim, Kreider & O’Leary,
Victoria Watson, Smout Allen

Bruce Naumann, Rachel Whiteread (casts)
Diogo Pimentao, Lisa Munnelly (charcoal)
Enric Miralles, Lina Bo Bardi

Marie-Jeanne Hoffner (spatial projections,
integrating installation and video)

Evans, Frascari, Vesely, Perez-Gomez,
Pelletier; Treadwell, Till (temporal leaks)
Bartlett - critical drawing: Haralambidou,
Rendell, Kreider & O’Leary, Watson, etc
Helene Cixoux, John Berger (drawing)
Catherine de Zegher

Treadwell, Till (temporal leakages)
Bartlett - critical drawing: Haralambidou,
Jane Rendell, Kreider & O’Leary, Victoria
Watson, etc
Helene Cixoux

Sarah Treadwell, Jeremy Till (temporal
leakages)
John Berger (time in drawing,
photography)

CATEGORY
THEMES

CONNECTIONS/
KEY MOVES

ART/ARCHITECTURE

REFERENCES:

CRITICAL WRITING

Luis Callejas (the hours)
Dimitty Andersen (project architect)

[ project yet to be completed ]

Naumann, Whiteread (casts)
Pimentao, Munnelly (charcoal)
McNally, Aureli (fine drawings of spatial
invisibilities); Tauba Auerbach &
postcommodity (2-D/3-D transformations)
SFMOMA Field Conditions

[ project yet to be completed ]

SFMOMA Field Conditions
Tauba Auerbach (compression systems,
tetrachrome)
Diogo Pimentao
Norman Dillworth
(inter-dimensionality)

Frascari, Treadwell, Till (temporal leaks)
Bartlett - critical drawing: Haralambidou,
Jane Rendell, Kreider & O’Leary, Victoria
Watson, Yeoryia Manolopoulou etc
Helene Cixoux, John Berger (drawing)
Catherine de Zegher

[ project yet to be completed ]

[ project yet to be completed ]
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LIST OF PROJECTS

DATE

		WORK #		
PROJECT

OCT

2009			

APRIL

MAY

MATERIALS

DIMENSIONS

OCT

2010			

Practice Research Symposium 3

DEC

2010			

WHIRLWINDS, SEXUATE SUBJECTS Conference
BARTLETT SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE, UCL
Dec 3 - 5

Practice Research Symposium 1

SCOTT/CASTLE

1		

Thin/Thick 1

Ink and pencil on tracing paper

21 x 29.7cm

2		

Thin/Thick 2

Ink and pencil on tracing paper

21 x 29.7cm

3		

Blue geometry

Ink and pencil on Arches paper

59.4 x 42cm

4		

Carroll/Green Test 1

Ink and pencil on Arches paper

42 X 59.4cm

2010			

JAN

OPENFIELDS Conference
SERIAL SPACE GALLERY, SYDNEY
April 28 - 30
5		

Carroll/Green Test 1 v.2

Ink and pencil on tracing paper

59.4 x 42cm

6		

Test work: Carroll/Green 2

Ink and pencil on tracing paper

59.4 x 84.1cm

7		

Test work: Carroll/Green 3

Ink and pencil on tracing paper

59.4 x 84.1cm

8		

Bluelines 1

Ink and pencil on tracing paper

29.7 x 21cm

9		

Bluelines 2

Ink and pencil on tracing paper

29.7 x 21cm

2010			

JAN

Scott/Castle Panel 1

Ink, pencil, marker, watercolour on Arches paper

80 x 186cm

19

Scott/Castle Panel 2

Ink, pencil, marker, watercolour on Arches paper

80 x 186cm

INVENTORY

2011

2011

20 - 39

Inventory # 1 - 19

Ink, pencil, watercolour		
carbon paper, glue on
Arches paper

21 x 29.7cm

40

Light Register: positive Test

Ink, pencil, compressed		
charcoal, collage

84.1 x 59.4cm

Digital drawing			

variable

360 x 116cm

41		SWARM layout plan

MAR

INTIMATE IMMENSITIES
SASA GALLERY, ADELAIDE
May 18 - June 18

18

2011			

SWARM: LIGHT REGISTER &
DARK REGISTER
KINGSARI GALLERY, MELBOURNE
March 11 – April 2
LIGHT REGISTER

CARROLL/GREEN

JUNE

10

Exploration 1

Ink, pencil, watercolour on
Arches paper

65 x 101cm

42

Light Register: positive

Ink, pencil, charcoal, watercolour on Arches paper		

11

Exploration 2

Ink, pencil, watercolour on
Arches paper

65 x 101cm

43

Digital video overlay

12

Exploration 3

Ink, pencil, watercolour on
Arches paper

65 x 101cm

Digital video, 2 mins, looped
Digital audio track, 2 mins.
by Dianne Peacock and
Chris della Bosca

13

Exploration 4

Ink, pencil, watercolour on
Arches paper

65 x 101cm

44

Light Register composite photograph

Digital image			

variable		

45

Light Register: negative

C-type digital print

360 x 116cm

46 - 65

Inventory # 20 - 40

Ink, pencil, watercolour,		
compressed charcoal on
Arches paper

21 x 29.7cm

2010			

Practice Research Symposium 2
JUNE

JULY

2010

14 - 17

Scott/Castle Tests 1 - 4

Ink and pencil on paper		

21 x 29.7cm

2011
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			89
JUNE

Practice Research Symposium 4

2011			

SEPT
AUG

The Minutes

GEORGE STREET

2011			
66 - 75

Design drawings

JUNE

2012				Practice Research Symposium 5

JULY

2013

AUG

2013			

76		the minutes test layout

Ink and pencil on tracing		
paper and vellum

2013				MANUAL: INSCRIPTIONS OF
THE EVERYDAY
SASA GALLERY, ADELAIDE
September 17 – October 18

42 x 29.7cm

THE MINUTES, THE HOURS
The hours (as for fortyfivedownstairs)
The minutes (reconfigured)

Cardboard, paint, glue, pencil

30 x 30cm

SEPT

2013

90 - 149

TIMES/TABLES Times
FORTYFIVEDOWNSTAIRS, MELBOURNE
August 13 - 24

Postal Service 01 - 60

THE MINUTES, THE HOURS

77

The hours:
Panel 01

78

POSTAL SERVICE

Ink, compressed charcoal on
Arches paper mounted on ply

42 x 30cm

Panel 02

Ink, compressed charcoal on
Arches paper mounted on ply

42 x 30cm

79

Panel 03

Ink, compressed charcoal on
Arches paper mounted on ply

42 x 30cm

80

Panel 04

Ink, compressed charcoal on
Arches paper mounted on ply

42 x 30cm

81

Panel 05

Ink, compressed charcoal on
Arches paper mounted on ply

42 x 30cm

82

Panel 06

Ink, compressed charcoal on
Arches paper mounted on ply

42 x 30cm

83

Panel 07

Ink, compressed charcoal on
Arches paper mounted on ply

42 x 30cm

84

Panel 08

Ink, compressed charcoal on
Arches paper mounted on ply

42 x 30cm

85

Panel 09

Ink, compressed charcoal on
Arches paper mounted on ply

42 x 30cm

86

Panel 10

Ink, compressed charcoal on
Arches paper mounted on ply

42 x 30cm

87

Panel 11

Ink, compressed charcoal on
Arches paper mounted on ply

42 x 30cm

88

Panel 12

Ink, compressed charcoal on
Arches paper mounted on ply

42 x 30cm

OCT

2013				Practice Research Symposium 6

NOV

2013

14.8 x 21cm

Ink, pencil, watercolour		
carbon paper, glue on
Arches paper

21 x 29.7cm

Ink and pencil on vellum,		
Digital images

21 x 29.7cm

INVENTORY
150 - 166

DEC

Blank Arches paper in envelope
with compressed charcoal stick

Inventory # 41 - 57

RANKINS ROAD

2013			
167 - 175

Design drawings

JUNE

2015

Practice Research Symposium 7

AUG

2015			

FIVEFOLD
176

Fivefold drawing

Digital drawing

variable

177

Fivefold template

Brass plate, 0.4mm		

21 x 29.7cm

178

Fivefold form

Brass plate, folded, 0.5mm

22 x 7 x 7cm
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CURRICULUM
V I TA E
K AT I C A P E D I S I C

ACADEMIC EXPERIENCE

TEACHING APPOINTMENTS

2008 - 2009
PERSONAL DETAILS
Date of birth:
Nationality:

22 January 1972
Australian

Lecturer in Architecture (0.5 fractional), Art, Architecture & Design,
University of South Australia
Course Coordinator:
				
Design Studio 3: Context (2nd year)
				
Design Studio 2 (1st year)
				
Design Studio: Special Projects (Summer Design Studio Elective)
		Tutor:
Contemporary Design Theories
				
Design Studio 10 (5th year)

ADADEMIC QUALIFICATIONS
2004
1997
1993 - 1995
1989 - 1991

Registration, Architect’s Board of South Australia
Graduate Diploma in Communication (Film), University of Technology, Sydney (UTS),
Bachelor of Architecture, University of Adelaide
Bachelor of Architectural Studies, University of Adelaide

CAREER HISTORY
2009 - present PhD Candidate, Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology (RMIT),
Architecture & Design
2007 - present Principal, Katica Pedisic Architect
2013 - 2015
Academic (sessional), Melbourne School of Design, The University of Melbourne
2012 - 2015
Academic (sessional), School of Design, Swinburne Univeristy of Technology
2008 - 2009
Academic (part time), Art, Architecture & Design, University of South Australia (UniSA)
2003 - 2008
Associate, Con Bastiras Architect
2001 - 2007
Academic (sessional), Art, Architecture & Design, University of South Australia
2000 - 2003
Exhibition, Production Assistant, Media Resource Centre
1998 - 1999
Graduate Architect, Con Bastiras Architect
1996 - 1997
Graduate Architect, Nelson Dawson Architects

SESSIONAL TEACHING
2015

Tutor, Melbourne School of Design, The University of Melbourne
Design Studio Fire & Design Workshop (2nd & 3rd year)
Tutor, School of Design, Swinburne Univeristy of Technology
Tutor Construction 2, Construction & Technology 1 (2nd year)

2014

Tutor, Melbourne School of Design, The University of Melbourne
Design Workshop (2nd & 3rd year)
Tutor, School of Design, Swinburne Univeristy of Technology
Design Explorations (3rd year)			

2013

Tutor, Melbourne School of Design, The University of Melbourne
Design Workshop (2nd & 3rd year)
Lecturer, School of Design, Swinburne Univeristy of Technology
Construction & Technology 1 (1st year)
Tutor, Virtual Space Studio (2nd year)

2012

Lecturer, School of Design, Swinburne Univeristy of Technology
Design Studio 3 (2nd year)

2009

Tutor, Melbourne School of Design, The University of Melbourne
Tutor: Design Studio 2 (2nd year)			

CURRENT POSITION

2007

Tutor, School of Architecture & the Built Environment, The University of Adelaide
Final Year Design Studio (5th year)

PhD Candidate, RMIT, Architecture & Design,
Principal, Katica Pedisic Architect

2001 - 2007

Tutor, Art, Architecture & Design, University of South Australia
Design Studio 1; Design Studio 2; Design Studio 4 (1st & 2nd year)
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PROFESSIONAL TEACHING and LEARNING PROJECTS
2014

EXHIBITED WORK

Guest Lecturer, Art, Architecture & Design, University of South Australia
Masters Project Report (Final year Design Studio) 			

2016

(forthcoming) Start Line, End Space RMIT Hub, Melbourne, October.
Completed PhD project work.

External Moderator, RMIT
Bachelor of Communication Elective

2013

The minutes, the hours, Manual, SASA Gallery, Adelaide, September.
Curated by Rachel Hurst & Jane Lawrence.

Guest Critic, Melbourne School of Design, The University of Melbourne
Design Studio: Fire (3rd year)

The minutes, the hours, TIMES/TABLES, fortyfivedownstairs gallery, Melbourne, August
In conjunction with Rachel Hurst, Tabulation.

2013

Creative Workshop, fortyfivedownstairs Gallery
Creative design class for 18 high school students.

2011

Light Register, SWARM, Kings Ari Gallery, March.
In conjunction with Dianne Peacock, Dark Register.

2008

External Moderator, School of Architecture & the Built Environment, The University
of Adelaide
Design Studio 10 (Final year)

2010

Scott/Castle, Bartlett School of Architecture, UCA, London. December.			
Curated by Jane Rendell and Ana Araujo, Bartlett, London, Whirlwinds, Sexuate Subjects
Conference.

External Moderator, Art, Architecture & Design, University of South Australia
Design Studio 10 (Final year)
Coordinator, Design Derby
Adelaide Fringe Festival Design & Architecture, 3-day event.		
2007

Conference Committee, SAHANZ Conference, University of South Australia
Conference proceedings and graphics.

2005

External Moderator, Art, Architecture & Design, University of South Australia
Design Studio 10 (5th year)

2004

Marco Frascari Masterclass Art, Architecture & Design, University of South Australia
Grimoire of Architecture; with Marco Frascari, 1-day inter-disciplinary masterclass

Carroll/Green, Intimate Immensities, SASA Gallery, Adelaide, May.
Curated by Rachel Hurst & Jane Lawrence.
		
Test drawings, Serial Space Gallery, Sydney, April.
Openfields Conference
2008

ARCHITECTURAL EXPERIENCE
2007 - present Principal, Katica Pedisic Architect
Significant projects:
Stewart Street Addition, Brunswick East, Victoria, 2016 - present
Rankins Road Addition, Kensington, Victoria, 2015 - present
George Street Addition, Clarence Park, South Australia, 2012 - 2013
Queen Street Addition, Norwood, South Australia, 2007

WRITTEN and PUBLISHED WORK
2016

Start Line, End Space: Drawing forth dimensional space, Dissertation,
RMIT (Architecture & Design)

2013

RSA Journal for the Royal Society of Arts Spring 2013, Carroll/Green Explorations 1 - 4.
Pedisic, Katica and Hurst, Rachel. Times/Tables, Catalogue essay, fortyfivedownstairs
gallery.

2011

Pedisic, Katica and Peacock, Dianne. SWARM Catalogue essay, KingsAri Gallery.
Pedisic, Katica and Chwalisz, Damien. Unbuilt Work, Place magazine, May issue. http://
www.placemagazine.com.au/?iid=47605

2010

Aerial, Blanket Magazine, Issue 24, The Landscape Issue, October, 2010

2005

Pedisic,Katica. “Fluid Interventions” in InDesign, February, 2005

Aerial, La Boheme, SALA festival, August.

1998 - 2012

Associate Architect Con Bastiras Architect
Significant projects:
Hayborough Residence, 2013 - 2015
Unley Residence, 2009 - 2011 (Award of Merit, RAIA, 2012)
Malvern House 2, 2008 (Award of Merit, RAIA, 2009)
Hove Apartments, 2006 - 2007, (Award of Merit, RAIA 2008)
Aptos Cruz Gallery Addition, 2005 - 2006, (Award of Merit, RAIA 2007)
Mylor Residence, 2005, (Award of Merit, RAIA 2007)
Walkerville Residence, 2005, (Award of Merit, RAIA, 2006)
Taplin Residence, 1999 - 2001, (Award of Merit RAIA 2002)
Stone Residence, 1999, (Award of Merit, RAIA 2000)
Queen Victoria Apartments, 1999
Colley Terrace Apartments, 1999

CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS

1997		Philips Pilkington Architects, Graduate Architect

2010

Scott/Castle Whirlwinds, Sexuate Subjects Conference, Bartlett School of Architecture,
University College of the Arts, London, December 3 - 5.			

1996 - 1997		Nelson Dawson Architects, Graduate Architect

2010

Test drawings, Openfields Conference, University of Technology, Sydney, April 27 - 29.
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REVIEWS

COLLABORATIVE PROJECTS and COMMUNITY CONSULTATIONS

CREATIVE RESEARCH

2016

Consultant, Nature’s Playground (Access All Areas)
Accessible community playground with public art space,
Co-ordinated by Quentin Kenihan.

20 08

Coordinator, Design Derby
Adelaide Fringe Festival Design & Architecture, 3-day event.

2007

Conference Committee, SAHANZ Conference, University of South Australia
Conference proceedings and graphics.

2013
ArchitectureAU, Manual: Inscriptions of the Everyday, September 2013
		http://architectureau.com/calendar/exhibitions/manual-inscriptions-of-the-everyday/
ArchitectureAU, TIMES/TABLES, August 2013
		http://architectureau.com/calendar/exhibitions/times-tables/#img=0
		Peacock, Dianne. Catalogue Essay, TIMES/TABLES, fortyfivedownstairsgallery, 		
		Melbourne
2011		Elliot-Jones, Rachel. SWARM, threethousand
		
http://www.threethousand.com.au/out/derecho-and-swarm-exhibition-openings/

AWARDS and PRIZES
2012

Award of Merit, RAIA Unley Residence, Con Bastiras Architects

2009

Award of Merit, RAIA Malvern House 2, Con Bastiras Architects

2008

Award of Merit, RAIA Hove Apartments, Con Bastiras Architects

		Nible, Kat. Intimate Immensities – Glam Adelaide
		http://www.glamadelaide.com.au/main/intimateimmensities/

2007

Award of Merit, RAIA Aptos Cruz Gallery, Con Bastiras Architects
Award of Merit, RAIA Mylor Residence, Con Bastiras Architects

		
The Brag, Open Fields, Issue 359

2006

Award of Merit, RAIA Walkerville Residence, Con Bastiras Architects

ARCHITECTURAL PROJECTS

GRANTS

2008		
Habitus issue 2, December 2008
		Aptos Cruz Gallery Addition, Winner: Award of Merit, RAIA SA chapter, 2007

2015

School Research Committee Funding (SRC), RMIT ($1,000)

2010

RMIT Pro-Vice Chancellor’s Traveling Fund ($2,000)

2009

APA Scholarship (Australian Postgraduate Award) & RMIT PhD Scholarship

		Lozanovska, Mirjana. Catalogue Essay, SWARM, Kings Ari Gallery, Melbourne
2010		Burns, Karen. Catalogue Essay, Intimate Immensities, SASA Gallery, Adelaide

		
Architecture Inspired by Australia Joseph Buch, 2008
		Mylor Residence, Winner: Award of Merit, RAIA SA chapter, 2007
2007		
Better Homes and Gardens Featured in television program, October 2007		
		
Better Homes & Gardens November 2007, Mylor Residence			
2006		Hurst, Rachel. ‘Clean Lines: Con Bastiras in profile’ in HOUSES, Aug 2006, 107-116.
		
Beach Houses Casey CM Mathewson, Feierabend: Berlin, 2006
		
SA Life May, 2006, Taplin Residence
2005		
Monument Residential Issue, Taplin Residence
2004		
Hurst, Rachel. ‘Mylor House’ in Architectural Review (Australia) (ar), Residential 		
		Special 2004 2003		
		
Beach Houses 2 Stephen Crafti, Images Publishing: Melbourne, 2003
		Taplin Residence			
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LIST OF
I L L U S T R AT I O N S

I_12

Model, Con Bastiras Architects, 		
Hayborough House, 2013

I_13

Model, Con Bastiras Architects, 		
Kensington Park House, 2012.

I_14

Model, Con Bastiras Architects, 		
Kensington Park House, 2012.

All photographs by the author unless
otherwise noted. All work by author unless
otherwise noted.

I_15

Con Bastiras Architects, Malvern
House 2, 2007, photography courtesy
of Kevin O’Daly, Aspect photographics.

The cover image for each chapter spread is
taken from the projects discussed in that
chapter.

I_16

Con Bastiras Architects, Mylor House,
2007. Photography courtesy of Trevor
Fox.

INTRODUCTION

I_17

Mylor House, 2007

I_1

Inner cover: Inventory #57, 2016
ink and pencil on Arches paper, 29 x
21.7cm.

I_18

Con Bastiras Architects, Unley House,
2011, photography courtesy of Peter
Fisher.

I_2

Chapter cover: Panel 2, Scott/Castle,
2010, (detail), Photography 		
courtesy of Steve Wilson.

I_19

Unley House, 2011

I_20

Con Bastiras Architects, Unley House,
2011, photography courtesy of Peter
Fisher.

I_3 		 Richard Long A Line Made By 		
		Walking, 1967, ©Tate Gallery, 		
		 London, http://www.tate.org.uk/art/
		artworks/long-a-line-made-by-walking		 ar00142 accessed 8.6.16.

I_21

Floor Plan, Aptos Cruz Gallery, 2006,
ink and pencil on tracing paper,
40 x 29.7cm

I_4

I_22

Con Bastiras Architects, Aptos Cruz
Gallery, 2007. Photography courtesy of
Sam Noonan.

I_23

Con Bastiras Architects, Aptos Cruz
Gallery, 2007. Photography courtesy of
Sam Noonan.

I_24

Slipstream drawing panels, Design
Studio 3, University of South 		
Australia, 2008

I_25

Student work, Design Studio 3 &
Design Studio: Special Projects,
2008-2009.

I_26

Practice Research Symposium 		
5, RMIT, June 2012, photograph 		
courtesy of Dianne Peacock.

Lucio Fontana Spatial Concept		
‘Waiting’, 1960, ©Tate Gallery, 		
London, http://www.tate.org.uk/art/
artworks/fontana-spatial-conceptwaiting-t00694, accessed 8.6.16.

I_5

Work space, Carroll street, 2009

I_6

Work space, Port Albert, 2009

I_7

Bluelines v1, detail, 2008, ink and
pencil on tracing paper, 29.7 x 21cm

I_8

Dominant value (yellow), 2008,
ink and pencil on tracing paper, 60
x 12cm

I_9

Dominant value (yellow) (detail),
2008

I_10

Queen Street, 2007

I_11

Elevations, Queen Street, 2007,
ink and pencil on tracing paper,
29.7 x 21cm

I_27

Sarah Wiggleworth & Jeremy 		
Till, Table Manners, 1998, https://
strawbalehouseislington.
wordpress.com/design/, accessed
10.6.16.

I_28

Lebbeus Woods, Conflict Space 2,
2006, crayon and acrylic on linen,
187.96 x 304.8 cm, http://images.
friedmanbenda.com/www_
friedmanbenda_com/18267
sfmoma_FieldConditions_12_		
LebbeusWoodsConflictSpace
212.jpg, accessed 10.6.16.

I_29

Lebbeus Woods, Proposal for 		
Einstein’s Tomb, 1980, , https://www.
theguardian.com/artanddesign/
architecture-design-blog/2012/oct/31/
lebbeus-woods, accessed 10.6.16.

I_30

Lebbeus Woods, Conflict
Space 4, 2006, crayon and acrylic on
linen, accessed 10.6.16, http://www.
wired.com/2013/02/lebbeus-woodsconceptual-architect/, accessed
10.6.16.

I_31

Daniel Libeskind, Chamberworks,
Libeskind, Daniel. Countersign.
Architectural Monographs. London:
Academy Editions, 1991.

I_32

Chamberworks, 1991.

I_33

Gego, Untitled, 1977, steel wire with
metal leader sleeves, 90 x 80 x
80 cm, in Gego, Mari Carmen
Ramírez, Museum of Fine Arts
Houston., Museo de Arte
Latinoamericano de Buenos Aires.,
Biblioteca Luis-Ángel Arango., and
Drawing Center (New York N.Y.)
Gego: Between Transparency and the
Invisible, Houston: Houston Museum
of Art, 2007.

I_34

Gego, Untitled, 1963, etching and
aquatint on paper, 51.8 x 46.8 cm, in
Gego : Between Transparency and
the Invisible.

I_35

Gego, Untitled, 1965, ink on 		
paper, 27.8 x 428.3 cm, in Gego:
Between Transparency and the 		
Invisible.

I_36

Gego, Untitled, 1965, ink on 		
paper, 27.8 x 428.3 cm, in Gego:
Between Transparency and the 		
Invisible.

I_37

Gego, Untitled, 1965, ink on 		
paper, 27.8 x 428.3 cm, in Gego:

Between Transparency and the 		
Invisible.
I_38

Gego, Untitled, 1965, ink on 		
paper, 27.8 x 428.3 cm, in Gego:
Between Transparency and the 		
Invisible.

I_39

Tauba Auerbach, The New 		
Ambidextrous Universe III,
2014 (detail), plywood and aluminium,
243.8 x 121.9 x 2.5 cm,
© Tauba Auerbach.
Courtesy Paula Cooper Gallery,
New York.

I_40

Tauba Auerbach, Grain: Slice/Maille 1,
2015, acrylic on masonite with Baltic
Birch cradle, 228.6 x 121.9 x 5.1 cm,
© Tauba Auerbach.
Courtesy Paula Cooper Gallery, New
York. Photo: Steven Probert.

I_41

Tauba Auerbach, Untitled (Fold),
2012, acrylic paint on canvas on
wooden stretcher, 152.4 x 114.3 cm,
© Tauba Auerbach.
Courtesy Paula Cooper Gallery,
New York.

I_42

Kreider O’Leary, Post Performance
Drawings, 2010, Melbourne, RMIT.

I_43

Rachel Whiteread, House, 1993,
accessed 19.5.2016, http://www.
apollo-magazine.com/house/

I_44

Rachel Whiteread, Untitled (Stairs),
2001, ©Tate Gallery, London,
accessed 23.6.2016, http://www.
apollo-magazine.com/house/

I_45

Pier Vittorio Aureli, Untitled 22 (The
Marriage of Reason and Squalor),
2001-2004, ink on paper, 50 x
50cm, http://www.archdaily.com
/553868/pier-vittorio-aureli-toexhibit-30-drawings-in-london,
accessed 23.6.16.

I_46

Marie Jeanne Hoffner, Rampe 		
D’Escalier, 2007, Municipal Gallery,
Vitry-sur-Seine, in Brayer, MarieAnge, Joana Neves, and David
Sanson. Plans: Marie-Jeanne
Hoffner. Paris: Roven, 2010.

I_47

Marie Jeanne Hoffner, Forme du
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Relief, Rue Eugene Sue, Paris, 		
2004, Plywood cut out, http://		
www.bs1.org.uk/bs1-hoffner.html,
accessed 6.7.2016.
I_48

Emma McNally, Field 8 (detail), 2013,
graphite on paper, 190cm x 240cm,
https://www.flickr.com/photos/		
emmamcnally/page9, accessed 		
10.6.16.

I_49

Lebbeus Woods, System Wien,
2005 – 2008, https://lebbeus
woods.wordpress.com/
2009/06/05/architecture-of-energy/,
accessed 10.6.16.

I_50

I_51

1_11

Carroll/Green, Blue Geometry,
2009.

1_12

Thin/Thick 1, 2009, Pen and
Pencil on tracing paper, 29 x 21.7cm.
Thanks to John Pagnozzi for
his student work in Design
Studio 2, UniSA (2008) which
influenced Thin/Thick 1 & 2.

Carroll/Green, 2011

Wilson.

1_27

RSA Journal for the Royal Society of
Arts Spring 2013, Carroll/Green
Explorations 1 – 4.

1_43

Scott/Castle Panel 1, (detail)
Photography courtesy of Steve
Wilson.

1_28

Nivas, Cipka, http://www.nivas.hr/
blog/2007/12/05/croatiantraditional-wallpaper/, accessed
12.9.2010

1_44

Scott/Castle Panel 1, (detail)
Photography courtesy of Steve
Wilson.

1_29

Dragica Pedisic, Cipka (detail),
2008

1_45

Scott/Castle Panel 1, (detail)
Photography courtesy of Steve
Wilson.

1_30

Dragica Pedisic, Cipka (detail),
2008

1_46

Scott/Castle Panel 2, (detail)
Photography courtesy of Steve
Wilson.

Thin/Thick 2, 2009, Pen and Pencil
on tracing paper, 29 x 21.7cm.

1_14

Sketchbook drawings, 2009.

Lebbeus Woods, System Wien, 2005
– 2008, https://lebbeuswoods.
wordpress.com/2009/06/05/
architecture-of-energy/, accessed
10.6.16

1_15

Carroll/Green Exploration 1, in
progress, 2009.

1_31

Dragica Pedisic, Cipka (detail),
2008

1_47

1_16

Carroll/Green Exploration 2, in
progress, 2010

1_32

Josef Albers, F.M.E. (Structural
Constellation), 1962, http://www.
albersfoundation.org/art/
josef-albers/structuralconstellations/, accessed 10.6.16.

1_17

Carroll/Green Exploration 3, in
progress, 2010

Scott/Castle positive:negative test
geometries (using digital cuts of
Carroll/Green Exploration 4)

Scott/Castle Panel 2, (detail)
Photography courtesy of Steve
Wilson.

1_48

1_33

1_18

Carroll/Green Exploration 4, in
progress, 2010

Scott/Castle journal drawings,
2010

Scott/Castle Panel 2, (detail)
Photography courtesy of Steve
Wilson.

1_34

1_49

1_19

Carroll/Green, Exploration 1, 2010,
Ink, pencil, watercolour on
Arches paper, 65 x 101cm

Scott/Castle, test drawings and
digital reversals, 2010, all 29 x
21.7cm on Arches paper.

Scott/Castle Panel 2, (detail)
Photography courtesy of Steve
Wilson.

1_35

Scott/Castle, in progress, 2010

1_50

Carroll/Green, Exploration 2, 2010,
Ink, pencil, watercolour on
Arches paper, 65 x 101cm

1_36

Whirlwinds, Sexuate Subjects
Conference, UCL, Exhibition Plan,
image courtesy of Ana Araujo.

Whirlwinds exhibition, Sexuate
Subjects Conference, The Bartlett
School of Architecture, UCL,
December 2010 - January 2011.

1_51

Carroll/Green, Exploration 3, 2010,
Ink, pencil, watercolour on
Arches paper, 65 x 101cm

1_37

Scott/Castle, in progress, 2010

1_38

Scott/Castle, in progress, 2010

1_22

Carroll/Green, Exploration 4, 2010,
Ink, pencil, watercolour on
Arches paper, 65 x 101cm

1_39

1_52

Agnes Martin. Untitled, (detail),
1963.

1_23

Carroll/Green Exploration 1		
(detail), 2010, Photography courtesy
of Steve Wilson.

Scott/Castle Panel 1, 2010, ink,
pencil, marker, watercolour on 		
Arches paper, 80 x 186cm,
Photography courtesy of Steve
Wilson.

Agnes Martin. Untitled, 1963, Ink on
paper, 20.32 x 20.32cm. ©Tate
Gallery, London. http://www.		
tate.org.uk/context-comment/		
articles/agnes-martins-palette-byleatrice-eiseman, accessed 30.1.2016.

1_53

Nic Nicosia, Domestic Drama #4, 1982.

Chapter cover: Explorations 1,
Carroll/Green, (detail), 2010.
Photography courtesy of Steve 		
Wilson.

1_2

Journal drawings, various media,
2009

1_3

Journal drawings, various media,
2009

1_4

Bluelines, Carroll/Green, test
(detail), 2009, 59 x 84cm.

1_5

Carroll/Green, test works,
Serial Space Gallery, 2010

1_6

Carroll/Green, test works,
Serial Space Gallery, 2010
Carroll/Green, test works,
Serial Space Gallery, 2010

1_7

Carroll/Green, test drawings, 2009.

1_13

PART 1
1_1

1_10

1_8

Bluelines v.1 & 2, Carroll/Green,
2009, 27 x 21cm

1_9

Carroll/Green, test drawings, 2009,
Pen and Pencil on paper, 30 x 42cm.

1_20

1_21

1_24

Carroll/Green Exploration 1 		
(detail), 2010. Photography courtesy
of Steve Wilson.

1_25

Installation, Carroll/Green,Intimate
Immensities exhibition, SASA
Gallery, 2010, Photography 		
courtesy of Steve Wilson.

1_26

PLACE Magazine cover and essay,

1_40

Scott/Castle Panel 2, 2010, ink,
pencil, marker, watercolour on 		
Arches paper, 80 x 186cm,
Photography courtesy of Steve
Wilson.

1_41

Scott/Castle Panel 1, (detail)
Photography courtesy of Steve
Wilson.

1_42

Scott/Castle Panel 2, (detail)
Photography courtesy of Steve

PART 2
2_1

Chapter cover: Light Register: 		
positive, (detail), 2010. Photography
courtesy of Steve Wilson.

2_2

Inventory #2, 2011, ink, 		
pencil, charcoal on Arches paper,
29 x 21.7cm.

2_3

Inventory #3, 2011, ink,
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pencil, charcoal on Arches paper,
29 x 21.7cm.

2_19

Inventory #19, 2011, used carbon
paper, 29 x 21.7cm.

2_4

Inventory #4, 2011, ink, 		
pencil, charcoal on Arches paper,
29 x 21.7cm.

2_20

Sketch floor plan, Norseman, sketch
plan, 2008, ink and pencil on tracing
paper, 29 x 21.7cm.

2_5

Inventory #5, 2011, ink and pencil,
on Arches paper, 29 x 21.7cm.

2_21

Light Register, test drawing, 2011,
pencil on paper, 29 x 21.7cm.

2_6

Inventory #6, 2011, ink and pencil,
on Arches paper, 29 x 21.7cm.

2_22

2_7

Inventory #7, 2011, ink and pencil,
on Arches paper, 29 x 21.7cm.

Light Register, test drawing, 2011,
collage, carbon paper, glue,
on Arches paper, 29 x 21.7cm.

2_8

Inventory #8, 2011, ink and pencil,
on Arches paper, 29 x 21.7cm.

2_9

Inventory #9, 2011, ink, pencil, 		
watercolour on Arches paper, 2011,
29 x 21.7cm.

2_10

Inventory #10, 2011, ink, pencil,
watercolour on Arches paper, 2011,
29 x 21.7cm.

2_11

2_12

2_13

Inventory #11, 2011, ink, pencil,
watercolour on Arches paper, 2011,
29 x 21.7cm.
Inventory #12, 2011, collage, carbon
paper transfer on paper, glue, on
Arches paper, 29 x 21.7cm. With
thanks to Elli Eisbein (Inv. 12 - 16).
Inventory #13, 2011, collage, carbon
paper transfer on paper, glue, on
Arches paper, 29 x 21.7cm.

2_36

2_37

2_38

Light Register: positive, (detail),
2011.Photograph courtesy of Steve
Wilson.

3_8

Light Register: positive, (detail),
2011.Photograph courtesy of Steve
Wilson.

Inventory #26, 2011, ink,collage,
carbon paper, glue on Arches paper,
29 x 21.7cm.

3_9

Light Register: positive, (detail),
2011.Photograph courtesy of Steve
Wilson.

Inventory #27, 2011, ink, pencil,
charcoal, on Arches paper,
29 x 21.7cm.

3_10

Inventory #28, 2011, ink, charcoal,
on Arches paper, 29 x 21.7cm.

2_39

Light Register: positive, (detail),
2011.Photograph courtesy of Steve
Wilson.

3_11

Inventory #29, 2011, ink, charcoal,
on Arches paper, 29 x 21.7cm.

3_12

Inventory #30, 2011, ink, pencil,
charcoal, on Arches paper,
29 x 21.7cm.		

3_13

Inventory #31, 2011, ink, charcoal,
on Arches paper, 29 x 21.7cm.

3_14

Inventory #32, 2011, ink, charcoal,
on Arches paper, 29 x 21.7cm.

3_15

Inventory #33, 2011, ink, charcoal,
on Arches paper, 29 x 21.7cm.

3_16

Inventory #34, 2013, ink, charcoal,
on Arches paper, 29 x 21.7cm.

3_17

Inventory #35, 2013, ink, charcoal,
on Arches paper, 29 x 21.7cm.

3_18

Inventory #36, 2013, ink, charcoal,
on Arches paper, 29 x 21.7cm.

3_19

Inventory #37, 2013, ink, charcoal,
on Arches paper, 29 x 21.7cm.

3_20

Inventory #38, 2013, ink, charcoal,
on Arches paper, 29 x 21.7cm.

3_21

Inventory #39, 2013, ink, 		
pencil,charcoal, on Arches paper,
29 x 21.7cm.

3_22

George Street, site photographs,
2011.

3_23

George Street, journal drawings
(occupational notes), 2011

3_24

George Street, journal drawings
(occupational notes), 2011

3_25

Plan, George Street, 2011, ink and
pencil on tracing paper, 29 x 42cm.

2_23

Journal drawings, 2011.

2_24

Light Register, progress drawings, 2011.

2_40

Journal drawing, 2010.

2_25

Light Register exhibition plan for
SWARM, Kings ARI Gallery, 2011,
digital drawing.

2_41

Nauman, Bruce. A Cast of the Space
Under My Chair, 1965-68, Concrete.
http://visual.uclaextension.edu/		
artists-select-with-janine-vigus/10_
nauman_a_cast_of_the_space_
under_my_chair/, accessed 20. 1.16

2_26

Light Register: positive, 2011, Stills,
Video overlay.

2_27

Light Register: positive, 2011, Stills,
Video overlay.

2_28

Light Register: negative, 2011,
C-type photographic print, 360 x
116cm

2_29

Light Register: negative, 2011,
C-type photographic print, 360 x
116cm
					
2_30
Installation, Light Register, SWARM
exhibition, Kings ARI Gallery,
March 2011.

2_42

Whiteread, Rachel. Void Under a
Chair, 1997, Concrete, Tate Gallery,
London. https://twitter.com/jeroen
henneman/status/7239403944850
55489, accessed 20.1.2016.

PART 3
3_1

Chapter cover: The hours, panel 11
(detail), 2013.

3_2

Inventory #20, 2011, ink, 		
pencil, charcoal, carbon, watercolour
on Arches paper, 29 x 21.7cm.

2_14

Inventory #14, 2011, collage, carbon
paper transfer on paper, glue, on
Arches paper, 29 x 21.7cm.

2_31

Installation, Light Register, SWARM
exhibition, Kings ARI Gallery,
March 2011.

3_3

2_15

Inventory #15, 2011, collage, carbon
paper transfer on paper, glue, on
Arches paper, 29 x 21.7cm.

2_32

Installation, Light Register, SWARM
exhibition, Kings ARI Gallery,
March 2011.

Inventory #21, 2011, ink, 		
pencil, charcoal, carbon, watercolour
on Arches paper, 29 x 21.7cm.

3_4

2_16

Inventory #16, 2011, collage, carbon
paper transfer on paper, glue, on
Arches paper, 29 x 21.7cm.

2_33

Light Register: positive, (detail),
2011. Photography courtesy of Steve
Wilson.

Inventory #22, 2011, ink, 		
pencil, charcoal, carbon, watercolour
on Arches paper, 29 x 21.7cm.

3_5

2_17

Inventory #17, 2011, collage, carbon
paper, glue, on Arches paper,
29 x 21.7cm.

2_34

Light Register: positive, (detail),
2011. Photography courtesy of Steve
Wilson.

Inventory #23, 2011, ink, 		
pencil, charcoal, carbon, watercolour
on Arches paper, 29 x 21.7cm.

3_6

Inventory #18, 2011, collage, carbon
paper, glue, on Arches paper,
29 x 21.7cm.

2_35

Light Register: positive, (detail),
2011. Photography courtesy of Steve
Wilson.

Inventory #24, 2011, ink, 		
pencil, charcoal, carbon, watercolour
on Arches paper, 29 x 21.7cm.

3_7

Inventory #25, 2011, ink, 		
pencil, charcoal, carbon, watercolour

2_18

on Arches paper, 29 x 21.7cm.
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3_26

Elevation, George Street, 2011, ink
and pencil on tracing paper,
29 x 21.7cm.

3_27

Elevation, George Street, 2011, ink
and pencil on tracing paper,
29 x 21.7cm.

3_28

Section, George Street, 2011, digital
reversal.

3_29

George Street, 2013, Photography
courtesy of Sam Noonan.

3_30

George Street, 2013, Photography
courtesy of Sam Noonan.

3_31

George Street, 2013, Photography
courtesy of Sam Noonan.

3_32

the minutes, the hours, journal 		
drawings, 2013.

3_33

the minutes, the hours, journal 		
drawings, 2013.

3_34

Hurst, Rachel. Axonometric.
Times/Tables, fortyfivedownstairs
Gallery, 2013, ink and pencil on graph
paper, 29 x 42cm.

compressed charcoal on Arches
paper mounted on ply.
3_43

3_44

the hours, Panel 06, 2013, Ink,
compressed charcoal on Arches
paper mounted on ply.
the hours, Panel 07, 2013, Ink, 		
compressed charcoal on Arches
paper mounted on ply.

3_45

the hours, Panel 08, 2013, Ink,
compressed charcoal on Arches
paper mounted on ply.

3_46

the hours, Panel 09, 2013, Ink,
compressed charcoal on Arches
paper mounted on ply.

3_47

the hours, Panel 10, 2013, Ink, 		
compressed charcoal on Arches
paper mounted on ply.

3_48

the hours, Panel 11, 2013, Ink, 		
compressed charcoal on Arches
paper mounted on ply.

3_49

the hours, Panel 12, 2013, Ink,
compressed charcoal on Arches
paper mounted on ply.

3_50

the minutes, Installation, 2013,		
Spray paint on 16mm marine ply,
Wall: 120 x 120cm, Floor:
dimensions variable, Photography
courtesy of Toby Richardson.

3_35

the minutes, the hours, in progress,
2013.

3_36

the minutes, the hours, in progress,
2013.

3_37

Installation, The minutes, the 		
hours, MANUAL, SASA Gallery,
2013. Photography courtesy of Toby
Richardson.

3_51

Installing the minutes, SASA Gallery
for Manual, 2013

3_52

the hours, Panel 4, (detail), 2013.

the hours, Panel 01, 2013, Ink, 		
compressed charcoal on Arches
paper mounted on ply.

3_53

the hours, Panel 9, (detail), 2013.

3_54

the hours, Panel 9, (detail), 2013.

the hours, Panel 02, 2013, Ink,
compressed charcoal on Arches
paper mounted on ply.

3_55

the hours, Panel 2, (detail), 2013.

3_56

the hours, Panel 11, (detail), 2013.

the hours, Panel 03, 2013, Ink,
compressed charcoal on Arches
paper mounted on ply.

3_57

the hours, Panel 7, (detail), 2013.

3_58

the hours, Panel 11, (detail), 2013.

3_41

the hours, Panel 04, 2013, Ink,
compressed charcoal on Arches
paper mounted on ply.

3_59

Installation, the minutes, the hours,
Times/Tables, fortyfivedownstairs
Gallery, August 2013.

3_42

the hours, Panel 05, 2013, Ink,

3_60

Installation, the minutes, the hours,

3_38

3_39

3_40

Manual: Inscriptions of the Everday,
SASA Gallery, September, 2013,
Photography courtesy of Toby 		
Richardson.
3_61

3_62

3_63

3_64

3_65

3_66

Installation, the minutes, the hours,
Manual: Inscriptions of the Everday,
Photography courtesy of Toby 		
Richardson.

Douglas Huebler, Xerox Book, Plate
1 3, 1968, Ink and typewriter on
paper, in Siegelaub, Seth. Xerox
Book. NY: Seth Siegelaub, John
Wendler, 1968.

PART 4
4_1

Chapter cover: Fivefold, (detail),
2015.

4_2

Inventory #41, 2014,digital print,
folded, 29 x 21.7cm.

4_3

Inventory #42, 2014,digital print,
folded, 29 x 21.7cm.

4_4

Inventory #43, 2014, ink and 		
pencil, on Arches paper,
29 x 21.7cm.

4_5

Inventory #44, 2015, spray paint on
card, 29 x 21.7cm.

Installation, the minutes, the hours,
Manual: Inscriptions of the Everday,
Photography courtesy of Toby 		
Richardson.

4_6

Inventory #45, 2015, spray paint on
card, 29 x 21.7cm.

4_7

The Minutes, line connection to
Table of Contents (detail), MANUAL,
SASA Gallery, 2013, Photography
courtesy of Toby Richardson.

4_8

Inventory #46, 2015, spray paint on
card, 29 x 21.7cm.
Inventory #47, 2015, spray paint on
card, 29 x 21.7cm.

Installation, the minutes, the hours,
Manual: Inscriptions of the Everday,
Photography courtesy of Toby 		
Richardson.
Installation, the minutes, the hours,
SASA Gallery, September, 2013,
Photography courtesy of Toby 		
Richardson.
Installation, the minutes, the hours,
Manual: Inscriptions of the Everday,
Photography courtesy of Toby 		
Richardson.

3_67

Table of Contents (detail), 		
MANUAL, SASA Gallery, 2013,
Photography courtesy of Toby 		
Richardson.

3_68

Postal Service, Table of Contents,
MANUAL, SASA Gallery, 2013,
Photography courtesy of Toby 		
Richardson.

3_69

Postal Service, the deliveries, 2013 2014. A5 envelope, A5 Arches paper,
compressed charcoal stick, postage
stamp, 14.8 x 21cm.

3_70

Postal Service, the deliveries, 		
(detail) 2013 -2014. A5 envelope, A5
Arches paper, compressed charcoal
stick, postage stamp, 14.8 x 21cm.

3_71

3_72

Postal Service, the deliveries, 		
(detail) 2013 -2014. A5 envelope, A5
Arches paper, compressed charcoal
stick, postage stamp, 14.8 x 21cm.

4_9

Inventory #48, 2015, spray paint on
card, 29 x 21.7cm.

4_10

Inventory #49, 2015, spray paint on
card, 29 x 21.7cm.

4_11

Inventory #50, 2015, ink and 		
pencil, on Arches paper,
29 x 21.7cm.

4_12

Inventory #51, 2015, digital 		
drawing, print, 29 x 21.7cm.

4_13

Inventory #52, 2015, digital 		
drawing, print, 29 x 21.7cm.

4_14

Inventory #53, 2015, digital 		
drawing, print, 29 x 21.7cm.

4_15

Inventory #54, 2015, digital 		
drawing, print, 29 x 21.7cm.

4_16

Inventory #55, 2015, digital 		
drawing, print, 29 x 21.7cm.

4_17

Inventory #56, 2015, digital 		
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drawing, print, 29 x 21.7cm.

With assistance from Iona Orams.

4_18

Inventory #57, 2015, ink and pencil
on Arches paper, 29 x 21.7cm.

4_34

Fivefold, Perspectives, 2015 - 2016.
With assistance from Iona Orams.

4_19

Reutersvald,Oscar. Impossible
Figure, 1934, pen and ink on paper,
dimensions unknown, http://but
doesitfloat.com/filter/oscarreutersv%25C3%25A4rd, accessed
12.7.2016.

4_35

Fivefold, Drawing, 2015 - 2016.
Digital drawing.

4_36

Fivefold, Template, 2015 - 2016.
Brass sheet (4mm), 42 x 29cm.

4_37

Fivefold, Template, 2015 - 2016.
Brass sheet (4mm), 42 x 29cm.

4_38

Fivefold, Template, 2015 - 2016.
Brass sheet (4mm), 42 x 29cm.		

4_39

Fivefold, Template, 2015 - 2016.
Brass sheet (4mm), 42 x 29cm.

4_40

Fivefold, 2015. Form in progress.

4_41

Fivefold, Form, 2015. Brass sheet
(4mm), folded, 20 x 7 x 7cm, shown
with template.

4_42

Fivefold, Form, 2015. Brass sheet
(4mm), folded, 20 x 7 x 7cm, shown
with template.

4_43

Fivefold, Form, 2015. Brass sheet
(4mm), folded, 20 x 7 x 7cm, shown
with template.

4_20

Penrose, Roland. Penrose Triangle,
1950, digital drawing by author.

4_21

Necker, Louis Albert. Necker Cube,
1832, digital drawing by author.

4_22

Albers, Josef. Structural
Constellation, 1964, pen and ink on
graph paper , 35.6 x 45.7 cm, 		
http://www.waddingtoncustot.
com/custom_images/1400x1000
/usr/images/artworks/main_
image/11014/printb36932-0., 		
accessed 12.7.2016

4_23

Douglas Huebler, Xerox Book, Plate
1 9, 1968, Ink and typewriter on
paper, in Siegelaub, Seth. Xerox
Book.

4_24

Fivefold, journal drawings, 2015.

4_25

Fivefold, journal drawing, 2015.

4_44

4_26

Fivefold, Axonometric, 2015, Ink
and pencil on tracing paper,
42 x 29cm.

Fivefold, Form, 2015. Brass sheet
(4mm), folded, 20 x 7 x 7cm, shown
with template.

4_45

Fivefold, Form, (detail) 2015.

4_27

Fivefold, Axonometric series, digital
drawing, 2015.

4_28

Fivefold, Perspectives, 2015 - 2016.
With assistance from Iona Orams.

4_29

Fivefold, Axonometric series, digital
drawing, 2015.

4_30

Fivefold, Perspectives, 2015 - 2016.
With assistance from Iona Orams.

4_31

Fivefold, Isometric series, digital
drawing, 2015.

4_32

Fivefold, Perspectives, 2015 - 2016.
With assistance from Iona Orams.

4_33

Fivefold, Isometrics, 2015 - 2016.
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